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My 2015 scooter season started with

the Easter weekend Scarborough

national rally. It was a cold and wet

journey there, but the event more than made

up for that.

It’s always nice to see what fellow scooterists
have been doing over winter, and this was
demonstrated by the scooters parked outside
and in the custom show. It’s amazing what ideas
people have – if you’re one of these, why not
send in details of you and your scooter. You never
know, you could end up being in the next issue.

GOOD TIMES, BAD TIMES
You’d think having an excess of excellent
articles for the magazine would be something
to celebrate – but is it? While it may appear to
be a good thing, it comes with its own
problems, and I’ve had to make the difficult
decision of what to leave out – which amounts
to half a dozen features that have been edited
down, or omitted altogether.

On the face of it, the easy option might
appear to be adding-on extra magazine pages.
It’s not always quite that simple though,

because extra pages use more paper, cost
more money to print and also more to post out
– it’s a fine balance. So again I find myself in
the position of having to apologise to you, but I
hope it doesn’t reflect on your enjoyment of
reading the magazine.

On the positive side, this indicates that the
classic scooter world is alive and bubbling.

No matter what part of our scene
you happen to be into, there’s
something going on to suit
everyone’s lifestyle.

Independent publisher since 1885

Why not Just Ask your
local newsagent to

reserve you a copy each month?

Having trouble finding a
copy of this magazine?
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WESTON-ON-TRENT
Run to the Shires 2002.

DAVE CRANE
‘Throwback Thursday’... On my Vespa

100 during 1985.
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Backwhen
wehadhair

DO YOU HAVE A NOSTALGIC STORY TO TELL, OR AN OLD PICTURE TO SHARE?
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Burnetts (the shop that was closing down

when I bought it). Burnetts was a proper old

type shop and the logbook still has a

handwritten note pinned on it from when it

was taken into stock.

“There were still some new scooters in the

window with their original labels hanging on

the bars. I found the LD on the last day of the

sale under a tarpaulin at the rear of the shop;

the guy selling everything said: ‘I think I have

the original logbook for that one!’ I bought it,

took it back to Poole and restored it (it was

seized and the paint a bit scabby), but all the

parts are original; it even has the original

Lambretta tool roll in the toolbox.”

SCOOTERS IN POOLE
Paul Eeles picked this old picture up from a chap

on Poole Quay when he went to a bike night on

his 1957 LD 150; he picks up the story: “It

shows a scooter club in Poole during the 50s

(the Pottery Hotel is still there on the Ringwood

road). I don’t have a clue who the riders are.

“There was a bike shop about 100 yards down

the road during that time period, but it was a

proper ‘Greasers’ shop – not a place where

scooterists hung out! There were a few

scooter dealers in Ashley Road (Bob Fosters-

Dardini, Rumi dealers-Huxams, and a branch of

Pankhursts), so they may have some

connection with them.

“I’ve also attached a picture of my LD; it has

a fairly interesting history. I found it when a

Portsmouth bike shop closed down in the

late 90s. It had the original log book and had

been in the shop since 1958, with 900 miles

on the clock. I traced the original owner who

still lived at the same Swanage address

shown on the buff logbook.

“He bought it new from

Pankhursts (Weymouth) in 1957;

he rode it to Portsmouth in 1958

to join the navy; and sold it to
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IOW 1995
On way home from the IoW in 1995. Did

loads of rallies in the 90s with these

three P ranges. Picture Aaron Perks

JOHNTOWNSEND
This picture of my Li 150 was taken during Easter 1967.

It was on my first long journey (54 miles!) to see my friend in

Steyning, Sussex; I lived in Bracknell, Berks, at the time.

I bought the scooter brand-new on March 11, 1967, from

Great Western Motors in Reading; I paid £177 (including the

optional extra pillion seat). In 1968 I did a two-week tour

around Wales with another friend, Peter Chapman, who had a

Capri 98. The Capri couldn’t get up a 1-in-4 hill, so Peter had

to run alongside slipping the clutch while I pushed!

My earliest scooter memories are from the 1950s when I used

to see the LDs belonging to members of Bracknell Beacons

SC. Sadly, back injuries mean I can no longer ride scooters –

luckily I have my memories and Classic Scooterist to read.

ONE-STOP SHOP
Vince from the Olympics working

on his Paddy Smith GP taking a

repair stop in a London garage on

the way back to Gloucester from

Margate. Picture: Grant Williams

1983/84
Not sure where, but 1983/84.

Don’t know what Warren’s up to,

but it made Mick smile... I can

see why he stopped drinking

Newcastle Brown and now drinks

Earl Grey… Picture: Paul Freeman

RICKY KISHERE
Mate and fellow Modrapheniac

founder, Ricky Kishere. Picture

taken early/mid-70s. Check out

the Sidewinder seat and twin

exhaust! Picture: Rob Williams

NORTHAMPTON SC
Northampton SC at Peterborough-dedicated scooterists

all-dayer in 1985. Picture: Wayne Goddard

60S LLANDUDNO
Tatty old photo taken in Llandudno in the late 60s.

Picture: Nick/Frank Alison
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If so, then why not email it to Mau at

mauspencer@classicscooterist.com

or send it to him at: Classic Scooterist

(BWWHH), PO Box 99, Horncastle,

Lincs LN9 6LZ.

DOYOUHAVEANOLD
PICTURE TO SHARE?

TWO JOHN GIBSONS!
I couldn’t believe my eyes when I was reading my Scooterist mag (No. 101)

Feb/March 2015 – there was my namesake John Gibson!

I had been intending to send in my pictures, so I’ve now hunted out my old

photo taken in 1966 on a Vespa 150 Sportique – back when I had hair – and

I have an up-to-date one of me on my Vespa GS 150 to accompany.

I wonder if the ‘other’ John Gibson will spot it?

John Gibson

OLD SCHOOL LAMMIE
Here’s a blast from my school days – or very soon after. This is a circa 1970

instamatic pic of my mate David Lane and his statement-of-the-Northern Mod-

scene Lammie – note the KL Jeenay backrest and striped jet helmet.

I have just bought my first scooter and I am 60!

Ken Butterfield

David Lane Ken Butterfield

PAUL RIDING
Going to Rhyl with Billy Kinder on

Close Encounters, Bob Cookson

and Hadrian Alty following.

ROTHWELL CRUSADERS
Leeds 1981: Looks like members of

the Rothwell Crusaders have fallen

foul of the long arm of the law.

Picture: Paul Wood

NEWARK RALLY ANTICS
Remember the infamous EMSA rally

at Newark in 1984?

That’s where this was taken.

Picture: Brett Woods

DAVE ORMEROD
My obsession with scooters

(Vespas) started on April 16, 1974;

I bought this Vespa 150 Super for

£85. I’ve now been riding a Vespa

and doing the rallies for 41 years

without a break.

SLEAFORDALL-NIGHTERS
Sleaford All-nighters and friends from

Boston, Spalding etc, all prepared for

the trip to Colwyn Bay with their

Luton back-up van. Picture was taken

in the early Eighties.

Rich Addison
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Vespa repair manual updated

OptiMate

has

introduced

a cost-

effective

lithium-specific

battery maintainer to

its range.

Totally automatic and with

an intuitive LED display to

keep the user informed

throughout, the Lithium 0.8A

assesses battery condition

and selects the charge

programme to suit: Bulk

Charge for rapid recovery and

Save mode to safely recover

over-discharged batteries.

Priced at £54.99, the

Lithium 0.8A is also designed

to reset the internal BMS

(Battery Management

System) on batteries with a

low voltage cut-out so that

charging can begin.

Info: www.optimate1.com

SCOOTERAMA
A FELICITOUS FANFARE OF FACTS, FEEDBACK & FACES
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Using scooters to advertise
products is a bit old hat, but
perhaps, for once, we can all
forgive Deutsche Grammophon for
utilising the services of Phil
Daniels (aka Jimmy Cooper) to
promote a new recording of Pete
Townshend’s music, as recorded by
Alfie Boe the tenor.

Phil will soon be seen sitting on a
replica ‘Jimmy’ scooter from the film
Quadrophenia strategically posed on
the front at Brighton and set to
appear at the end of a promotional

video for the forthcoming orchestral
Quadrophenia musical. Alfie Boe
appeared in a Quadrophenia
production in December 2014 at the
Albert Hall, so he could be
described as something of an old
hand at singing numbers from
Pete’s back catalogue.

Other dates for the new
symphonised version will be
released by Deutsche
Grammophon following a world
premier concert at the Albert Hall
on July 5, 2015, starring Pete

Townshend with Alfie Boe singing
the parts originally sung by Roger
Daltrey in the 1973 rock opera, and
backed by the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra and the London Oriana
Choir, conducted by Robert Ziegler.

Phil Daniels has a silent part in
the promo video only.

The ‘Jimmy’ Lambretta was
supplied by Paul Kelly director of
Whofreak Artwork, from his
collection of Quadrophenia
scooters and rare Quadrophenia
memorabilia.

Quadrophenia–asyou’ve
neverhearditbefore

Haynes Publishing has updated its Vespa repair manual which covers

the GTS/GTV, LX/LXV and S ranges. The focus of the update is the

inclusion of the three-valve engine as fitted to LX and S models.

However, Piaggio launched the ABS-equipped version of the GTS300

after the editorial work had been completed – that will go into a new

edition at a later date. The manual has a suggested retail price of

£18.99. Visit www.haynes.co.uk for more information.

Lithium battery
maintenance

Oxford
Handy Sack
This lightweight, 15-litre

backpack folds away neatly

into an integral pocket so it

can fit under the seat or be

carried using the belt loops

provided when not in use.

Priced at £17.99 it features

adjustable padded shoulder

straps, an integral helmet

carrier and an exterior key

pocket with carabiner clip.

Info: www.oxprod.com

01993 862300
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Lifelong scooter fans Steve

Parker-Brown and Alex

Cavaliere realised a long-held

dream when they opened

Fargo Scooters in September

2014 and have now added

the icing to the scooter cake

with their appointment as

official Vespa, Piaggio and

Gilera retailers.

Situated in Coventry, Fargo

Scooters rubs shoulders with

street food outlets, pop-up

shops, a music venue and

even a micro-brewery. Alex

and Steve live and breathe

scoots and having built their

business around both the

classic and modern scene,

have made sure their shop

sells everything a scooterist

could want, from a scooter to

a Harrington Jacket.

Fargo Scooters is located

at Fargo Village, Coventry

CV1 5ED. Phone 0247 601

9466 or visit

www.fargoscooters.co.uk for

more information.

Piaggio partners-
up with Fargo

Duchinni
Mirage boots
RRP: £74.99 Reviewer: Mau

I like a pair of riding boots that look stylish and these
Mirage boots certainly fit that brief. They are part of
the Duchinni 2015 boot range which includes a variety
of styles to suit different tastes and users. All styles
cost less than £100, have leather uppers and feature
waterproof/breathable linings.

The Mirage style boots are made from tough but
supple full-grain vintage-look leather, in a classic
baseball boot style. The toe and heel cups are
reinforced, but this isn’t obvious from the clever styling.
A pull-tab is fitted on the rear of each boot, making
them quick and easy to slip on, and once on, they are
secured by a traditional lace fastening which gives the
wearer a firm, adjustable personal fit. They are
produced in men’s sizes 6½ to 11½ (Euro 40-46).

Duchinni claims that the waterproof and breathable
fixed liner will keep the wearer’s feet dry when the
weather isn’t – and it certainly wasn’t on my initial
200-mile test ride. They did appear to live up to that
claim, and I suffered no water ingress during my
journey.

The damp weather also made the road surface
slippery and when the need came to put my feet down

at traffic lights and road junctions, the fitted oil-
resistant rubber soles provided a firm footing on
slippery surfaces. Taking into account that there would
be a ‘bedding-in’ period as this was the first time
wearing these boots, they felt remarkably comfortable
at the end of my trip.

This was good news, as I intend to be making
regular use of them during 2015, so they have a few
more miles to travel yet.
Info: www.thekeycollection.co.uk/0117 971 9200

PRODUCT
REVIEW

Ancillotti-style
slope back seat
This new Ancillotti-style slope

back seat is suitable for

fitment to Lambretta LI, SX,

GP, and TV models. This new

seat, in black with black trim,

joins the existing VE (UK)

range with a white or orange

trim, and is supplied

complete with seat catch

plate ready to fit.

The seat-release catch is

discreetly hidden beneath the

covering at the rear of the

seat, meaning no external

lever is on show, keeping the

smooth lines.

Info: www.ve-uk.com

Dug-up Doug finds a new home
Back in 2002 we covered (over

several editions, starting with

issue 31) the story of Greg

Kinge who embarked on a tour

around the USA on a Vespa, in

order to raise money and

awareness for the British

Heart Foundation.

The motivation had been the

death of his son, Glenn, from

heart disease a few years before.

What made this trip especially

memorable was that it was

carried out on an elderly Vespa

Rod Model that Greg had

discovered the year before.

This already-ancient Douglas

Vespa was disinterred (hence the

moniker ‘Dug-Up Doug’) and

restored with the help of various

VVC members.

The tour took several months

with Greg and Doug having many

adventures. Bits kept falling off

Doug – including the rider – but

both completed their epic journey.

Doug has remained in a used (but

serviceable) condition ever since,

but Greg reluctantly decided to

find him a new custodian.

It’s good to report that Dylan

Kenny has stepped up to the

plate and we can rest assured

that this important piece of

scooter history is in good hands.

Seen here are pictures of Doug as

found and on the trip with Greg.

York Inset SC
cheque
presentation
Following a successful quiz evening
at the Walnut Tree Public House,
York, Nick Beilby of York Inset SC,
presented Diane Roworth, chief
executive of York Blind and Partially
Sighted Society, with a cheque for
£100. Over the last 10 years York
Inset Scooter Club has raised more
than £5000 for local charities in
the York area.
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SCOOTERAMA!
London bike toll
charges approved
In issue 101 we mentioned Transport for
London’s (TfL) plans to introduce toll charges in a
new Ultra Low Emissions Zone (ULEZ). Those
plans have now been approved and will
commence from September 7, 2020.

The toll will apply to bikes made before July
2007 – but will exclude classic bikes that meet a
rolling 40-year exemption (which – unless the
regulations change before then – will mean that
at its introduction in 2020, anything made before
September 1980). Anything made between late
1980 and 2007 will not fall into this category.

The ULEZ will operate 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, and will charge bikes at the same
rate as cars and vans under TfL plans. Cameras
will read your number plate as you enter, leave or
drive within the zone and check it against the
database for those who meet the ULEZ
standards or need to pay the daily charge.

Visit www.tfl.gov.uk for more information.

Scotty the
Mod,RIP
March 11, 1970 – March 5, 2015

Clive Scott (aka ‘Scotty the

Mod’) passed away on March 5,

2015, after a heart attack. I’d

only known him for a short

period of time since he joined

our local scooter club, the

Generations SC a couple of years

back, but in that time I had

learned a few things about him.

Scotty had been a Mod since

he was 12 years old and spent

his days hanging out and

working in Carnaby Street (a

true London Mod). In fact, his

parents were 60s Mods and his

mum danced on the TV

programme Ready Steady Go. He

was only 14 when he bought his

first scooter (a blue 50 Special).

In 2011, Scotty decided he

wanted to do his current Vespa

scooter up in a different way to

others and came up with the

idea of dedicating it to his

favourite band, The Searchers.

The band were so impressed

with Scotty’s bike they asked if

it could be displayed in the

foyer at the Embassy Theatre,

Skegness, when they played a

gig in August 2014.

By the end of that year

Scotty had made the decision to

move to Yorkshire with his soul

mate, Elizabeth. He phoned me

in early March 2015 and was

very upbeat and optimistic for a

bright future. Little did either of

us know that in a matter of a

few days, tragedy would strike.

Scotty’s funeral took place

at Islington Cemetery, London,

on April 1, 2015 and was

attended by family and friends.

On behalf of Classic Scooterist
readers, myself, and

Generations SC, we send our

condolences to his friends and

family at this sad time.

Mau
On behalf of Classic Scooterist
and the Generations SC,
Horncastle

Scotty (centre pic) with

his favourite band,

The Searchers

Fuzeblock FZ-1 switchable
fuse
panel
This could be
the answer for
controlling all
those Mod
spotlights. The
FZ-1 allows
multiple devices
to be attached
to a 12v bike
electrical system without complicated wiring set-ups.

The unique board layout provides six individually fused circuits that can
each supply constant or switched power to accessories, such as heated
grips, clothing, auxiliary lights and navigation systems. Simply connect
each device with the heavy-duty screw terminals, and select switched or
constant power as required.

The FZ-1 eliminates the need to wire two separate blocks by providing
both types of power in one unit. Costing £69 and compatible with all 12v
systems, the FZ-1 dramatically reduces the amount of wiring and time
required for accessory fitting. Info: www.nippynormans.com

Highways England takes over major roads
The way England’s motorways

and A-roads are built and

managed is set for a huge

change after the Government

announced the ‘go-live’ of the

Highways England – a new

arms-length government

company that will take over

running motorways and major

trunk roads from the Highways

Agency. The move is part of a

radical package of road reform

that is expected to save the

taxpayer at least £2.6 billion

over the next 10 years.

In addition the Government

also announced plans to tackle

longstanding problems

including a new strategic

corridor to the South West

via the A303, including a 1.8-

mile tunnel at Stonehenge, a

long-term commitment of

around £2 billion. Other

measures include nine major

improvements along the A1

from Berwick to London, taking

it to motorway standard

through Yorkshire and

extending the continuous dual

carriageway 24 miles further

north, part of £2.3-billion worth

of new investment in Yorkshire

and the North East.





Chad’s GS scooter
Readers following the ongoing

Quadrophenia saga might like

the attached picture of the GS

from the black and white album

cover of The Who’s opus

Quadrophenia.

Chad, the male model featured

sitting on the white and chrome

GS 160 on the album cover (real

name, Terry Kennett), lived in one

of the old council flats on the

Patmore Estate, Battersea, South

London, adjacent to the Thessaly

road studios where the

Quadrophenia album was recorded.

Chad was a regular pool player,

often playing against the Thin

Lizzy front man, Phil Lynott, in the

local Butchers Arms (a pub in the

shadow of the Waterloo railway

line viaduct). Chad was offered

money to ‘star’ as the scooter-

riding model for the album and, to

look the part of a 60s Mod, was

taken down the barbers to have

his long locks cut and then to be

photographed alongside other

local youngsters for the gatefold

album cover.

The GS was sourced by

‘Barney’, Richard Barnes, a long-

time associate of the Who and

was adorned in lights and mirrors

out the back of the Thessaly

Road studios by various

members of the studio staff to

be prepared for the photoshoot.

The picture (sorry about the

quality), is a snapshot taken

after the filming when the GS

became the property of Chad.

Sadly, the scooter (or parts of it)

ended up being ‘skipped’ and all

that remains are the album

pictures and this last photograph

of a now legendary machine.

Sadly, Chad died in 2011, but

will always be remembered,

thanks to his pictures on the

cover of the Quadrophenia album.
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SCOOTERAMA!
Malossi
‘RX’ exhaust
Malossi has expanded its

range of ‘RX’ exhaust systems

and added a new twist into

the equation. The two new

fitments cater for owners of

the Vespa Primavera/Sprint

2014 onwards, and the Vespa

GTS range.

Manufactured from black

anodised aluminium and

tipped with a real carbon fibre

end cap, the ‘RX’ exhaust

features a vibration reduction

system using three mounting

blocks to minimise the

effects of transmitted

vibration from the scooter’s

engine and road surface. The

exhausts are ‘E’ marked for

road use and feature a range

of technological advances.

Info: www.ve-uk.com

Shark Evoline
3 Hakka
RRP: £220 upwards (dependent

on helmet style) Reviewer: Mau

With my old Shark Evoline 3 helmet nearing the end of
its workable life, the time eventually came to replace it.
The helmet had served me well over previous years, so
what should I replace it with? Another Evoline 3 of
course; in this case the white/black/red Hakka version,
which is part of Shark’s Discovery range.

Obviously there have been some improvements over
the years, but the basics always were on a solid
footing. Weighing-in at 1750g it is still a relative
lightweight for its thermoplastic resin design. And one
thing that has always sold it (for me at least) is its
versatility of use.

The semi-automatic ‘Auto-up’ system which
simultaneously unlocks both the visor and chin guard
means that it can quickly be converted from a full-face
to an open face – ideal for someone like me who often
has to stop to either take pictures, or to talk to
someone. It also offers the choice of riding styles and
is still reasonably aerodynamic, even when being used
in the open-face position.

Either way, it is double homologated in both
closed and open positions. I normally wear contact
lenses, but glasses wearers will be pleased to know
that the helmet’s sports Shark’s ‘easy fit’ spec
system. A range of accessories (or replacement items)
are also available.

The helmet comes with an outer ‘total vision’ visor
and a UV tinted inner – both of which are anti-scratch;
there is also a quick-release visor system. It also has
a quick-release micro lock buckle system, making it
easy to put on, or take off.

And if the internal lining needs a freshen up, then it
can easily be removed and placed in a washing
machine on a delicate or cold cycle (it’s recommended
that it is also placed inside a washing net when doing
this). The helmet is available in various sizes: XS
(53/54 cm), S (55/56 cm), M (57/58 cm), L (59/60
cm), and XL (61/62 cm).
Info: www.shark-helmets.com

Made from cotton and

featuring aramid fibre

reinforcement in contact

areas, Stone jeans from Hevik

are available for men and

women. They feature

removable padding at the

waist and CE knee protectors

which can be removed from

the outside.

Both versions are slim

fit, have five pockets and

include a zipped pocket at the

back - the female version also

features a removable,

elastic

windproof

band above

the waist to

prevent air

getting

down the

top of the

jeans when

riding.

Available

from £79, in

sizes 46-56

for men and

40-50 for

women.

Info:

www.hevik.co.uk

01327 706220

Hevik Stone Jeans

PRODUCT
REVIEW

Remember a few issues ago, when we told you about the
Dartford Crossing toll charging system? Well something
similar is about to happen with the Humber Bridge which
connects Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. Automatic
cameras are currently being installed and – like the
Dartford Crossing – if you go through one of these
without pre-paying, then you will receive a hefty fine.

However, the Humber Bridge varies slightly from
the Dartford Crossing system, in-as-much as there
will still be a ‘stop and pay cash’ option, but this
is limited and may cause queues at busy periods.
The toll system doesn’t directly affect bike riders,
who currently cross for free; but many of us
also have access to four-wheel vehicles, so be aware!

Don’t get caught out as automatic toll charges spread
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SCOOTERAMA!
Ronald brothers
take over TeamS
Equipewebsite
The Ronald brothers have taken over the
running of the Team S Equipe website from its
previous administrators, Dave Hardy and Darrell
Milnes. Part of Arthur Francis’s original Team S
Equipe, John and Norman Ronald competed
in – and won – many of those great scooter
sport events back in the day. Replica models of
the original Team S Equipe scooters are still
being created by scooterists of today.

The original Team S Equipe website was set-
up by Dave Hardy and Darrell Milnes as a
tribute to that nostalgic sporting era and the
scooterist who competed. But since then, other
pressures have led them to pass
administration on to the Ronald brothers –
Norman Ronald takes up the story: “Early in
February, I was contacted by David Hardy to tell
me that Darrell Milnes and David had decided,
owing to work commitments, not to renew the
domain name and hosting package for the
Team S Equipe website.

“And if John and I were interested in taking
the site over, to get in touch as soon as
possible, as the hosting package was due to
run out.

“After a short conversation with John, we
decided that it would be regrettable for the site
and history of Team S Equipe to disappear,
especially after all the hard work of David,
Darrell and Vincent Mercier had done in setting
up and running the site since 2007.

“The problem for John and I, was that neither
of us had the necessary skills to run or
maintain the site; but I knew that a very close
friend and competitive scooterist from the 60s,
Alan Cooper, did have these skills. I contacted
Alan who instantly agreed to help with the
running and maintenance, so on February 16,
2015, we took over the site.

“Our main aim will be to continue to bring
accurate articles, reports, images and film
footage from the scooter scene in the 60s and
70s, but in addition, there are other sections
for today’s scooterists from racing to replicas,
and should anyone wish to contribute to the
site, please contact us via the website email
address, we would also like to use the site to

allow organisations to promote scooting events
and activities during the year.

“In the future it’s our intention to be able to offer a
small range of Team S Equipe garments via the site,
but at the present time it’s still work in progress.”

You can visit the website at teamsequipe.com
where you will find a wealth of interesting
information and photos.

Brand-new Lambrettas
Well not quite, but these

Scooterotica Dealer Specials are

as close as you can get according

to proprietor, Dan Clare.

“We build them using Italian

Innocenti frames and entirely new

parts, adding the high-spec

components you’d expect for

modern road conditions. Our

ethos is ‘discreet-quality’; no bling

or tat, just quality parts, built to

the highest standards, and

finished in a discreet sporty look.

“Each scooter will have its own

name and bespoke engine build,

ensuring each one is unique.

Each one will be named

individually, and based on a

theme. Our first batch is named

after Japanese warriors: Ashigaru,

Byakkotai, Shizoku and Sohei.

“Try pricing up the cost of

buying a donor scooter, paying a

dealer to strip it back to bare

metal, panel beat, weld and

restore the panels, paint the

whole scooter in a quality sports

livery; fit new cables, rubbers,

trim, fixing kits, then add some

high-spec components, and

finally building the scooter back

up ready to accept an engine.

You’ll easily be looking at

£6000-£7000+.

“So our Dealer Specials offer

great value at £4695 for the

finished scooter chassis with

empty engine casings – you can

either take the scooter ‘as is’

and complete the engine and

registration yourself, or

commission Scooterotica to

build a bespoke engine. For

instance, using the original

Italian cases we can build a

BGM195 touring engine, or a

sporty RB20 engine – or

anything in between – the

choice is yours. Alternatively, we

can set the Italian casing aside

and build a TS1225 or RB250 –

just ask us to quote.

“Whatever your personal

choice, remember these are

freshly imported scooters and

you’ll be the first owner on UK

V5 documents – it’s the closest

you’ll get to owning a brand-new

Lambretta.”

For more details ring

Scooterotica on 07534 375813.





ATSU ladies
textile jacket
The new

ladies’ textile

jacket from

ARMR

Moto is

abrasion

resistant

and has

two sets of

position-

adjustable CE-approved armour

at the shoulders and elbows. It

also has a built-in pocket for a

back protector and chest shield.

The jacket features stretch

hip panels, a soft collar, a

removable thermal liner and

the linings are fitted with a

phone/MP3 pocket and cable

loops for headphones. The front

closure has a YKK zip and a

full-length storm flap with a

Velcro cover.

The two front external

pockets have waterproof zips

and there’s a zip to attach

trousers. Priced at £99, they

are available in sizes 8-24 in

black/white.

Info: www.tri-motive.com

01792 578500
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SCOOTERAMA!
DaveWebster,RIP
On Friday, April 10, 2015, scooter racer and tuner

Dave Webster died, having fought a dreaded

cancer that left him powerless to the inevitable.

Dave was a smashing guy, with a good sense of

humour. He was prone to stating the bleeding

obvious and he liked nothing more than testing the

rules to their limit. He enjoyed competition both on

the track and through the rule book. That didn’t

make him a bad person, just the toughest of

competitors.

Dave (as anyone involved in scooter sport will

know) will be remembered for his achievements in

Lambretta tuning and his race prowess. Dave was

an engineer with a small karting company in

Leicester. His life revolved around Lambrettas and

making them go faster. I first met him in the early

70s at the Isle of Man scooter week; he wasn’t a

road trialist, or a grass tracker, but by God could

he race a scooter; and scooter racing was where

Dave excelled.

In 1978 I moved from Scotland to England and

ended up visiting Dave every Tuesday, as my job in

artificial limbs took me to Leicester hospital.

Three years later we were in business together –

partners in Midland Scooter Centre in Nottingham.

Things took off fairly quickly for MSC and the

scooter business boomed. Dave was a

thoroughbred on tuning the Lambretta; he really

enjoyed working on people’s machines. What he

raced on the track you got over the counter. He

didn’t set double standards, he only gave the best.

On the track he was outstanding – unbeatable in

most cases – and those who beat him on the rare

occasion will have a lasting memory of their win.

Dave had eight, I believe, road race championship

wins, and in the 1980s that was a unique record,

never repeated.

I had the privilege of being the ‘other arf’ in our

time together at MSC, and I knew then that Dave

was a special person. In 1979 – before our time at

MSC together – Dave told me he was dropping out

of scooter racing, buying a race Honda 125 and

taking that up instead. Shocked, I told him he had

still to actually do something in scootering, so how

could he walk away when he hadn’t established

himself as a recognised winner? Thirty-six years

later, the rest is history and it shows that Dave

Webster is a legend.

My deepest sympathies to his family, and sons

Andrew and Richard.

God bless him. Rest in peace pal.

Words/images: Norrie Kerr

[ED: DaveWebster’s funeral took place at Douglas Lawn
Cemetery, IoM, on April 20, 2015 and was attended
by family and friends. On behalf of Classic Scooterist,
myself, and all our readers, we pass on condolences
to Dave’s family and friends at this sad time].

Dave in full flight on his

Lambretta 150 standard

at Curborough Twisty

Sprint, circa 1979

Midland Scooter Centre in 1987

Strada Sicura
announced
Piaggio UK has announced a new level of
roadside assistance for owners of Vespa,
Piaggio, Gilera and Aprilia scooters over
100cc, as well as all Piaggio MP3 and
Gilera Fuoco three-wheelers.

Under the banner of Strada Sicura, the
new scheme will apply to machines
registered from January 1, 2015, and will
have the following benefits:
■ 24 months cover from registration date
■ Roadside assistance or recovery to
the nearest authorised dealer
■ Assistance at, or recovery from, the
owner’s home address
■ Cover transferable to subsequent
owner(s)
■ European cover will also be included
and there will be no limit to the number
of call-outs

ActifVespa service kits
The new Actif ‘service kit in a box’ includes all the items
required (apart from lubricants) to service a scooter.
The kit covers all service aspects and includes: rear brake
pads/shoes, front brake pads, drive belt, variator rollers, oil filter,
air filter(s), and Champion spark plug (in blister pack as shown).
Buying the kit over individual parts not only saves you money, but
also makes sure that you have all the parts required for the job in
one complete bundle.

Currently the kits are available for the Vespa LX 125, Vespa
GTS 125, and Vespa GTS 300 – prices vary.

Info: www.ve-uk.com

Shark Skwal
helmet
£189.99 (plain) and

£199.99 (graphics)

Skwal is the new helmet from

Shark’s Pulse range, which is

the first full-face helmet to

combine three integrated LED

lights into the shell to help

with rider visibility, especially

at night.

Made from injected thermo

plastic and weighing just

1470g, it has a removable

and washable lining; a

Pinlock and a micro lock

buckle system for fastening.

It features a quick-release

visor system, integrated sun

visor, Shark’s easy-fit system

for glasses wearers and is

Sharktooth ready.

Available from XS to XL.

Info: www.nevis.uk.com /

01425 478936
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Here’s your chance to pick up a fabulous package of Rock Oil goodies worth around £75. All you need to do to be in with a
chance of winning it is to send in your letter, and if we publish it as our Rockin’ letter, then that prize could be yours.
The prize package has been kindly provided by Rock Oil (www.rockoil.co.uk), and will consist of a couple of aerosols, oil

(two- or four-stroke), a hat and a hoodie.

WINA £75ROCKOIL
PACKAGEWITHYOURROCKIN’ LETTER

Classic Scooterist, PO Box 99, Horncastle, Lincs LN9 6LZ mauspencer@classicscooterist.com 01507 529408

PRIZE
WINNER

BHK 282B –
where are you now?
Hi Mau,

I enjoyed reading the article on The

Lambretta GT200 in Issue 102.

Interesting facts and great pictures. My

elder brother, Stephen, rode a GT200

back in 1969 and I remember what a

great scooter that was – wonder if BHK

282B is still around today?

Martin Heath
Foresters SC

We enjoyed your picture Martin, so
much so that we’ve made it our Rockin’
letter – your prize should be on its way to
you shortly.

CAFEVESPA
Hi Mau,
Thought I would send you this photo of an
old Vespa 150 which was in a cafe in
Sydney, Australia.

I saw it while on a shopping trip one day when
I was on my hols in January this year. Thought it
was a strange place for a scooter to be.

Francyne Lawrence

A case of hidden, not ridden. Seems to be
becoming a common occurrence nowadays
Francyne.

John Skipsey, RIP
Hi Mau,

May I please, through your pages, say a fond

farewell to our dear friend John Skipsey, who

passed away recently after a short illness.

John was as sound as a pound to anyone

who knew him. He led the Northumbria SC

to success with their annual Spotlight Rally

in the early 1970s, a wonderful rally. His

door was always open to the Kerr family and

we all loved his friendship and company for

the weekends of the event. While staying

with John for the duration of the rally, our

kids loved the way John let them do anything

they liked while they were his guests.

We extend our deepest sympathies to his

wife June and family. RIP John.

Kindest regards
Janet & Norrie Kerr and family

[Ed’s note: although we didn’t know John, we
also like to pass on our condolences to his
family and friends at this sad time].

A CHANCE ENCOUNTER
Hi Mau,
While on holiday near Palomos, Spain, recently we
visited a garden centre where we came across
this 1960 Vespa S. It belongs to the owner of the
nursery who has had it for many years.

For some reason he didn’t want to let me put
it in the back of my van to bring home – bought
some nice plants though!

Hope the pics are good enough – hastily
taken with a phone.

Alan Pepper





SCOOTERS AND HOPS
After three successful rallies Big 7 SC again
return to the Hop Farm, Maidstone Road,
Paddock Wood TN12 6PY. With more than 1700
scooterists attending in 2014, the organisers
are hoping that this year will be even bigger and
better, as well as offering value for money.

SKABOUR RETURNS
TO FOLKESTONE
Having established itself as one of the ska and
reggae music festivals to attend, Skabour
again returns to Folkestone Harbour in Kent
over the weekend of Sept 18-20, 2015. Many
top bands, including The Selecter, are booked
to play at the three-day event. Visit
www.skabour.co.uk for more info.

DISC 30
Organised by the East Midlands Scooter
Alliance (EMSA), the Donington 30th
Anniversary two day scooter rally promises to
be an event to remember with a mix of bands
and DJs providing the backdrop for other usual
– and not so usual – scooterist entertainment.
A professional dyno will be on site and you can
also try your hand at sprinting your scooter, as
well as entering the traditional custom show.
Visit www.disc30.co.uk for advance tickets.

CAMBER SANDS 2015
One of the biggest scooter events on the
south coast – the Camber Sands Scooter Rally
– returns again to Pontins holiday centre
based at Camber, near Rye in East Sussex. A
wide selection of popular bands will be making
an appearance over the three-day event,
including Secret Affair and The Jam’s Rick

Buckler. To back-up the bands, there will also
be the ever-popular music rooms run be well-
known DJs. Elsewhere on site during the
weekend will be the popular dealers market
and a ridden custom show. Also, for this year
only, there will be the biggest wedding scooter
rideout ever.
Visit www.pontins.com to book your chalet.
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WHAT’S GOING ON?

SkaFace have announced details of their 2015
‘Coast Town’ Ska and Mod Extravaganza, which
is to be held at the Empress Ballroom and
Arena in the Blackpool Winter Gardens on
Saturday, September 19, 2015. Following the
success of last year’s charity British Heart
Foundation fundraiser, they have secured The
Selecter to headline the ‘Coast Town’ event to
raise funds for the Alzheimer’s Society this year.
Appearing along with The Selecter will be
SkaFace themselves, Mod band Heavy Sol from
Leicester, Scotland’s ska export Big Fat Panda,
and Jeramiah Ferrari from Manchester with their
unique blend of reggae, ska and punk. You can
order your tickets online via
www.skaface.info/earlybird

Mods& Rockers invade Hunstanton

The ever-successful annual ‘Sunny Hunny’ takes place this year on September 13, with Mods & Rockers again departing from McDonald’s Wisbech
at 10.30am, to meet at Kings Lynn Tesco, before departing for Hunstanton at 11.30am. DJ and band Scooted ‘n’ Booted will perform on The Green,
Hunstanton. All proceeds to MND. Info workshopboss@aol.com
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■ MAY 20: Walsall 2 Parts Fair at Oak Park Leisure
Centre, Walsall Wood, Walsall, WS9 9PQ. Info:
lcgb2@blueyonder.co.uk or 07966 265588.

■ MAY 22-25: Margate Mod & Sixties Festival
at Westcoast Bar, Grill & Music Rooms, 3-5
King Street, Margate, Kent CT9 1DD. Live
bands, DJs, guest clubs, all-nighters, scooter
competition and rideout, battle of the bands,
dancing competition, market, food and
record fair. Call 01843 448595; alternatively
why not visit www.gbmusicculture.co.uk
for more information.

■ MAY 25: Margate Meltdown Run departs
10.30am from the Ace Cafe, North Circular
Road, Stonebridge, London NW10 7UD. Info:
www.acecafeevents.com

■ MAY: 29-31: SWSC, Hayling Island. Info:
www.swscooterclubs.co.uk

■ MAY 17: North Staffs Jesters SC ‘Scooter-Fest
11’. Free entry. Parts fair, ridden custom show,
live music at Silk Street Car park, Leek, Staffs.
ST13 6HX. Info: Steph (07817 429616), Stu
(07989 625115) or Facebook.

■ JUNE 5-6: Redcar Scooter Rally at Redcar
Rugby Club, Green Lane, Redcar, Cleveland
TS10 3RW. Bands, DJs, trade stalls, etc.
Weekend advance tickets £25 or £30 on the
gate; Saturday only, £10/£20 (non-
camping/camping). Info available from:
www.redcarscooterrally.co.uk

■ JUNE 6: Classic scooters, motorcycles and cars
at Halls Green, Weston, Hertfordshire SG4 7DP,
10.30-5pm. Live music, stalls, bar. £2 entry.
Email chairman@lgccvvc.co.uk or phone 01462
790441 / 08831 805455 for info.

■ JUNE 7: Sunday Soul Selection at the Cross
Keys Pub, 17 Cheapside, Knaresborough, 4pm-
8pm. Featuring ‘Teenage Kicks’ Sound System.

■ JUNE 12-14: Lancashire Scooter Alliance
Scooter Rally at Pontins, Southport. Bands, DJs,
plus other entertainment. No day passes or
camping. Phone 0844 5765949 or visit
www.pontins.com or
www.lancashirescooteralliance.com for info.

■ JUNE 19-20: EMSA Donington
30th Anniversary Rally. Info:
eastmidlandscooteralliance@hotmail.com

■ JUNE 26-28: YSA Invasion, Driffield. Info:
www.yorkshirescooteralliance.co.uk

■ JULY 3-5: In The Blood SC Rally #2 at Bordon
& Oakhanger Sports Club, Bolley Ave, Borden,
Hants GU35 9HG. £15 incl camping. Info
01420 472898/07841 037579.

■ JULY 5: Sunday Soul Selection at the Cross
Keys Pub, 17 Cheapside, Knaresborough, 4pm-
8pm. Featuring ‘Teenage Kicks’ Sound System.

■ JULY 11: Midsummer MODness Festival. Three
rooms of Mod, Soul and Ska at Pontardawe
Arts Centre, Swansea, SA8 4ED, 5.30pm-
12.30am. Tickets: £15 advance/£20 OTD.
Info: 01792 863722.

■ JULY 17: VCB Rally, Kendall. Info:
www.vespaclubofbritain.co.uk

■ JULY 18: Bradford Parts Fair/Scooter Jam
2015 (in association with Bradford Discharge
SC) at Hunsworth Lane, Hunsworth, Bradford
BD4 6RN. Info: lcgb2@blueyonder.co.uk or
07966 265588.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY LAMBRETTA DAY
Okay, it may actually be a Lambretta event – but
Vespas are more than welcome to come along
as well at the annual Isle of Wight Lambretta
Day event being held on Sunday, May 24, 2015.
Those wishing to take part in the organised
scooter rideout will need to be in Newport at
noon; the scooters will leave at 1pm and head
to the Ryde Pavilion Bar on Ryde sea front
where there will be a BBQ, two live bands, plus
DJs playing until 6pm. During the afternoon
there will be a custom show with various
trophies on offer; an evening do follows at The
Balcony Bars.
Visit www.visualimpact.co.uk/events
for more information.

COASTERS VINTAGE
WEEKENDER
The Coasters SC hold its sixth annual Scooter
and Vintage Weekender at a new venue this
year – Langham Community Centre, School
Road, CO4 5PA. As well as a Saturday vintage
market and scooter custom show, there will be
a scooter rideout leaving at 11am. The event
runs from June 19-21; a weekend ticket costs
£20, or £12 for Friday or Saturday. Call Chris
(07761 092927) or Steve (07816 142350) for
information.

IT’S IN THE BLOOD
Taking place at Bardon & Oakhanger Sports
Club over the weekend of July 3-5, 2015, In The
Blood SC’s second rally promises to be a fun
affair for all the family with music, a BBQ, a
scooter rideout, bouncy castle, gymkhana, plus
other fun ‘n’ games. The price is £15 for the
weekend (under 12s free). The event takes
place at BOSC, Bolley Avenue, Bordon, Hants
GU35 9HG. Info: Biscuit – 07841 037579.
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WHAT’S GOING ON?
■ JULY 18: Soul Night ‘The Midnight Hour’ 50th

anniversary at the Ace Cafe, North Circular
Road, Stonebridge, London NW10 7UD. Info:
www.acecafeevents.com

■ JULY 19: Foresters SC SundayBest ScooterFest
5. Info: www.foresterssc.com

■ JULY 31-AUG 2: Big 7 Scooter Rally at the Hop
Farm, Maidstone Road, Paddock Wood, Kent
TN12 6PY. Info: 07710 113999 /
markknapman@live.co.uk

■ AUG 2: Dunstable Parts Fair at Court Drive,
Dunstable, Beds LU5 4JD (former Queensway
Hall site). Info: lcgb2@blueyonder.co.uk or
07966 265588.

■ AUG 2: Sunday Soul Selection at the Cross
Keys Pub, 17 Cheapside, Knaresborough, 4pm-
8pm. Featuring ‘Teenage Kicks’ Sound System.

■ AUG 8: Leek Soul Club Northern Soul Night at
The Old Central, Market Street, Leek, Staffs.
8.30pm till 1am. Admission £4 OTD. Info: Ant
(01538 387543), Stef (stefcallear@tiscali.co.uk),
or Google ‘Leek Soul Club’.

■ AUG 8-9: Strictly Scooters, Midlands area: Info:
www.vfmscoot.co.uk

■ AUG 16: EMSA, Beat The Bikers, Matlock. Info:
eastmidlandscooteralliance@hotmail.com

■ SEPT 6: Sunday Soul Selection at the Cross
Keys Pub, 17 Cheapside, Knaresborough, 4pm-
8pm. Featuring ‘Teenage Kicks’ Sound System.

■ SEPT 13: ‘Sunny Hunny’ Mods & Rockers ride-
in event. Meets at McDonald’s Wisbech (10am
for 10.30am departure; then on to Tesco at
Kings Lynn for 11am (leaving at 11.30am);
then onto The Green at Hunstanton. DJ and
band (Scooted ‘n’ Booted). In aid of MND.
Prizes for the ‘best ofs’. Info:
workshopboss@aol.com

■ SEPT 13: Brighton Burn-up departs 10.30am
from the Ace Cafe, North Circular Road,
Stonebridge, London NW10 7UD. Info:
www.acecafeevents.com

■ SEPT 18-20: YSA Dolphin Rally, Filey. Info:
www.yorkshirescooteralliance.co.uk

■ OCT 4: Wicksteed Parts Fair, Kettering,
Northants NN15 6NJ. Info:
lcgb2@blueyonder.co.uk or 07966 265588.

■ OCT (TBC): VCB, Ireland: Info:
www.vespaclubofbritain.co.uk

■ OCT 17: ‘Out On The Floor’ Northern Night with
DJ Little Diane – entry free. Takes place (7pm-
11pm) at the Ace Cafe, North Circular Road,
Stonebridge, London NW10 7UD.Info:
www.acecafeevents.com

■ OCT 18: Barnsley Parts Fair at Havercroft &
Ryhill Sports Centre WF4 2BD. Info:
lcgb2@blueyonder.co.uk or 07966 265588.

■ NOV 7: Leek Soul Club Northern Soul Night at
The Old Central, Market Street, Leek, Staffs.
Admission £4 OTD. Info: Ant (01538 387543),
Stef (stefcallear@tiscali.co.uk), or Google ‘Leek
Soul Club’.

■ NOV 13-16: VFM, Mablethorpe Great Eastern.
Info: www.vfmscoot.co.uk

■ NOV 22: Walsall Parts Fair at Oak Park Leisure
Centre, Walsall Wood, Walsall, WS9 9PQ. Info:
lcgb2@blueyonder.co.uk or 07966 265588.

■ NOV 20-23: SWSC, Warmwell. Info:
www.swscooterclubs.co.uk

■ DEC 13: Xmas Toy Run departs 10.30am from
the Ace Cafe, North Circular Road, Stonebridge,
London NW10 7UD. Info:
www.acecafeevents.com

Some of these events are subject to confirmation – check with individual organisers prior to travelling.

■ MAY 22-25: (Spring B/H): Kelso
■ JULY 3-4: Cleethorpes
■ JULY 10-12: LCGB Lincoln Rally
■ JULY 24-26: Llandudno
■ AUG 28-31: IoW International Rally
■ SEPT 4-5: Mersea Island
■ SEPT 25-28: Woolacombe
■ OCT 30-31: Bridlington

BSRA NATIONAL SCOOTER RALLIES
(www.bsra-uk.com)

■ MAY 15: Anglesey (Classic Track Day)
■ MAY 16-17: Anglesey (Round 3)
■ MAY 23-24: East Fortune (Round 4)
■ JUNE 12: Croft (Classic Track Day)
■ JUNE 13-14: Croft (Round 5)
■ JULY 25-26: Lydden Hill (Round 6)
■ AUG 15-16: Darley Moor (Round 7)
■ SEPT 25: Cadwell (Classic Track Day)
■ SEPT 26-27: Cadwell (Round 8)

BSSO RACING EVENTS
(www.scooterracing.org.uk)
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“Ihope to bring some different

dimensions to the show (I say ‘hope’

because there’s a way to go yet). Not

only am I aiming for there to be two halls this

time, but also part of my plan is to run as

much as I can of it as a charity event, where

possible, with funds raised split 50/50

between Lincs & Notts Air Ambulance and

another, yet-to-be-named charity.

“My provisional aims and ideas are shown on
this page and some may not come to fruition at
the end of the day, but if anyone reading this
has any suggestions of their own, then they’ll
be taken into consideration providing you are
willing to help instigate them over the weekend
– this will be for charity after all”.

THE BREAKDOWN OF THE
TWO HALLS:

THE SCOOTER SPORTS HALL
Inside this hall will be dedicated to anything
scooter sport-related, supported by the regular
sports organisation stands; there will hopefully
be other stands related to the history of
scooter sport. The following interactive
attractions will also be included:
ENGINE BUILD DEMO

Watch an engine being built and ask our expert
your own questions about your rebuild.
*SCOOTER BUILD-OFF*

Run in the hall over two days. Entries from clubs,
businesses, tuners welcome. Entrants will be
asked to bring a running scooter for the build-off,
unless someone’s willing to lend enough bikes
for it – they’ll be returned as supplied (well, sort
of). Pre-booking only.
*CAN YOU WORK BLINDFOLDED*

Could you build a clutch blindfolded, or take one
apart? What about replacing a spark plug, or
changing a cylinder head gasket? Fancy trying –
it could be hilarious! Trophies for quickest
times, individuals/teams. Enter on the day, as
many times as you want - come and make a
fool of yourself.

*SKILLS TEST*

Try your skills riding around our convoluted
obstacle course. Individual and team entries
considered. Enter on the day, as many times as
you wish.
*CHARITY AUCTION*

Run Sunday, before trophy presentations – a
combined auction of charity donated items plus
other scooter-related items that individuals
would like us to sell for them (from a
complete scooter, spare engine, rare parts or
anything else).

*EVENTS MARKED WITH AN ASTERISK WILL

BE RAISING MONEY FOR CHARITY.

Skills entry fees: minimum £1 per entry (other
donations appreciated).
Personal auction entries: free, with commission
charged on hammer price

SCOOTER WORLD HALL
Inside here you’ll find the regular attractions:
CLUB STANDS

Meet and greet your local and national
scooter clubs.
CUSTOM SHOW

Anyone entering could win a trophy and a cash
prize, so if your bike or club display is there, you
are automatically entered. What’s more,
entry is FREE!
TRADE STALLS

There will be the normal mix of trade stands –
traders, if you want to book one, then contact
our show division on (01507 529431) – but as
we’ll be raising money for charity, you may be
asked for a charity donation on the day
(auction item or cash).

OTHER WEEKEND
POSSIBILITIES
It’s early days yet, but other weekend
attractions could possibly be brought into play:
ALL WEEKEND DYNO

Logistics permitting, a dyno could be placed
outside the hall, accessed by a special route for
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show visitors and participants to make use of
it. This will be run by an outside company and
testing fees may apply. If anyone out there with
a mobile dyno is interested, please contact me.
ALL DAY MUSIC

The possibility of having a radio station
broadcasting ‘on-site’ over the weekend is
being investigated (either in the scooter hall or
just outside if they have their own mobile unit);
failing this, maybe a selection of DJs doing
individual sessions?
If anybody works at, or has connections with, a
radio station (or would be willing to do a DJ
set), then please contact me.
*CHARITY BATTLE OF THE BANDS*

In the past, there have been groups and a DJ
playing during the evening in one of the halls.
But if at least two bands are willing to compete,
this could form part of the charity fundraising.
Rough idea: bands to play their sets with a
donation bucket for each one being passed
around the audience – the bucket that raises
the most money is the winner. If there are any
bands out there who would be interested,
please contact me.

IT’S FOR CHARITY MATE!
Having put myself up for this, things might go

pear-shaped and I could fall flat on my arse
(wouldn’t be the first time), but I’m not
Superman and couldn’t attempt to do all of this
by myself, so if you’re willing to volunteer your
services to help, please contact me. We also
need trophy sponsors, volunteer DJs and bands
plus equipment etc.

Both private and trade sponsorship will also
be needed, so everyone who comes on board
between now and the actual event will get a
sponsorship mention in every edition of Classic
Scooterist leading up to the event – and in the
report after.

If you want to help, email me at
mauspencer@classicscooterist.com or
phone 01507 529408.

SCOOTERWORLD–ANEWBEGINNING
Newarkshowground –January9-10,2016
After a year’s absence due to family commitments, editor Mau returns to the Newark
Showground in January to organise Scooter World 2016. However, he’s planning some
major changes from previous years, as he explains:
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This was the first event of the

year for us, so, we were up

bright and early Sunday

morning to give the scooters a

check-over and a clean-up. Dawn

was taking her 1957 LD 125, and

I thought I would give the LDA

150 a run out for a change.

There had been a hard frost, so
it was very cold on the ride over to
Knaresborough, but bright and
sunny all the way. The journey was
a very pleasant one, apart from the
usual idiots in cars who just love to
pass you when there’s something
coming the other way – then cut-in
on you before they have passed.

However, we avoided all manic cars,
making good time, and arrived at
the venue quite early with both
machines running well.

Getting down to the serious
business of picture-taking and
watching the machines coming in,
the next three hours flew by. Soon
it was nearly 1pm and the scooters
started mustering at the car park
entrance ready for the mass
rideout. We watched them set off
en masse, and chuckled at the grey
two-stroke smog that hung over the
area. It was nice to see the Luna
Owners Club set-off up the hill in a
group, it’s a long time since Phil

had seen so many Vegas on the
road together – a fantastic sight.

We also spotted fellow VMSC
member Brian Clough on his D in
the middle of it all, easily keeping
up with the modern machinery.
After the final scooters had set off

to York, we indulged in some of
Knaresborough’s finest fish and
chips and pointed our two ancient
LDs in the direction of home.
Another cracking event thoroughly
enjoyed by us both.

Dawn and Phil Walker
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KnaresboroughtoYorkrideout
What has now become a regular event on
the scooterist calendar, the annual
Knaresborough-York scooter ride, was
another success.



Iwas invited to the shoot which was being

done for the Sky TV programme The Easy

Riders with Steven Keys and Danny John-

Jules (aka Cat from the TV series, Red

Dwarf). In The Easy Riders programmes, they

ride across the country, stopping at various

locations to collect for The Children’s Air

Ambulance charity. The invitation had come

from a good friend, Peter Gough, whose son

Charles rides a nice Lambretta and is a

young Mod...

It was a nice surprise when Phil Daniels
(Jimmy from Quadrophenia) turned up along with
former Arsenal football legend Ian Wright. Both
were very happy to pose for photos with all of us
before we left for a short ride accompanied by
two motorcyclists and Ian Wright on his Ducati
Monster.

We followed the camera vehicle down Mile
End Road to the Bow roundabout, then the lights
changed and only the camera vehicle, the three
motorcycles and me made it through the lights...
We proceeded down the Westway towards the
Olympic Stadium, still being filmed with me now
the only scooterist in tow!

Our small convoy then took the underpass,
continuing on its way to Colchester Aerodrome;
at this point, I turned off, waving goodbye. That
was the end of my Sunday outing – except for
seeing The Who at the O2 that evening. All in all,
a great day.

The programme is due to be shown in
November – let’s hope a good bundle of money
is raised for a good cause...

Martin Heath
Foresters SC
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The White Hart pub in Mile End Road, London E1 recently
became the location for a photoshoot in relation to the
Children’s Air Ambulance fundraising campaign.

TheEasyRiderscharityride



Unusually for the Extravaganza, the

weather wasn’t very kind for this year

with the normally anticipated sunshine

making way for some rather heavy rain

showers – and it showed with the number of

scooters resting in the car park (or not, as the

case was). However, that didn’t mean that

attendance was down, as punters still turned

up in droves – albeit on four wheels, rather

than two.

Progressing to the inside of the hall, our small
group was met with a variety of vintage and

custom scooters (there’s always a good mix of
everything here, and it’s one of the things that
sets this event apart from many others).

One display that particularly caught my eye
was of a distressed-looking Vega pizza delivery
vehicle; at a quick glance one might think that
this was a rusting mess, but look closer and the
cleverness of the paint scheme is revealed.

Lurking elsewhere among the normal mix of
Lambretta and Vespa scooters, other rarities
could be found in various conditions from
unrestored to full-blown customs. There was

something for everyone to see and appreciate.
Something else to appreciate was the
opportunity to browse through the dealers’ stalls
and pick-up bits that were needed for repair or
restoration.

Well done to the organisers for another
successful event. With the number of show
trophies that were up for grabs, it would be
impossible to list them all on this page; the full
results will be available in the VMSC club
magazine.

The Southern Softie
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VMSCExtravaganza
This event has always been the one that sets the bar for custom shows throughout the year;
would this one be any different?
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Ska-mouth had returned to the five-star

Vauxhall Caravan Site, again organised

by Christine Staple (spouse to Neville

Staple from The Specials). This highly

anticipated event included some big names in

the scooterist music scene; naturally we were

all excited...

Once we’d checked into our caravans and
stocked up supplies, we went in search of great
music and weren’t disappointed. There were two
rooms on-site: the V-lounge with DJ Steve
Greensides playing Modernist, Soul and Ska
tunes while celebrating the 21st anniversary of
All Our Yesterdays; and The V-arena with live
bands including The Skabilly Rebels (Ex-Specials
guitarist Roddy and his rebels) and
Toot’n’Skamen (a two-tone cover band). The
Modernist revival group The Chords – Chris
Pope – also performed, playing Mod tunes
including their 1980 hit, Maybe Tomorrow.

The main evening act was the brilliant Dandy
Livingstone who hasn’t made a UK appearance
for 40 years. He’s played on some top Ska and
reggae labels (including Bluebeat and Trojan);
he’s most famous for his hit single, Suzanne
Beware of the Devil, and the original, Rudy, a
Message to You.

He wasn’t a let-down either; accompanied by
The Pressure Tenants, they had the crowd dancing
for their entire set. Neville Staple also made a
guest appearance. After the bands finished, DJs
Darren Bennett and Olas Boss kept everyone
dipping and stomping till the early hours.

In the morning we headed for breakfast to
discover Dandy, Nev and Christine and the
Pressure Tenants having a fry-up. At 11, there
was a charity ride to the Kings Arms, Fleggburgh
organised by the Sidewinders SC. We spent the
afternoon in Yarmouth; on-site, DJs, including
Madam Scorcher, Mark Bale and Olas Boss,
spun vinyl tall day. We returned in time to see
the launch of Christine ‘Sugary’ Staple’s new EP
before eating. Pizza sounded a good idea,
however, The New Generation SC lacks cooking
experience and we managed to cremate half the
pizzas while almost setting light to the caravan.
Once the electrician had fixed the oven, we
headed out for another night of Soul and Ska.

The V-lounge had a very similar vibe as the
previous night, again with Steve Greensides at
the decks; the V-arena saw more live acts with
Winston Reedy (reggae) and Susan Cadogan.
Dennis Alcapone took to the stage alongside our
own club member, Kara who was invited to

dance next to him; a great experience. DJs kept
us going until 3am, then we headed back to get
some much-needed kip.

On Sunday we missed breakfast and headed
to Frankie and Benny’s for lunch, then ended up
going for a carvery at the Vauxhall site where
Pauline Black and the rest of The Selecter were
also eating. But before that, The Tuts (an all-girl
trio with attitude) kept us entertained, followed by
Ska band, The Downsetters. DJs again filled in
the gaps between live sets.

When The Selecter appeared on stage the V-
arena was full to the max; they began with The
Avengers’ theme and played other classics
including James Bond, On My Radio and Too Much
Pressure. Afterwards, Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry (who’s
worked with big names in Jamaican music,
including Bob Marley and the Wailers) took to the
stage to do some ‘toasting’ over records, bringing
our night to a pleasant end.

Back at the caravan, I’d done some toasting of
my own (using slices of bread and butter) before
hitting the sack. A fantastic weekend enjoyed by
all and a fantastic way to celebrate our club
anniversary. Ska-mouth, see you in November!

Words: Henry Byer
Photos: Kara Websdale
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Ska-mouth
To celebrate the New Generation SC’s two-year anniversary, a few of us got together for the
Ska-mouth rally, in Great Yarmouth.

The Selecter

The Pressure Tenants

Christine ‘Sugary’ Staple

Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry
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Apologies to Typically Tropical for the

blatant misquotation of their original

lyrics, but the eagerly awaited journey to

Scarborough for the first national rally of the

season was nothing like it had been envisaged. I

think we must have passed through every single

weather element going before we got there.

Arriving around 11am at the Spa (the normal
venue for the custom show and parts fair
whenever a national rally is held in
Scarborough), we were surprised to see the
length of the queue waiting to gain entry.

Not wishing to stand and shuffle for an
eternity, we opted to go for a well-earned coffee
break until the early-morning rush subsided – an
hour later we were still waiting, and waiting. Don’t
know how many punters went through the doors,
but VFM, the main organisers, must certainly
have been pleased with the attendance.

Eventually we found our way into the main
halls, which are mainly straddled in a long line,
room after room. It was a bit like a rabbit
warren, and if you weren’t careful, you could
easily miss out on something.

The halls were heaving with people and we
were drawn along with the crowds through
the bustling parts fair and then on through to
the final hall, where the custom show was
taking place. Considering the long, thin shape
of the venue, the organisers had made good
use of the available space with a row at
either side, plus a line down the centre,
enabling maximum spectator viewing options
and photo opportunities.

The display of standard and vintage
machines was sparse for someone who
prefers that style of scooter, but this was more
than made up for with the stunning amount of

customised scooters on display. Some I’d seen
before, but not ‘Spawn’ a customised
Lambretta GP, which was one of my favourites
of the day – but this wasn’t so for some of my
colleagues, which resulted in a few healthy
‘debates’ about the pros and cons of certain
styles of customvscooters – each to his own
I say.

At the end of our day, we played it safe and
had one last wander around the halls before
leaving, just to make sure that we hadn’t
missed anything. Then it was back out into the
breezy Yorkshire air for our ride home.

Congratulations to the rally organisers for
another successful event. If this event has set
an example for the rest of the national rally
season, then it’s going to be a good year.

The Baldie Codger
(with a few extra pics from ‘the Nippa’)
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ScarboroughNationalRally

Woh! I’m going to Scarbados
Woh! In the bracing Yorkshire breeze
Woh! I’m going to see the scooters
Woh! By the sunny Yorkshire sea
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This year’s run started at 9.30am from The

British Volunteer pub, Ashford, where

landlord Lee joined us at the start on his

Vespa. It was a nice sunny morning, albeit a bit

chilly; the turnout comprised of around 15

scooters, mainly from South Kent Saints and

Ashford Tornados, along with a rather nice VW

camper.

My steed of choice was my ochre Jet 200,
which I hope to take to Brittany in June for our
seventh year there (but that’s another story)!

The route to Faversham was along the A251,
around 16 miles with the pack led by Andy and
Dave on their beautiful LDs, they even made it up
the infamous hill leading to Challock (anyone that
knows it will confirm it’s a looong steeep hill!
Arriving at Faversham, we parked up at The Mall.

Pretty soon you could hear the sound of two-
stroke engines making their way to meet us –
mainly guys from The Isle of Thanet. This more
than doubled our number, so by now we were
attracting a bit of attention!

We hung around for a few more to join us, then
set off up the old A2 towards Sittingbourne, where
we met more scooters from across Kent. A handy
chuck-wagon was open for business, so it would
have been rude not to have a cuppa and a bacon
roll (except me, if my missus is reading this).

After chatting rubbish, we set off for our last
rendezvous point near the old Sheppey Bridge. It
was here that we realised this was our biggest
turnout ever; the road was totally crammed with
scooters, by now (around 150 bikes). Then we
set off for our final destination, the holiday
mecca that is Leysdown-on-Sea.

There’s only one road into Sheppey (albeit
there’s now two bridges) and we made quite a
sight, a convoy of 150 scooters, in a haze of
two-stroke. Traffic stopped in awe of this
vehicular spectacle (they had no choice, as we
took up the whole road). It took a while to get to
Leysdown as we caused our own mini traffic
jam. But, get there we did, parking up in our
usual seafront place.

Yet more scooters joined us; must have been
around 200 from Kent, Essex, London and
Sussex. You could walk round and admire the
scooters, as did many locals and
holidaymakers – an awesome sight; a real mix of
bikes, dominated by Vespas and Lambrettas.
You could view the fruits of winter labours and
admire what people had done to their bikes; a
few caught my eye – a pair of Series 2
cutdowns/chops, some tasty SX200s, a green
flake Lammy (just my luck) and a lovely yellow
Series 1; hopefully the pics give an idea.

A downside was the pie ’n’ mash shop being
shut (we’ll phone next year to let ’em know we’re
coming)! So most people ate the obligatory fish
’n’ chips, or equivalent (except me, if my missus
is still reading; I had a cucumber sandwich).

It was, by now, quite windy which made the
crossing hairy, but a great day nonetheless, and a
big thumbs-up to Karl for sorting the day... Top man!

David Bray
(Lammydave)
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RuntotheIsland2015
Now in its 11th year, Run to the Island is organised by Karl Beeston of the South Kent
Saints. It runs from Ashford (the Kent version) to Leysdown-on-Sea (Isle of Sheppey)
via Faversham and Sittingbourne.
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The SS 180 is something of a rarity in

recent years and it was a stirring, unique

sight to see 29 SS 180s being displayed

at Alan’s event – a spectacular sight in the

eyes of any scooter enthusiast.

THE 180 SUPER SPORT –
A TIMELESS CLASSIC
The striking trapezoidal headlight, squared-off
mudguard, toolbox and sidepanels are signature
design features to the SS, making it the widest
of all the 60s classic Vespa scooters, as well as
the most clearly identifiable. Available in red
(three similar red tints were actually used over
the production run), Hawthorne White (a
somewhat creamy white tinge) and, later on in
production, Peacock Blue, the new replacement
for the near legendary GS 160 had at least
overtaken the somewhat conservative ‘white
only GS’ in colour choice.

The SS 180 was, as its name suggests, an
over-bored GS with a few subtle improvements
including a slightly higher gear ratio, revised
electrics that no longer required a battery to fire
the ignition, a redesigned seat and locks.

Essentially the GS 160 and the SS 180 were
the same basic machine and were to be the last
traditional piston ported Vespa two-strokes.

At its inception, the SS was far from totally
acceptable to the unusually conservative-minded
youth market that this model was aimed at, but
such luminaries as Roger Grimstead
immediately recognised that, once the initial
shock of the loss of the GS was overcome, the
SS would sell well – especially with a dab of
extra paint! In fact by the end of production,
36,700 SSs were sold worldwide.

A ROMANTIC INTERLUDE
Another half century being celebrated on this
occasion is the tender love affair and later
marriage between Alan and Linda (aka Loo).
They originally met at the somewhat less-than-
romantic venue of the Casino, Rochester where
they were staging the weekly Friday night
wrestling bouts.

Loo was 13 at the time, but it was love at first
sight. The happy couple now live in Cliffe quite
near the Strood site of Medway Scooters and
have a daughter and two grandchildren. Loo has

learnt to love scooters as she notes that they’ve
always been there.

MEDWAY SCOOTERS
The third part of the half century is Alan’s
involvement with scooters; this started with Alan
as a schoolboy in 1963 working at Medway
Scooters on Thursday nights and Saturdays. By
1965 Alan was a fully trained scooter mechanic,
later becoming the proprietor of Medway
Scooters in 1972. Alan is quite rightly proud that
Medway Scooters is one of the oldest surviving
scooter shops in the country.

Another anecdote from 50 years ago (this one
is highly amusing) concerned a 15-year-old Alan
who was so excited by the delivery of three
brand-new SS 180s, one of each colour, that
young Alan, in a fit of youthful enthusiasm, took
the red one for a 15 minute blast around
Strood. So, to recap: Alan had no licence,
insurance or crash helmet (of course!).

This caused a problem for Alan’s adoptive
father as he thought Alan had nicked the
scooter and even more potential problems when
he returned with the scooter to find a policeman
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VespaSSDay
(AlanGomme’shat-trickofhalfcenturies)
Fans of the last Mod scooter, the Vespa SS 180, will have realised that this classic design is
just over 50 years old with early models coming-off the production line in the latter half of
1964. To give some recognition to this milestone, Alan Gomme of Medway Scooters fame
organised a gathering in Maidstone’s Market Hall, Kent, showing examples of the cream of
this country’s surviving Vespa SS 180s.
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waiting at the shop. As luck would have it, the
copper was only there for an MoT and wasn’t the
slightest bit interested in any peripheral, errant
youthful misdemeanours. A narrow escape you
might say? Alan noted that he used shop bikes
all the time after this.

Interestingly, Alan became involved in some
small scale industrial espionage after the shop
purchased an SS 180 ‘Hurricane’ from Eddy
Grimstead, so Medway Scooters could match it
in their own style to promote sales.

THE SHOW
The Vespa SS Day was rounded-off by a custom
show with trophies for all models with a focus
on the SS and, finally, a rideout to rural Aylesford
to allow the 200 scooterists attending a chance
to join in the fun.

Alan used the SS Day to collect donations
for the local Demelza House Hospice for
children, a charity that Medway Scooters
has supported for nearly 20 years, collecting
thousands of pounds in the process for this
very worthy cause.

Vespita

Three generations of

the Gomme family

Best unrestored SS

Alan’s granddaughter



Relative event newcomers Hull Drifters

Riders Club (HDRC) took on the

challenge, but I wasn’t sure if we had

the experience of saddle time and Lambretta

vibration (lol); but this band of brothers proved

how much fun you can have, even when in pain.

We journeyed to Scarborough, then across
the North Yorkshire Moors to Redcar. On rallies
the HDRC finish the evening with their curry
club, so it’s a good job we’d be spending most
of the day outside…

Next day, Jase had trouble getting his RT195
running; with a panel-off moment and a push, we
were off, almost. The infamous ‘Christine’ (Keith
Foster’s Li Special) produced large amounts of
sweat before starting, delaying our departure to
Saltburn-by-the-Sea. Eventually arriving, we
joined 333 other riders.

Riding towards North Allerton, Dave Stewart
developed carb problems; removing his panel
revealed the carb hanging by cables alone. By
now time was adding up, so we upped the
pace. Then Fozzy’s scooter missed and
spluttered; the carb was cleaned and we
continued, until it stopped again after a
backfire and ‘flame-out’.

I thought the problem was the earth from the
stator plate; Fozzy contemplated calling recovery,
but a great couple living nearby lent us their
garage and a soldering iron.

Repaired, it started first kick and video footage
shows grown men can get excited – this was short
lived; a mile on, it died again, so Fozzy made the
call and we said farewell. To make up time, we
rode hard without any problems except lights,
meaning we couldn’t get caught in the dark.

Someone suggested using the sat nav on one
of the Vespa GTS scooters, along for the ride.
Arriving at Lake Windermere, the !*?* nav said
turn left – nice views, but we needed to be 50
miles in the other direction!

Heading back, it was spectacular riding. Only
one ‘panel-off’ with Duffy’s TS1 hunting on
tickover. Those with no lights were worried so we
travelled faster and it wasn’t long before one
scoot chucked-in the towel with Moxy hearing
the distinct sound of nothing – it was the end for
his Series 2.

After a long day, the owner of Manor Hotel,
St Bees couldn’t have been more helpful
arranging a late restaurant meal.

We must have been the last riders to sign-on

that evening, but with 314 LCGB riders making
it, this year was an amazing club success. Prizes
were handed-out for ‘best turned-out’ club
(Wisemen SC) and ‘furthest travelled’ individuals
(from Southampton)! Chatting with mates (Chris,
Fi, Pete and Netty), Netty explained they did the
entire route, even the passes (the hardest part).

Travelling up one old rough track, she realised
she actually cried coming down the other side.
Total respect to her – those roads are probably
the toughest to ride on a Lambretta and many
would shy away.

Sunday’s home journey was long with
incredible views. Around 513 miles in three
days – some did more – one of the best scooter
events on the calendar. If you enjoy scooter
riding this is for you, but make sure both you
and scooter are up to the task.

Brakes and big hearts are a must and those I
rode with had massive helpings of both. Moxy,
Fozzy, Jase, Dave, Duffy, Mikey, Chatts; it was a
complete pleasure sharing jokes and road time.

Congratulations to the LCGB organisers for a
fantastic event with a little help from the
weatherman.

Rich Addo
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Intothesettingsun
Scooterists gathered north of the Humber Bridge heading for the LCGB Coast-to-Coast
challenge, a winding, near impossible route across the UK.
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S
aturday morning practice was wet and

had riders tentatively finding grip levels.

Running the racing was NEMRC, who ran

geared and auto classes together.

RACE 1
The geared are first away with 20 secs delay
before the autos; leading are the two Group 6
SRP bikes of Stu Day and Damon Tunnicliffe.
Group 6 will be hotly contested this year with
some familiar names switching classes, one of
them, Mikey Bonett on his JB Tuning-prepared
machine, is quickly up at the front hassling
Damon and Stu.

Darren Conneely leads Group 4 followed
closely by Chris Gayton and Dave Bristow;
unfortunately Chris’s race ends on lap three with
big end troubles; also out is Damon, leaving a
two-way fight for the lead between Stu and Mikey.

In the auto race John Woods is first away in
Group 6a followed closely by Ryan Clipstone,
who’s switched from Group 10 to 6a, on yet
another PSN Tuning machine; they race within
inches of each other as they catch and pass
some of the geared machines.

Mark Hullah’s race ends on lap two with a
fuelling problem. In Group 10 (only two riders
this weekend) Mark Clipstone leads from Martin
Cook’s Chiselspeed Zip. With the five-lap race
seemingly over, Stu Day gets a good season
start taking the chequered flag from Mikey
Bonett followed by another Group 6 rider, Tom
Russell, who was closing in on Mikey; Ryan on
his Zipper manages to pass and just hold John
Woods off to take the season’s first auto win.
RESULTS
Group 4: 1 Darren Conneely, 2 Dave Bristow,
3 James Lancaster
Group 6: 1 Stu Day, 2 Mikey Bonett,
3 Tom Russell
Group 6a: 1 Ryan Clipstone, 2 John Woods,
3 Steve Wright
Group 10: 1 Mark Clipstone, 2 Martin Cook

RACE 2
The geared group are first away making a great
spectacle on lap one with positions changing at
every turn – until Tom Russell has mechanical
trouble and drops out leaving Stu Day, Damon,
Tunnicliffe, Mikey Bonett, plus Steve and Darren
Conneely contesting the lead with Darren as the
leading Group 4 rider and the rest on Group 6
machines; although Dave Bristow was going
better in Group 4, he couldn’t catch Darren
Conneely who was riding superbly.

As the autos start it’s great to see 2013
overall champion Joe Ravenscroft returning on a

Taylor Tuning-prepared Runner and it didn’t take
long for him to come through the auto field to
push Ryan and John for the lead, which he
eventually managed; a close race ensued
between Joe and Ryan and John until Joe retired
on lap four, leaving Ryan and John battling for
the lead, which went to John at the chequered
flag, with Stu Day and Damon just 0.2 secs
behind, concluding a great race.
RESULTS
Group 4: 1 Darren Conneely, 2 Dave Bristow,
3 James Lancaster
Group 6: 1 Stu Day, Damon Tunnicliffe,
3 Mikey Bonett
Group 6a: 1 John Woods, 2 Ryan Clipstone,
3 Gary Peacock
Group 10: 1 Martin Cook

RACE 3
The geared group are first away but the race was
red flagged after John Howe crashed needing
emergency treatment and a trip to hospital; we
all wish John a speedy recovery.

With this race re-run at the end of the day, it
was nonetheless a cracking event for those that
stayed to watch. Damon and Stu led with Mikey
pushing hard on the opening lap until Mikey’s
engine expired on lap two. With Stu and Damon
at the front, Darren Conneely leads Group 4 with
Chris Gayton and Dave Bristow tripping each
other up chasing Darren who slowly increases
his lead.

In the autos Joe again comes through the
field to battle with Ryan and John at the front,
only for Joe’s mechanical gremlins to return; he
retires leaving John and Ryan to fight for the win
with Ryan succeeding. In Group 10 with no Mark
Clipstone, Chiselspeed’s Zip, ridden by Chris
Cook, battles with the bigger cc Runners. At the
front Damon passes Stu to win the race.
RESULTS
Group 4: 1 Darren Conneely, 2 Chris Gayton,
3 Dave Bristow
Group 6: 1 Damon Tunnicliffe, 2 Stu Day,
3 Steve Conneely

Group 6a: 1 Ryan Clipstone, 2 John Woods,
3 Gary Peacock
Group 10: 1 Chris Cook

RACE 4
The fast-starting SRP duo Damon and Stu lead
into the first corner; with Mikey not making the
start line Steve Conneely, on his new Group 6
Replay machine, battles with the SRP boys at
their pace. Stu Day has problems and slows on
lap 3; a lap later Damon falls on oil leaving
Steve at the front with brother Darren a little
behind, but leading Group 4 and hotly pursued
by Chris Gayton and Dave Bristow.

As the autos start Ryan and John lead with
Joe chasing, getting his Taylor Tuning Runner up
to speed; unfortunately it’s not Joe’s weekend
and he again retires on lap three. Chris Cook, on
the only Zip, is riding well and passes some
bigger cc Gilera runners, with Ryan and John
having the closest weekend race battling for
Group 6a lead and Ryan winning by just one
tenth of a second. Steve Conneely takes the
chequered flag with a well-deserved maiden
victory on his superb-looking Group 6 machine.
RESULTS
Group 4: 1 Darren Conneely, 2 Dave Bristow,
3 Chris Gayton
Group 6: 1 Steve Conneely, 2 Doug Turner,
3 Stu McKenzie
Group 6a: 1 Ryan Clipstone, 2 John Woods,
3 Gary Peacock
Group 10: 1 Chris Cook
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The first 2015 BSSO race
meeting took place at Croft
circuit, North Yorkshire, over
the weekend of March 28-
29. Steve Wright reports…

It’s a good season opener for James Lancaster

Ryan Clipstone (7) in close battle with JohnWoods (52)





SATURDAY
A large riding grid enables organisers to split
racing into geared/auto races. After a damp
practice session, the track dried for the start
of racing.

RACE 1 (GEARED)
The riders line-up in anticipation; as the lights go
out Damon, Stuart, and Steve Conneely enter
the first corner three-abreast; at the next corner,
Edwinas, Damon loses his back end and falls,
resulting in a red flag.

At the restart Stuart, Steve and Mikey contest
the running order; by lap three, Mikey’s race is
over, as is Tom Russell’s. Sneaking-up is Doug
Turner who passes Stu trying to catch leader
Steve Conneely; his brother, Darren Conneely,
leads Group 4 with Chris Gayton behind. At the
front of Group 6 Stu passes Doug and is reeling
in Steve; on the final lap, Stu passes Steve to
take the chequered flag.
RESULTS
Group 4: 1 Darren Conneely, 2 Chris Gayton,
3 James Lancaster
Group 6: 1 Stu Day, 2 Steve Conneely,
3 Doug Turner

RACE 1 (AUTO)
Separate races allow riders to race in auto and
geared classes; this was taken up by Chris
Cook, Damon Tunnicliffe, Gary Biddle and Steve
Wright (the latter three thank Andy at PSN for
loaning and preparing the machines).

As the lights go out, Gary Peacock makes a
flying start, but exiting the first corner Joe
Ravenscroft comes from the back up into a four-
way fight for lead. As Gary slips back, Ryan
Clipstone takes the lead, followed by Joe with
John Woods in third. In Group 10 Justin Price
and Mark Clipstone contest lead with half-a-bike
length between them – Justin eventually
triumphs. In Group 6a, Joe passes Ryan for the
lead and holds it to the flag.
RESULTS
Group 6a: 1 Joe Ravenscroft, 2 Ryan Clipstone,
3 John Woods
Group 10: 1 Justin Price, 2 Mark Clipstone,
3 Dylan Weston

RACE 2 (GEARED)
Damon is back on track and makes a great
start, taking an early lead from Mikey, Stu and
Steve; they put on a fantastic racing spectacle,

changing positions almost every corner. Again
Tom Russell’s race ends early, as does Mark
Cook’s and Chris Redman’s. In Group 4, Darren
Conneely leads with Chris Gayton keeping him
within reach; Dave Bristow and James Lancaster
aren’t far behind battling for third. At the front
Stu Day has a slender lead from Steve Conneely,
then Mikey Bonett, but Damon struggles keeping
pace and they cross the finish line in that order
with the crowd applauding.
RESULTS
Group 4: 1 Darren Conneely, 2 Chris Gayton,
3 Dave Bristow
Group 6: 1 Stu Day, Steve Conneely,
3 Mikey Bonett

RACE 2 (AUTO)
As the lights go out Gary Peacock makes a
lightning start, leading into the first corner with
the rest chasing as Ryan and John slip past
Gary who crashes entering Edwinas resulting in
a red flag and a hospital trip; we wish him a
speedy recovery. At the restart it’s Ryan and
John at the front with Joe trying to catch them
until lap two when he retires with mechanical
trouble, as do Will Reber, Mark Hullah and Mark
Clipstone from Group 10, leaving Dylan Weston
to battle Justin Price for lead. At the front of
Group 6a Ryan can’t shake-off John Woods and
they cross the finish line with less than half a
second between them.
RESULTS
Group 6a: 1 Ryan Clipstone, 2 John Woods,
3 Steve Wright
Group 10: 1 Justin Price, 2 Dylan Weston

SUNDAY
RACE 3 (GEARED)

A long delay after a serious bike race crash
means there’s only one race for each scooter
class. The riders are eager to get going and it’s
a mad dash into the first corner and again Stu,
Steve, Mikey and Damon vie for lead. My race
ends on lap two, as does Trevor Childs’, and we
watch the race unfold.

Stu Day has a problem and slows but
continues. Then Steve Conneely pulls in with a
problem, followed by brother Darren in Group 4,
which hands the lead to Dave Bristow, with James
Lancaster pushing him hard, sensing a win. In

Group 6, Jiggsey Fielden fights his way up to third;
Dave Delany, riding John Howe’s bike, is improving
race on race. In Group 4, James passes Dave
Bristow to lead, only for Dave to retire on the last
lap. As Group 6 starts the last lap, Damon leads
Mikey by a bike length, but coming out of the last
corner Mikey’s in the lead which he holds to the
line; James Lancaster takes his first Group 4
win – congratulations to him.
RESULTS
Group 4: 1 James Lancaster, 2 Gary Biddle,
3 Daz Westgarth
Group 6: 1 Mikey Bonett, 2 Damon Tunnicliffe,
3 Jiggsey Fielden

RACE 3 (AUTO)
As the lights go out, I make a surprising start to
lead at the first corner, but I’m soon swamped
by my class front runners as Ryan, John and
Joe pick up pace having a three-way fight for
lead, but for John it’s all over on lap three.
Damon Tunnicliffe takes John’s position, but
struggles to maintain the pace of Ryan and Joe
who puts in a blistering new lap record of 1.05.5
secs, edging himself away from Ryan. In Group
10, Justin leads from Mark Clipstone and Chris
Cook who retires on lap three; but it all goes
wrong for Justin and with a lap to go his belt
snaps, leaving Mark to claim the Group 10 win.
At the flag, Joe has a comfortable win from Ryan
in second.
RESULTS
Group 6a: 1 Joe Ravenscroft, 2 Ryan Clipstone,
3 Damon Tunnicliffe
Group 10: 1 Mark Clipstone
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Mikey Bonett (4) about to take Damon Tunnicliffe (1) for his first Group 6 win

Stu Day takes both wins on Saturday in Group 6

Mallory
BSSO Championship Round
2 (sponsored by CASA
Lambretta) took place at
Mallory Park on April 11-12,
2015. Steve Wright reports…
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A MODERN TWIST
ON A TRUE CLASSIC

AlexLehman’sSeries1auto
At first glance this scooter may look like an ordinary Lambretta Series 1, but delve
beneath the surface and you could be in for a surprise…



It’s not surprising to see more and more

Vespa GTS scooters parked among the sea

of enthusiasts at rallies these days. But

despite being a passionate Lambretta owner, I

can respect the fact that many riders prefer

them – especially those struggling with age-

related problems such as arthritis.

Some just enjoy a more comfy ride, while
others want to venture further afield, and
there’s absolutely nothing wrong in that; it does
help keep the scooter scene alive as we all
realise that not enough youngsters are joining-
in with what is a fantastic past time.

Well here’s one young guy that has found a
way of having the best of both worlds; Alex
Lehman travelled to Kalkar, Germany, with other
scooterists on a bitterly cold weekend this year
for the Scooterist Meltdown event. With a few
Vespa 300 GTS scooters and a majority of
Lambrettas he took along his impressive 800cc
Gilera auto; it proved to be more of a packhorse
on the return journey, carrying more than his
share of other riders’ luggage, but one of the
reasons he took it along was because his other
project wasn’t finished.

Looking at these pages I can hear some of
my hardcore LCGB pals saying NOOOOOO! But
take a closer look; this bike is an amazing feat
of engineering. At 22 years old Alex would
surprise many with his scooter knowledge – and
to be honest, you’ve got to give the young lad
bags of respect for the way he’s learning about
two-wheeled machines and he has some
incredible ideas.

Working in the offshore turbine industry, he’s
more than capable of messing about with basic
Italian runabouts. When he began putting his
development into practice, he approached local
scooter builder, Dave Briggs, for some advice.
Dave has built many Lambretta conversions
and his idea of mounting Gilera engines with
their original swingarm is possibly one of the
best ways to cut out the vibration experienced
on a Lambretta.

When Alex began wanting a two-wheeled
machine at the age of 18, his mum wasn’t
impressed with the thought of him riding fast
motorcycles, so he agreed to get a scooter
instead. He made his first purchase at the age
of 18 and still has it in his garage. It was a
1967 Lambretta Li Special which he’d
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Complete new framework built under

the loop for the motor

The digital SIP speedo doesn’t

look out of place at all



struggled to get out of its owner’s hands (no
doubt also attached to classic Lambrettas).
Alex reckons his favourite scooter model is the
vintage LD 125, but I’m sure readers would be
more than happy to own a special of any
description at that age.

For his first rally he joined up with FOS Tours
(a bunch of crazy lads from Grimsby) to ride to
Cologne, Germany (200 miles over 10 hours in
the pouring rain with loads of ‘panels off’ and
Red Bull stops. It seems that Alex likes
European trips as he mentioned his favourite
rally was Belgium on his 21st birthday – and
the fact that his riding partners were ‘getting
on a little’ was to his benefit when they gave
him the bumps (11 and they were all
knackered – bonus)!

Riding two wheels has become an obsession
for Alex, who now owns a number of impressive
machines. These include an Li Special (with
RB22 motor giving it some grunt), a Gilera
800cc auto, a Honda Dax, a Suzuki Bandit
1200 (latest purchase), and an Aprilia SR125,
leaving this featured Lambretta Series 1
Framebreather (now fitted with a quick Gilera
auto engine) until last.

It’s been an intense project as Alex only
bought the scooter in October 2014 for the
amazing price of £600. His only inspiration for
the project was that he once owned a Vespa GT

200 auto when they first came out; this was
because everyone found them pretty socially
unacceptable on the scooter scene, he liked
the animosity when arriving at events as it
created a talking point. So now they’ve become
more of the norm at rallies, he decided what’s
normal about chopping up a 1958
Framebreather – and that’s the path he took.

It took an initial four weeks to strip and
prepare the converted frame and it became
apparent the brake set-up wasn’t right, so Alex
stripped the scooter back down and started
again. Asking for the assistance of (as he puts
it) ‘Auto God’, Dave Briggs, for the frame
conversion was probably his best move.

The panel work and paint was done by Alex
and his friend, Steve Osbourne; the work time
went from four weeks to five/six weeks in
reality. It was a close call though when Steve
poisoned himself using the paint, whoops – he
survived though thankfully.

Looking over the build details, Alex was
modest in the fact it will never be a show
winner on appearance alone, but I think he’s
forgotten there are trophies out there for
engineering, and the way this Series 1 looks, it
still resembles its original design – a major task
in my opinion.

Tech details of the alterations are as follows:
the much-cherished frame was chopped behind

the bridge piece (cries of pain from LCGB
members); then the custom cradle could be
fitted (the preferred method of the mounting the
engine on the silent block from the Gilera); this
method designed, I think, by Dave Briggs.

The visual bodywork remains standard with
only a cut behind the floor runners to allow the
engine fitment; the radiator is fitted under the
footboards, owing to the fact that Alex has
never been happy placing them in the legshield
toolbox. I agree with the legshields restricting
the airflow, but some protection might be
needed under there because with all the road
debris being attracted to the rad its life
expectancy is short.

The brake master cylinders have been
welded to the handlebars (the original set-up
with remote master cylinders gave a far too
spongy feel to the brakes); this method gives a
very positive feel and that’s needed with 30bhp
output from the 183cc motor.

Developing the rear brake was a master
stroke. I’ve not seen it done before, but
Alex has mounted a rear disc boss on to a
10in wheel hub, which now gives the exact
same distance from the floor at the back of
the scooter to the original appearance of a
Series 1. Far too many auto conversions look
like hunchbacks, jacked up at the back with
the 12in wheels in the rear drive. With the
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Rear disc brake set-up – a one-off

piece of engineering

Coolant expansion bottle inside

the legshield toolbox Alex Lehman



caliper being mounted well, it gives a dual
action of strengthening the rear of the
scooter and also making maximum braking
ability set-up possible.

As for the engine specs: the motor is a
stroked 172 PM tuning kit giving a final output
of 183cc; then also a PM race crank, Keihin
35mm carb with a modified PM59 exhaust.
This set up may need some slight changes
though, as when Alex makes right turns, it
tends to ground a little – but then that could
also be his riding style, flat out (lol).

Much of the remaining engine is standard,
but being set up on the dyno it now produces

an impressive 30bhp, and as Alex turns the
throttle it just seems to keep revving. Another
change night have to be the SIP speedo II
because the rev counter just stops as he winds
back the throttle with engine travelling past its
maximum 14,000 on the dial.

On UK roads the motor would easily pass the
present speed limits, but with Alex looking at
riding to European rallies on the autobahns it
will maybe see its potential. The water-cooled
engine should be reliable and having the best
of both worlds – a stunning-looking Lambretta
and a modern-day engine – is something I’m
taken with, for a regular commuting method.

After the initial purchase and work carried
out by Alex and his many friends, the scooter
stands him at about £2000 – there’s not
many Lambrettas with such appeal for that
cost price present.

Alex says the most difficult part of the project
was the brake system; but he was quite clear –
don’t just soldier on if you’re not sure what
you’re doing; there’s plenty of people out there

who know their stuff and who are willing to give
advice and assist with such a project.

If he was to mention his favourite dealer for
products and spares, it would be AF Rayspeed,
Ben is always ready to take time and help
anyone with scooter-related issues. Alex’s final
advice is to always start with a plan, it will most
probably change, but it’s good to know where
your expectations are going with any project.

Listening to Alex and his ideas, it’s great to
see youngsters like him joining the scooter
scene and not to just buy a scooter and expect
everyone else to fix them. We need to
encourage more like him if we want the future
to stay bright when us oldies have all hung up
our helmets.

Words/images: Rich Addison

THANKS & MENTIONS

Alex would like to thank the following for their
help: Steve Osbourne (paintwork); ‘Auto God’
Dave Briggs for his expertise; not forgetting
Hannah Bell, George Hugill and Lewis Smith.

ABOVE LEFT: Engine mounted via the Gilera
swingarm system
ABOVE MIDDLE: Electric start button hidden under
the headset to keep classic look
ABOVE RIGHT: Brake master cylinders welded to
the original handlebars
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1965: This picture isn’t giving us many clues as to its origin.

Looking at the ‘C’ registration of the scooter on the right, it can’t

be any earlier than 1965. As to where it was taken – we’ve no idea.

There isn’t even anything to identify who the competitors are, or

what club they belong to.

If you know who any of these people are, or recognise the

scooters (as far as we can make out the reg number of the one on

the right is KJH 99C), please let us know.

Picture courtesy of Mortons Archive

(www.mortonsarchive.com)
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These wooden sidecars looked like they

belonged to a bygone age, but that all

changed in September 1956 when

Watsonian revealed the new Bambini.

Designed specifically to be hitched to a

scooter, the Bambini used the wonder material

of the age. Fibreglass, or glass reinforced

plastic, was strong and light and could be

easily moulded into complex shapes.

During the Second World War fibreglass was
used as a replacement for moulded plywood
on aircraft and when hostilities ended it was
soon being used for speedboat and sports car
bodies. Watsonian, of Albion Road, Greet in
Birmingham, wasn’t the first British sidecar
manufacturer to use the new wonder material.
That honour fell to Plastic Motor Bodies of
London, who offered a long and low child-adult As streamlined as a hard-boiled egg…

THE BAMBINI

In the mid-1950s, scooters (especially Italian scooters) were stylish and modern, but
sidecars hadn’t kept up-to-date. In fact, sidecar manufacturers used the same techniques
to make bodies, as coach builders did to make horse-drawn carriages centuries earlier.

WHENWATSONIAN
WENTITALIAN



chair in 1954. But the Adventurer was
expensive and heavy, and ultimately a failure.

Watsonian really nailed it with the Bambini.
As streamlined as a boiled egg, the body was
moulded in one-piece with the fibreglass
colour impregnated, so that it didn’t matter
quite so much if you scratched it while
manoeuvring through the gateposts to your
back garden. Front and rear lights were
moulded into the body.

Rexine – a fake leather material – was used
to cover the sprung seat, while the back of the
seat could be lifted out of the way to access a
generous luggage compartment. There was an
integral Cobex – like Perspex – screen.

While four points were usually used to bolt a
sidecar to a motorcycle, Watsonian came up
with a brilliantly simple single-point attachment
to make a scooter/Bambini combination. Two
steel channels were welded to a 2in diameter
tube that ran between the scooter and the
sidecar wheel. On the scooter side of the
cross-tube was a flange with four bolt holes.

This was designed to accept an adaptor for
either a Lambretta or a Vespa – Watsonian
would soon offer adaptor kits for other
manufacturer’s scooters – with the Lambretta
version clamping to the frame main tube
beneath the footboard. The patented single-
point fixing also acted as a shock absorber
because there was a rubber disc between the
flange and the adaptor. Rubber buffers were
also squeezed between the fibreglass body and
the chassis.

Shod with a 3.5 x 8in tyre, the sprung
sidecar wheel used a trailing link (the wheel
was behind the pivot point of the swing arm)
and was clamped to a tubular pillar so that it
could be adjusted for height and toe-in simply
by sliding it up or down and swivelling in or out.

Toe-in is an important measurement – if
the sidecar wheel points in or out too much,
the outfit will steer to one side. With a plank
of wood resting on the walls of the scooter
tyres and another plank on the wall of the
sidecar tyre, Watsonian recommended the

distance between the front of the planks to
be ½in to 3⁄4in less than the distance
measured at the back.

The Bambini really was a new bouncing
baby and weighed a healthy 44lb. The price,
including taxes, was £65. There was also a
Bambox, a commercial version of the Bambini
that would be ideal for deliveries by butchers’
boys and bakers.

Finished in two-tone green and hitched to a
Lambretta LD150, The Motor Cycle magazine
put the Bambini outfit through its paces in
December 1957. With the driver (you ride a
solo, but you drive an outfit), passenger and
luggage weighing in at 24 stone, you might have
expected the performance to really suffer. But
thanks to sidecar gearing the driver was never
embarrassed when he accelerated away from
traffic lights, and on the open road the
Lambretta would pull its load at 30-35mph on
half to two-thirds throttle... as long as the road
was level and the wind wasn’t too strong. On
downhill stretches the speedometer needle
hovered over the 40mph mark.

Of course, climbing hills could be a
challenge. The technique used was to keep
the engine spinning fairly fast, and attack long
hills with as much speed in hand as possible.
Then you might make the climb without
dropping below 25mph or changing down from
top gear. Changing into second gear, before
the road speed fell below 20mph, usually
meant that speed could be maintained without
the engine complaining.

Fibreglass was also used to make the body
of the Reliant Regal, and that three-wheel car
had hammered sidecar sales. Watsonian
dropped the Bambini from the catalogue in
1968. Only Del Boy wants a Reliant today, but
the Lambretta-Bambini combo is a true classic.

Phillip Tooth

Bambini chassis (Lambretta top left and Vespa top right)

The Bambox commercial version



I
n the early 60s, all scooters pretty much

followed the same design – manual

gearbox, conventional clutch and a twist-

grip or foot pedal-type gear change. The

original Triumph Tina brochures stated ‘No

gears, no clutch, goes at a touch’ and ‘it

almost drives itself’ – the implication being

that it was very simple to ride.

In reality, the basic idea was OK, but it
needed a bit more development – there were
weak areas such as the kick-start mechanism,
and the original centrifugal clutch had a
tendency to seize.

In 1965, the Tina was superseded by the
T10, which addressed some of the issues of
the earlier model. However, the T10 – although
an improvement – was already under scrutiny
because of the Tina’s reputation for poor
reliability. It could be said that many owners
found these machines unsatisfactory – which
could go some way to explain why examples
that surface nowadays tend to have a low
recorded mileage, usually in the early
thousands. Quite probably, owners either got
bored with them, or they broke down and were
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A WORLD FIRST?

TriumphT10scrambler
It was quite revolutionary when Triumph announced the Tina Automatic in 1962 – but it
certainly didn’t look anything like the one here. Built by Andy Ruby, he tells us a little more…



pushed into a shed or garage and promptly
forgotten about – or perhaps replaced by a ‘real
scooter’ possibly a Lambretta, Vespa or Capri?

Anyway, that’s enough about the Tina’s
history; let’s get on to this particular scooter –
if you want to call it that. Having owned a few
Tinas over the years, I had acquired quite a few
spares, including most of an engine, forks and
wheels. Some time ago, I had an idea of
creating a 60s-style scrambler based on a Tina
or T10; so I decided to try to source a suitable
frame and luckily was offered a T10 one with
rusted-through legshields, but a sound ‘spine’ –
which was ideal… The frame was cut down
and a strengthening pole welded in place to
support the Monkey-bike tank. Other additions
include trials handlebars, knobbly tyres, a new
footrest layout, and a nice comfortable single
padded seat.

The frame was professionally sprayed in
refrigerator white (many thanks to K G Sprayers

in Aldershot) with hubs and the black
components being hand-sprayed by me. The
exhaust pipe was re-angled to give the silencer
its upswept ‘sporty’ look and to improve ground
clearance. The Tina engine is pretty much
standard, apart from a T10 head being fitted (to
give better cooling) and the addition of a home-
designed glass-fibre cover over the rear pulleys
to keep foreign objects out.

The ride is surprisingly smooth despite the
original drive belt being re-used. A Tina or T10
would probably not have been someone’s first
choice as a donor for a scrambler – Lambretta
LDs seemed to be the favourite in those days.
Perhaps this is the world’s first Tina/T10
scrambler? It is, at least, another one saved
from the scrapheap and it lives to ride another
day… albeit in a different guise.

[ED’S NOTE: Is this the world’s first T10 scrambler?
If you know different please let us know.]
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REMEMBERING
THE VS1

Nowadays, it’s difficult to fully

appreciate the impact the GS would

have had when first seen in public.

It must have been the scootering equivalent

of the launch of the E-Type Jaguar at

Geneva in 1961.

A landmark in scooter history, 60mph
performance was combined with beautifully
streamlined styling that’s hardly dated. You
could get German scooters with this kind of
performance, but while well engineered, they
were heavy with hopeless body styling.
The GS was equally at home climbing the
Alps, or negotiating London traffic, and it
looked beautiful.

There was now a definite market for a fast
touring scooter that could be ridden to (and
compete in) the hundreds of sporting events
that took place. The GS had no serious market
competitor until the 1959 introduction of the
Lambretta TV2.

Apart from being 150cc, extra power was
accounted for by enlarged porting and
carburation, which allowed the engine to run to
7500rpm – 50% more than the 125. By today’s
standards 7500rpm is nothing special, but it
was at the time. The engine featured a stronger
crankshaft and larger bearings to cope with
additional stresses. Other features included a
fourth gear, larger petrol tank, a headlight
turning with the steering, and standard dual
seat; finally, the wheel size was increased
to 10in.

The GS150 was produced in the era
preceding spiralling inflation. Consequently,
most changes incorporated from the VS2 until
the end of VS5 production can be considered to
be genuine improvements and not just excuses
for cost-cutting as sometimes happened with
later models.

Despite this, some VS1 features seem better
than what followed. For a start, a raised fuel
tank extended upwards under the seat. The
extra capacity was useful for long trips, but
deleted on the VS2 and the rest of GS150
production – reappearing on the GS160 plus
the subsequent SS and Rally, but deleted again
on the PX. What’s this about?

Then there’s the fraught matter of battery
starting (the GS Achilles’ heel). Why did Piaggio
do this? It’s not as if the other Vespas
produced in parallel with the VS 2-5 and the
160 required this ‘improvement’. Finally, it
should be mentioned that Piaggio retooled the
GS legshield pressing for the VS2 (why?)
making it slightly less curvaceous at the top.

In no time the VS1 established itself as the
elite scooter in the UK and on the Continent.
The already burgeoning regulatory trial scene
must have received a shot-in-the-arm with the
widespread availability of this new fast Vespa.

Shown here is Cheltenham VC member
George Hill astride his GS. The badges and
transfers on his legshields represented a
couple of years’ worth of weekend rallies
around Britain and the Continent; during the

week, his faithful Vespa probably took him to
work and back.

Overall, 12,300 VS1s were built (with a
reasonable number coming over here) before
the VS2 version was introduced in 1956. These
early GS150s, along with the 1957 model VS3,
stayed in use until the next decade (at which
point, most of them disappeared from British
roads). Scrutinise those mid-60s Mod pictures
and you’ll see any number of VS5s (and even
the odd Messerschmitt GS or VS4); but earlier
GSs are nowhere to be seen.

Unfortunately, it appears that many of them
fell victim to the early 60s scooter-cross craze
and were ridden into the ground after being cut-
down. This may seem like an ignominious end
to faithful war-horses, but this was an age for
pushing forward boldly into the future. Nobody
had time to get sentimental about fast
becoming old scooters.

The few remaining VS1s in Britain gradually
got scooped up by Veteran Vespa Club
members (the only people really interested in
preserving them). For many years they
remained as something of a cult item, but in
more recent times their star has been in the
ascendant; good restored examples now fetch
over £10,000. Free-revving, widely available,
reliable and quick, the VS1 had plenty going for
it. But its most memorable quality? Just ask
yourself what other scooters looked like in
1955 and you’ll have your answer.

A L
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TheGS150hits 60
Actually, Piaggio’s ground-breaking sports Vespa first broke cover at the Milan show towards
the end of 1954, but didn’t reach this country (or most others) until the following year. So
now is the right time to celebrate six decades of THE Fifties club scooter.

George Hill with his faithful GS
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TIM WILSON’S
REPSOL 362
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We’ve featured one of Tim Wilson’s scooters before.
He doesn’t do things by halves,

as you can see from his latest creation.
Purists, close your eyes now…

ASCRUFFY
YAMMYLAMMIE



photos of Tim here without his helmet (sorry
mate, couldn’t resist that one!)

The project first kicked-off a couple of years
back, to which some of his friends have
donated various parts from different scooter
models, including Gilera, Lambretta GP and
Series 2, plus a Yamaha RD350 YPVS.

One of the main sources for the parts he did
have to buy was local company, Grand Prix
Scooters: “They’ve always been good to me and
given me a discount price on anything I’ve
purchased there – so thanks to Phil, Dick and
Steve for their help and assistance,” says Tim.

Because it basically looks like a Lambretta,
that’s what I’m calling it – but Tim calls it his
Repsol 362 (Repsol because of the Honda race
paint scheme, and 362 because of the tuned
engine). In fact, part of the inspiration for the
paint scheme came from the purchase of a
Repsol-themed leather jacket – to which he has
added the word ‘Lambretta’. And while we are
talking about the paint scheme, I think I’d better
tell you that Tim did it using spray rattle cans.

To be honest, it’s the best rattle can spraying
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Tim first flagged up on our radar way back

in 2005 with another custom scooter

that he’d built – a ‘Lamsuki 380’ (issue

43). He’s been around the scooterist scene for

many years, with him and his brother Andy

owning many scooters between them during

the 1960s and 70s; these tended to be mainly

Piaggio scooters back then – and in fact, his

first scooter was a birthday gift – a Vespa 90.

Over the years, he’s developed an interest in
all things two wheels and currently has a mixed
collection of Suzuki motorcycles, a Vespa
GTS250, a 1960 Li 175 and other forms of two
wheel transport (in fact he’s just about to
attempt a UK charity ride on one of his old
pedal-powered mopeds – good luck to him on
that one).

But beneath all of this, Tim has always been
a scooterist at heart; in fact he’s never missed
an IoW international scooter rally in the past
20 years; according to him: “the rallies just get
better, meeting up with new and old faces
every time”.

Despite his early induction to scooters via
the Vespa marque, Tim’s favourite all-time
scooter model is the Lambretta GP200; he is
also well into custom scooters – not just
something that has a nice paint job, but
something that is one-off and unique (I think
you can see where we are going with this).

The scruffy scooter featured here is Tim’s
latest creation; I think I should point out that
it’s not the scooter that’s scruffy, but Tim
himself – it’s a nickname that has stuck and he
likes it – it’s also the reason you don’t see any

If we were to take Tim’s helmet off, you’d see why
he’s called ‘Scruffy’! The Micron pipes really enhance the scooter’s look

The engineering that has gone into this project is amazing



I’ve seen and I’ve have been hard pushed to
identify it as such had Tim not told me himself;
it just goes to show what you can achieve.

Everything on the scooter has been done by
Tim, who estimates that he has spent around
2,000 hours build time, spaced out over a
couple of years.

Obviously shoe-horning a Yamaha engine into
the frame has meant several modifications,
which have included body alterations to allow
for swing arm clearance. The sidepanels have
been extended by 75mm and Tim has also
adapted the frame loop to accommodate the
engine.

The Yamaha power unit started life as a
standard RD350 YPVS engine which produced
59bhp at 9,000 rpm, but it has now been bored
out to 362cc and ported/jetted to suit the
micron pipes and filters used in the rebuild.
A lot of ‘re-routing’ was required and those
aforementioned pipes look visually stunning
sticking-out through the centre of the rear frame.
“Calculating the correct drive ratio for the drive
sprocket was a bit of a mare,” says Tim.

“As I’d used the original rear sprocket with a
smaller diameter rear wheel, I had to make a
larger front sprocket (there is a method to
calculate it on the net, but that’s a boring
story). Every other part of the build was suck it
and see”.

So is the project now finished? Well no,
says Tim: “I’ll probably let Chalky at Replay
have a play with it on his dyno – he’ll like that!
There are also a few cosmetic changes still
needed - the fuel tank, for instance, is
currently quite small, so I’m considering
fabricating a larger one; I’m also not 100%
happy with the swing arm setup. That and a
few other cosmetic changes still need to be
done. Still, at least it keeps him out
of the pub!

Performance? According to Tim, it handles
well out on the road. As to reliability and top
speed, we’ll let him have the last word:
“Yamaha engines are renowned for reliability
and durability – as for top end – I don’t
want to know…”

Words/images: Mau
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Tim Wilson and his scruffy Lammie

The jacket that inspired the paint job

“The inspiration
for the paint
scheme came
from the
purchase of a
Repsol-themed
leather jacket”

Kick-start back-up The sound and smell of a two-stroke



The first LCGB/National Benzole

Economy Trial was held in 1964 at

Brands Hatch; and 1966 was to see the

second event. Gary Gostelow of Nottingham

& District Lambretta Club (The Bowmen)

takes up the story…

Mallory Park, November 6, 1966, saw the
Hi-Fli Lambretta Economy Run sponsored by
Hi-Fli petrol. There were classes for 100cc,
125cc, 150cc, 175cc and 200cc scooters, all
trying to go the furthest possible on two
measured pints of petrol (this was to be
calculated later into mpg).

As well as receiving petrol coupons, the
winner’s name from each group, and the mpg
was to be seen in lights over the Lambretta
stand at the next motorcycle show (which was
to be held at Earls Court on November 12-19,
1966).

I had entered the event with a few other club
members and one of them, Pam Chadbund had
a Lambretta Cento. Registration number DTV
75C – where are you now? As I was quite light,
Pam offered to let me, very generously, ride her
machine as we thought I would do well on a
small engined machine (power-to-weight) – and
so it proved. The event attracted entrants from
Lambretta clubs all over the country.

Preparation of the scooter not only consisted

of the usual scrutineering before the event, but
making sure that the brakes were free enough
not to ‘touch’ and tyres were inflated a little
more than usual to cut down on drag. Chuck
Swonnell assisted in the scrutineering bay and
he also helped with measuring out the two
pints of petroil mixture that we were to use.

Mallory Park looks like a flat circuit, but there
is a small incline before the start/finish
straight. My plan was to increase speed before
this slight rise and then cruise over it without
twisting the throttle any further open – all this,
of course, while lying as flat as possible on the
saddle. If I remember correctly, we had to keep
up an average speed of 30mph for each lap.

As far as I can recall the weather was fine
that day; the track was dry and there were no
problems with the scooter. Since we had only
two pints of petroil in the scooter and the mpg
was approximately 160 miles, the total miles
travelled on the day of the event would have
been about 40.

Given that my speed was 30mph I think my
track time was about 1hr 20mins. I must admit
that boredom wasn’t a problem since I was
keen to concentrate on keeping to the average
speed, keeping clear of other competitors and
being ready for the slight incline before the
start/finish straight.

I don’t remember how many laps I
completed, but we only used the short circuit at
Mallory, missing out the hairpin bend
completely. I guess it was less than a mile
round that short circuit.

So how did I do? Well I came first in class A, for
which I received a plaque engraved with the event
details plus my name, details of the scooter, and
the mpg I’d achieved. How did the little Cento do?
Well, it managed 159.6mpg for the event.

[Gary did well, considering that in the 1964
event, another Nottingham Cento only managed
147.56mpg].

Colonel Mustard
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1966 LCGB Economy Run 1966: Gary is pictured far
right on Pam Chadbund’s Cento (No1) – does anyone
know the whereabouts of DTV 75C?

The final results for 1966 LCGB Economy Run

Gary Gostelow and John Ronald’s

future wife, Georgette

TRIALS & TRIBULATIONS
PART 2

MalloryPark
HI-FLIECONOMYTRIAL
Economy runs and reliability trials were the precursor to full-
on scooter racing in the UK. The National Hi-Fli events put
on jointly by the LCGB and National Benzole were events
that were well attended by clubs and individuals.





A SCOOTERING
LEGEND

Norman Ronald’s replica ‘S’ type
Lambretta, which he built for the
2014 ‘S’ type celebrations



Success was first achieved in 1965 with

Roy Wilson winning the British

Lambretta Championship; in 1967 an

‘S’ type took first place at the Snetterton

reliability trial and went on to successfully

complete the 6th Motogiro D’ Italia, one of

Europe’s toughest motorcycle road and track

events, covering more than 2000 miles in

seven days. October 1967 saw the ‘S’ type as

the outright winner at the Mallory Park 300.

So successful was the ‘S’ type that in 1968
they achieved first, second and third in the Isle
of Man Scooter TT Week; first, second and third
overall in the Snetterton 12hr Trial; first in both
classes in the Three Day Tour of Britain; and
first in the Special Class at the Brands Hatch
High Speed Trial, just to mention a few wins on
track and in the sprints.

Also, in the Lambretta Championship, Nev
Frost, John Ronald, Norman Ronald and Nick
Barnes achieved first, second, third and fourth
places, respectively – not forgetting Bev
Flanagan’s first place in the ladies’ category.
Pretty much a clean sweep that year!

‘S’ TYPE DEVELOPMENT
The initial ‘S’ type was developed using Arthur’s
own GT200-engined S3 Lambretta Li150
(85 PNK) as a test bed scooter. In 1963/64,
Arthur, comparing notes with another reputed
tuner, Ray Collins (see issue 86), produced the
prototype ‘S’ type.

The tuning involved was, in Arthur’s own
words (taken from a contemporary interview in
1968) were “very mild, but it was a definite
improvement and...reliable”. The attractive and
unique two-tone colour scheme, including its
signature sports rear carrier (later to be known
as the ‘Sebring carrier’) of the ‘S’ type was not
realised ‘in house’, but was given to a design
expert to produce the iconic end product.

As well as the customised paint, the ‘S’ type
also featured ball-ended levers, lower gearing,
a modified cylinder head (with a side squish to
improve gas flow from the transfer ports), a rear
legshield spare wheel mount and a
strengthened exhaust.
THE JANUARY 1967 SPECIFICATION FOR

THE ‘S’ TYPE WAS AS FOLLOWS:

ENGINE – Lambretta SX200 reassembled with
modified piston and an 8.2 – 1 compression
with a gas-flowed cylinder head with side squish
action. Carb reamed out to 21.7mm with a
larger 120 main jet. A stiffened Ancillotti
exhaust where an extra tailpipe bracket was
added. Holes were drilled in the air collecting
box to allow more air to the filter. Lighting was a
12v 9A conversion (an extra cost of £9 9s 0d,
as did the deluxe version that had a 12v
battery and twin Pathfinder spotlights priced at
£25 for new machines).
SUSPENSION – Gaiters and double drive side
engine mount with matching spindle.
BODYWORK – Two-tone respray, ‘S’ type badge

and 100mph speedo. Also front reverse pull
brake conversion.

“The first Sebring carriers were made from
rod as I could not form tube in-house. These
were finished in either white, or to match the
alternative two-tone colour”, said Arthur.

“I had designed an inside legshield mounting
for the spare wheel which was stronger and
neater than the hook-on and tensioners version
available, but I only made two before a near
identical mounting came from Italy, which I was
happy to use”.
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ArthurFrancisLtd
andthe‘S’typeLambretta

Arthur Francis – a name to this day held in high esteem among scooter tuners, track racers,
sprinters and sporting scooterists. His vision, the ‘S’ type Lambretta, remains a strong
inspiration for all fans of a genre that was in many ways ahead of its time.

ABOVE: An AF ‘S’ type advert
BELOW: Original side panel badge position
with S badge tail down



TEETHING PROBLEMS
“There were two problems. One was the
original workshop being too small for more
than servicing and repairs – resolved by
moving it into to an industrial unit in New
Road, conveniently opposite Watford High
Street station.

“This would let the ‘S’ type go into
production, but the Lambretta
Concessionaires didn’t like it. There was a
thinly veiled threat of terminating my
dealership, eventually reduced to withdrawing
the factory warranty from machines that had
been tuned. No problem, I gave my own
warranty and the ‘S’ type was born”.

As a point of interest the ‘service station’
where the tuning and servicing took place was
actually three times the size of both the
showrooms and the comprehensive stores at
this time.

“Finally, the sidepanels were signwritten.
It looked the business, sounded the business
and saw off standard models for £225 –
only £10 more than the list price of the
basic model.

“That was in the early days. By early 1967
the cost of a new ‘S’ type had risen to £235,
£19 above the recommended price. It should
be noted that this extra charge was not
insignificant and was more than a week’s
wages for most scooterists at the time”.

“Producing new major parts was never an
option, as the cost of development and tooling
translated into an unacceptable unit price.
Development was ongoing and included
introducing Amal carburetion, a double engine
mount and large bore exhaust, still prepared
for street use.

“Constant development over the years
resulted in five versions of the ‘S’ type, but
even the least tuned has a whole day spent on
alterations to the porting and piston; in practice
we spend about the same time preparing the
‘S’ type as we did five years ago, but more time
is concentrated on the engine”.

SPORTING SUCCESS
AND SALES
As far as competition events being effective
for testing and selling new machines were
concerned, Arthur felt that this was a
complicated subject. “Successfully completing
two events as different as an hour’s blast
around Brands Hatch and 12 hours at
different averages around Snetterton does not
give a scooter the same test as a couple of
months of daily commuting and pleasure
riding, and there are very few events which
are sufficiently fast to compare an ‘S’ type
with a competitor’s machine”.

“I doubt if the majority of ‘S’ type purchasers
will ever even attend a rally, wanting a scooter
that is a little faster than standard to be one-up
on a friend – we are often introduced to these
customers by competition successes reported
in the press. Every purchaser of an extra
‘S’ type has exactly the same machine as that
used by the winning riders this year”.

“The sponsoring of riders is limited to
supplying parts at a reduced price and
workshop facilities. The successful ‘S’ type
riders all own their own scooters, do their own
maintenance and always have done so”.

“Several of our ideas have been copied. If I
were to see something that I thought was of
interest to my customers I would use it. Years
ago I introduced the very first higher capacity
conversion, now available from several
manufacturers.

“We started 100mph speedometers, Sebring
carriers, Amal carburettor conversions; we
developed an economic production of double
engine mounts, chronometric speedometers,
etc. I have just introduced full-scale production
of a large bore exhaust system and one-gallon
fuel tank with its own filler and tap to replace
the standard Lambretta toolbox, and I have no
doubt that these will be copied if they become
nationally popular”.

Somewhat sadly for the commuter scooter
rider “and in the pursuit of track success
alternative, options were considered and
previously shelved performance alterations
were incorporated as long-term reliability and
fuel consumption were now not an issue.

“Nothing was discounted and replacing the
flywheel with a slightly lighter weight disc,
fabricating an air scoop under the cylinder
cowling for cooling and ignition by battery for my
own 225, just to lose the drag of the flywheel
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ABOVE LEFT: Super ‘S’ type SX250 with no legshield
badge and panel badges tail up
ABOVE RIGHT: ‘S’ type Li Special with the S badge
on the sidepanels tail up
RIGHT: No sidepanel badges on the ‘S’ type



magnets and cooling fins”.
The net result was that the track ‘S’ types

were successful across the board – 125, 150,
200 and unlimited, but the development input
and riding skill of Arthur’s staff was vital.
Exciting times, but at a cost, as scooter club
members were no longer able to compete on
equal terms.

Norman Ronald mentioned an area that is
little discussed – running-in a machine that
was scheduled to be used for events.
Interestingly, Norman would run these
machines in for 2000 miles (1000 miles more
than the standard running-in mileage).
Norman would often travel from his home to
Watford Gap, a distance of 100 miles in a
round trip in a single ride.

Norman acknowledges that travelling down

the M1 motorway at 40mph was perfectly okay,
considering the relatively light traffic seen in the
1960s – but would be somewhat dangerous
and bring unwanted police attention today!
These machines might well be run for as much
as 400 miles in a single event, so had to be
reliable and well prepared. He acknowledged
that high levels of tune were not the order of
the day – reliability was, however.

Another anecdote from Norman on the
subject of general reliability of the Lambretta
scooter occurred when he visited the Innocenti
factory and watched newly manufactured
machines undergoing factory testing by being
opened-up on a rolling road - straight up to
maximum speed.

This was inflicted on new, production-line
machines with, obviously, engines never

previously powered-up. He was told that there
was nothing wrong with this on account of the
engine being cold. They had a time frame in
which to hammer the engine before parts
expanded with heat to the extent where a
seizure was possible.

Before this allotted time was up, they shut
down the engine, so no damage was done. This
seemed to Norman to be harsh treatment, but
the Innocenti technicians obviously knew what
they were up to.
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TOP LEFT: An original untouched ‘S’ type front
legshield badge tail down (Lambretta badge is missing)
TOP MIDDLE: Original TV200 ‘S’ type badge tail up
TOP RIGHT: Original untouched ‘S’ type sidepanel with
‘S’ badge tail down (no pinstripe under panel flash)
ABOVE LEFT: Close-up of ‘S’ type badge with
Pathfinder spot
ABOVE MIDDLE: Super ‘S’ type ‘250’ badge position
ABOVE RIGHT: Super ‘S’ type badge, tail up
LEFT: AF’s company logo, circa 1968



CLASSIC CUSTOM ‘S’
TYPE COLOURS
As Arthur mentioned, a professional designer
was consulted to give additional pizzazz to the
new breed of ‘S’ type Lambrettas and
although many heroic modern attempts to
clone this look have been undertaken, there
remains only sparse original evidence of the
‘S’ type end product.

There are two lines of attack to arrive at the
truth behind the ‘S’ type look – one is to find
original unmolested machines as a template;
the other is to scour old photographs and
magazines for additional pictorial evidence.

The basic concept of the ‘S’ type finish,
although eye-catching, is quite simple. The
detail however, is not so obvious. Sadly, few
totally original machines exist to act as a
blue-print and most contemporary magazine
photography from the 1960s is rendered
obscure by the poor printing standards of the
images.

However, enough information exists to piece
together the classic ‘S’ type look. It should be
noted that even some of this ‘evidence’
remains contradictory.

Over the years spanning the life of the
classic Arthur Francis’ ‘S’ types, Lambrettas
were, in the main, leaving the Innocenti factory
in white paint. This allowed the ‘Dealer Special’
to be relatively easily created by spraying an
alternative colour over sections of the white
panelwork to produce a more appealing scooter
in the eyes of the customer and in preference
to the slightly boring factory offering.

British importers, Lambretta
Concessionaires, also ‘got in on the act’
realising that by cheaply adding an alternative
colour, they would have the edge over their main
competitor, Vespa, thus adding to sales
volumes. These two-tone scooters were

supplied directly to Lambretta agents, but plain
white machines were always an option.

The beauty of the ‘S’ type was its simplicity
from Arthur’s point of view, but a simplicity still
retaining a completely different ‘take’ on the
customised finish, as realised by all other
dealer specials. The ‘S’ type paint featured a
vibrant coloured legshield, frame/seat loop and
rear light housing with the top edge of the
sidepanels also painted this contrasting colour.

Any shade of paint could be specified. Some
sidepanels additionally featured a pin-striped
line parallel to, and matching this top edge. It
has latterly been claimed that this pin-striping
was a later addition to ‘S’ types, but pictures of
an original SX200 sidepanel without this
embellishment suggest that the addition
(or not) of pin-striping was, in fact, somewhat
arbitrary.

This colour scheme continued until Innocenti
decided to manufacture the GP in a solid colour
which was not white at that point. Arthur had to
make changes to the parts being resprayed
white while leaving the alternative colour choice
limited to the standard Innocenti colour. With
this change Arthur decided to have the
sidepanels sign written with the logo
‘Arthur Francis Extra ‘S’ type’ in place of the
chrome-plated ‘S’ badge.

THE ‘S’ BADGE ‘RULES’
Possibly, the best-known item added to the ‘S’
type ‘package’ was the signature badge - this
‘lazy S’ insignia was actually the ‘S’ badge as
fitted to the 1275cc Mini Cooper ‘S’, the rally
winning mini car from BMC (as the company
was then known).

The perceived knowledge in the minds of
those aware of the ‘S’ type marque in the
1960s, would suggest that these ‘S’ badges
were fixed to the nearside of the front legshield,
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TOP: L-R: John Ronald, Arthur Francis and
Norman Ronald
ABOVE: Lambretta ‘S’ type fitted with
Pathfinder lights



just below the Lambretta badge and to both
sidepanels, also below the Lambretta script.
Unfortunately, as study of original pictures and
machines clearly shows, these badges were
actually fitted somewhat randomly.

On occasions, there were no ‘S’ badges on
the sidepanels and/or (in at least one famous
case) the legshield badge failed to materialise,
but sidepanel badges did. It would appear that,
at one stage at least, that the problem was one
of supply and the Mini Cooper ‘S’ badges
became difficult to source, despite Arthur
buying up the entire stock available to him.

If the above information is not confusing
enough, the asymmetric ‘S’ badge had a longer
‘tail’ at one end that would allow it to be fixed
either way up (e.g. with the long tail pointing
upwards, or vice-versa). For the record, it should
be noted that the Mini Cooper ‘S’ car had the
‘S’ badge fixed with the long tail downwards
and with the tail parallel to the horizontal in all
cases. ‘S’ type examples feature the ‘tail up’ in
the majority - over 90% - of contemporary
examples available for this article, so it must
be assumed that the intention or preference
was to use this configuration.

Furthermore, the exact location of the ‘S’
badge with regards to the Lambretta legshield
badge was also a trifle random. We should note
in all fairness that the badge fixing was not a
production line event, so factoring this in, the
precise position of the ‘S’ was almost bound to
vary between individual machines.

The very best that can be deduced (more as
a generalisation than a statement of fact) is
that on models with the plain Lambretta badge,
the ‘S’ would be situated some 5-10 mm below
this Lambretta script and under, or slightly to
the left of, the two ‘t’s in the word Lambretta.
If, as in the case of the GT, there was a model
badge under the Lambretta script the ‘S’ would
be situated under the ‘2’ and the ‘0’ of the
‘200’, with the same gap as mentioned above.

The third case, just to further complicate a
notionally simple exercise, was an alternative
positioning of the ‘S’ when Lucas Pathfinder
spots were fitted to the legshield, as these

spots, if fitted, would effectively mask the ‘S’,
necessitating the moving of the ‘S’ towards the
horncast to remain clearly visible.

Somewhat amusingly, and to quote an
anecdote from Ray Kemp, there was no template
for fitting the Pathfinders, Arthur would just pick
up his drill and make the holes for these spots
in a suitable position by eye alone.

The ‘S’ badges on the sidepanels, were – on
the ‘near’ sidepanel – just below and slightly
forward of the two ‘t’s of the Lambretta badge.
On the ‘off’ sidepanel, the ‘S’ badge was
situated below and between the ‘r’ and the ‘s’
of the Lambretta badge. Again, the ‘S’ could be
fitted either way up and approximately 5-10mm
below the Lambretta script.

The ‘off’ sidepanel badges on the only 250
Super ‘S’ type were moved slightly forward to
accommodate the 250 pop-riveted badge as
fitted to this model, ‘off’ side only. ‘Near’ side
badge was fitted as mentioned above with no
change to position .

The ‘S’ badges were held in place by star
clips pressed onto the two rear retaining pins of
the badge casting.

FINAL WORDS ON THE
‘S’ TYPE...
Inevitably, this article will remain far
from the final words on the subject of the
‘S’ type and will only serve to be further
embellished and enhanced by readers adding
the benefit of their experience with this
classic Lambretta marque. Any further
observations would be welcome to add to
this incomplete history.

Lambrettista

[Many thanks to Norman Ronald for his
informed and invaluable help in writing this
article and for generously supplying photos
from his archive. Thanks also to members
of the Lambretta GT Owners Club for
additional pictures]
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LEFT: The Ronald brothers
ABOVE: Super ‘S’ type 250 being road tested

12v conversion wiring diagram for the ‘S’ type
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THE INSIDE STORY

Howriding
jeansaremade

Many riders wear them as an alternative to leathers – but
have you ever considered what goes into manufacturing a
pair of riding jeans. Mau investigates…



A lthough originally produced as a

hard-wearing item of clothing, denim

jeans have become somewhat of a

popular fashion icon over the years. So it

comes as no surprise that this versatile

material eventually found its way into the

manufacture of riding jeans.

Of course, no safety conscious person should
consider riding their bike in just a pair of fashion
jeans, and this is where owning a good pair of
protective riding jeans come into the equation.

I took a trip to Norfolk to find out how they are
made.

Hood Jeans is somewhat of a rarity in the
manufacturing world, as its products are made

here in the UK. The company’s roots stretch way
back to 1955 (meaning that this year, it’s
celebrating 60 years of manufacturing history).

Most of its production is currently carried out
at a factory in Leicester, but its headquarters
are in Norfolk – which is where I met owners
Chris and Julie Easterford to find out what goes
into producing a pair of riding jeans.

It should be pointed out here that not all
manufacturers use the same work methods.
Hood employ a certain amount of
hand-production in the production their products,
whereas many other manufacturers’ processes
are automated nowadays.

Something else worth mentioning is that

there’s a variety of para-aramid Kevlar-type
protection products on the market with slightly
varying working properties, and different
manufacturers often have their own fancy name
for them.

Hood currently uses a K-Tech para-aramid
material, so for the purposes of this article I’m
just sticking to referring to the material as
‘para-aramid’. The type of armour that can be
fitted to riding jeans can also vary (the images
here show D3O armour). As to stitching the
materials together – I’m not even going to
attempt to tell you about all the different
variations involved (cross-stitch, lock stitch,
plain stitch, etc, etc).
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HOWPROTECTIVE JEANSARE PRODUCED
(Processing order may vary from manufacturer to manufacturer)

The process starts with a design pattern (normally consisting of two main leg panels, plus the pockets,
waist band and other ancillaries). These are arranged on the outer denim to get the least waste possible out of
the cutting.

1>

Here, the para-aramid inner protective lining
is being cut to shape in several layers at a time.
Because of the nature of the material, cutting blades
can be blunted very quickly.

Positional red dots are then marked (hidden
in this picture) so that a Velcro fastening for the
armoured protection can be added. Some
manufacturers use fixed-position armour pockets,
but the advantage of a Velcro fastening is that the
armour can be moved to suit individual stature.

Sewing any Para-aramid is hard work (so
imagine how difficult it is for the emergency services
to cut it off in an accident – so don’t have one!).
Paradoxically, using a thicker lining is normally
cheaper (it tends to be more loosely wound); the
trade-off is that the protection qualities can suffer.

The stitching of the denim outer starts using a
cord made from a mixture of thread and nylon, but to
stitch-in the inner protective lining, a para-aramid
thread is used.

The outer pockets straight off the cutter could
be mistaken for a line of bunting. Here, they are
being hemmed and a pattern added.

2>

4>

5>
6>

3>



A safety stitch is added to help protect
the seams.

Rivets are inserted where needed. Every effort
is made to avoid riveting through the tough
para-aramid material if possible.

Mounted to the front trouser pocket, you’ll
find that little coin pocket that you can never get
your finger in…

A clever machine cuts and stitches a hole
for the fly stud to go through.

The front and back half of the jeans being
stitched together.

The first time the para-aramid and denim
material meet is when the fly zip is stitched on.

The inner lining is now ready to be stitched
into position (note that the waistband has not been
added at this stage).

The label for the washing instructions is
stitched inside.

A clever little attachment folds the
waistband material as it is stitched to the rest of
the trousers.

7>

10> 11>

12>

13> 14>

15>

8> 9>

The brand label is added. The belt loops complete the
production – almost.

Stitching the bottom of the legs is normally
left till last; then if a customer requests a specific
leg length requirement, it can be adjusted at this
final stage.

17>

18>

16>
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➥ DO check the para-aramid lining; small

individually fitted patches offer less

protection than an overall one-piece

fitting. Some companies only use a

minimum amount to claim their

product is protectively lined. The

amount of lining fitted also determines

the CE level protection rating.

➥ DO check whether armour can be

fitted (on some products it can’t)

➥ DO check on how the armour is

mounted (stitched-in pockets aren’t

movable if the positioning is wrong).

➥ DON’T rely on the thickness of the

denim; over time even heavyweight

denim loses its strength (as does

every product made from 100%

cotton). Again this makes it

important to buy a product lined with

a large coverage of abrasion

protective material’.

➥ DON’T be taken in by sales spiel

➥ DON’T be afraid to ask questions

FUTURE PROTECTIONDEVELOPMENTS
Hood Jeans is currently conducting

an experiment with its partners to

develop a new impact ‘reactor’

coating that can be applied to the

para-aramid when it is stitched

into a pair of jeans.

It won’t mean that fitting armour

is a thing of the past, but it will

provide extra protection in the

event of a fall or slide. In initial

tests the revolutionary material

works well. The process still needs

a few tweaks, so it might be a

while before the product hits the

market – watch this space…

Based in Attleborough, Norfolk, Hood Jeans is a
small, family-run company originally set-up by
Chris and Julie Easterford in 1998 – but the
company’s roots go back a lot further.

During 1955, Chris’s mother and father (June
and Tom) both started their working life at Lee
Cooper. This is where they first met each other
and they eventually got married before leaving
the company to help set-up another well-known
company, Falmer Jeans.

Then in the 1960s, Tom started his own
business called the Motown Clothing Company,
which was based in Essex (Motown is an
abbreviated reference to the ‘Motortown City’ of
Detroit – a place where, coincidentally, Motown
music also originated).

It was at this point that history repeated
itself; Chris met his future wife Julie there
before they eventually left to set-up their own
design and manufacturing company. Chris and
Julie spent the next few years designing jeans
for many of the major high street names; during
this time they were asked by a motocross team
to design their race kit.

They were given fabrics such as Cordura,
Ballistic Nylon and Kevlar to use within the kit
and gained much knowledge about their
strengths. They continued working on the race
kits for two years before combining those

then new fabrics with their background
knowledge in producing denim jeans; and so
the seed for Hood Jeans was planted. Chris
and Julie worked on those ideas over the next
two years before launching the Hood Jeans
brand in 1998.

The Hood K7 jean was one of the first
motorcycle jeans launched in the UK and has
arguably become one of the best and most
respected brands on the market. Since then
the company has constantly developed and
added to its range.

The company also launched a satellite
business, by going into partnership with experts
in K-tech soft-knitted Para-aramid fabrics and
K-tech threads. This project was named
Kyrano-UK and the aim was to design and
produce the best knitted Para-aramid-reinforced
motorcycle jeans on the market.

To this day, Hood Jeans remains a family run
company with Chris and Julie enjoying the
personal touch that this allows them to give
their customers.

Their business philosophy is quite simple;
make the best product they can and sell it
direct, thus cutting-out the middle man. This
enables them to market top quality, British-made
motorcycle jeans at competitive prices. Chris
says: “Our customers have given us so much

Who are Hood Jeans?

Proprietors Chris and Julie Easterford

DO’S & DON’TS
for buying a pair of jeans

support and encouragement; it’s this backing
that’s made us the company we are today”.

1955-2015
This is a special year for Hood Jeans – the 60th
anniversary of the year that sowed the seeds for
what the company has developed into. To
celebrate this occasion, Hood has launched a
series of ’55 casual products to complement
their motorcycle riding range.

Their ’55 casual wear jeans are produced in a
classic five-pocket western style, complete with a
Hood stud, ‘1955’ label and original gun-metal
rivets. Also available are the ’55 series polo and
t-shirts, complete with the Hood anniversary logo.

WHATS IN A NAME?
The company’s title Hood and its jean brand
Kyrano are actually named after puppet
characters in the popular TV series,
Thunderbirds! Their K7 jeans are named after
Donald Campbell’s world-famous K7 Bluebird,
which broke many water speed records.
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Did you know that if your vehicle is stolen

or written off, then your private plate may

be at risk? Gocompare.com analysed

more than 200 comprehensive insurance policies

and found that only 12 would cover the loss of a

personalised numberplate if the vehicle was lost

or stolen, and only 10 insurers covered a financial

loss of £5000 or more.

If an insurance policy includes cover for
personalised numberplates and a claim is made
for the cost of the vehicle, including the plate,
then the insurer owns the vehicle that the
registration number is assigned to, and therefore,
owns the rights to the registration number.

The claimant can buy the registration number
back if the insurer is willing to sell it to the
policyholder, or hasn’t already sold it on, for no
more than the settlement price. If the vehicle
has already been disposed of by the insurance
company then all rights to the registration plate
go with the vehicle.

BUT THAT’S NOT
THE END OF IT
If a vehicle with a personalised plate is stolen,
its owner will have to wait 12 months to get the
numberplate back. They will also have to prove
that the vehicle had a valid MoT and was taxed
at the time of theft to reclaim the personalised
plate.

If the vehicle has been written off, the owner
should contact the DVLA and the insurer to let
them know that they want to keep the plate –
the insurer will then write a letter of non-interest
and send it to the DVLA. The registered keeper
will have to pay a retention fee to keep the
plate if they don’t have another vehicle to
transfer it to. The registration transfer fees
changed from March 9, 2015.

The retention fee will be reduced to £80,
while the fee for transfer will remain the same
at £80. The period that a registration number
can be retained for is also being changed
from one, two or three years to 10 years; the
annual retention fee of £25 will also be
removed from March 9, 2015.

Those who have had their vehicle with a
personalised numberplate written off have to
work fast. If the vehicle is scrapped, the
numberplate dies with it. The registration
number moves with the vehicle it is assigned
to, not the person who may have bought the
registration number.

Matt Oliver, Gocompare.com’s insurance
spokesman, said: “Personalising your pride
and joy is a great idea, but if you have invested
in a private numberplate, you should consider
whether you have got it properly insured. When
you register a private plate to a vehicle, tell
your insurer or your policy will be invalidated,
but you also have to consider whether you
have adequately covered the plate itself.

“Even though you may be buying a private
numberplate, it belongs to the vehicle, so
whoever owns it owns the plate, whether
that’s you, the insurer following a claim, or if
it’s scrapped – the registration number
remains with the vehicle.

“Speak to your insurance company if you
want to keep the cherished plate, telling them
you want to keep it; make sure you get a
letter of non-interest from your insurer as
soon as possible, and apply immediately to
the DVLA to retain or transfer the
personalised number.

“Likewise, if the vehicle is stolen, you must
make the insurance company aware that you
wish to keep the personalised registration
number should the vehicle be found after the
claim has been settled. If the vehicle is not
found you can apply to retain/transfer the
registration number 12 months after the date
of theft providing the insurance company has
no interest in the registration number.”

Mau
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BEING INDIVIDUAL

Love them or hate them,
nearly a quarter of a million
private numberplates were
sold in the UK between
2013 and 2014 alone. But
if you’re thinking about
splashing out on one, you
should first consider the
insurance implications.

Gettingpersonal
couldcost
youdearly
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PERSONAL
numberplate FACTS

➥Vehicle registration has been a legal

formality since 1903.

➥There will never be a ‘Z’ registration as

it looks too similar to the number 2.

However ‘Z’ is used as a letter in the

second part of plates.

➥Sequences of letters you’ll never see on

UK plates include BUM, GOD and SEX.

This rule was established in 1932 and

it’s not likely to change any time soon.

➥Failure to display your numberplate

correctly can incur a £1000 fine and

you may lose your right to display the

registration number.

More advice on personalised plates is

available at www.gov.uk

Tony Wright and his mates have these plates on their
scooters. They call themselves ‘The Three Muffketeers’

Ross Gorman’s plate on his 2011
PX125 was a 50th birthday
present from his girlfriend This plate was on Rich Parsons’

P200 when purchased. From a

distance he reckons the letters

could stand for ‘South West’ – and

he hails from Bristol

Spencer Dyke’s Vespa (and trailer) both carry this
plate. He’s also currently assigning ‘1968 SD’
(he was born in 1968) to his Mk.1 T5

Harry’s plate is bad – really bad…
Jules King wanted to assign this

plate to her PX210, but couldn’t

because of the year – so it’s gone

on her 4T LML 200 as a bit of a

mickey take!

Andrew James has this plate
on his ‘Jam’ custom PX200

Dave Omerod’s plate might

also prove popular with

Mitsubishi truck owners…



The idea was set up initially in Sweden in

the cities of Stockholm, Gothenburg,

Malmö and Helsingborg. The scheme

worked by the pilot handing a card to tourists

explaining the free service and the tourist

could then request to be taken to a destination

that they had asked for guidance to.

The Tourist Pilot, on their Vespa, would then
lead the way. The images shown here are of the
Tourist Pilots operating in Scandinavia; they

show a variety of Vespa scooters being used,
from the humble Vespa 90 to the Primavera
and the Vespa 150 Super.

The Tourist Pilot scheme spread and in
1969 – when the company was now Texaco –
the scheme spread to the UK with
Shakespeare’s Stratford-upon-Avon being their
launch place. The Pilots, 12 of them in total were
picked for a number of qualities, which were:
looks (see the Vespa advert from 1971 which

calls the Vespa the Good Looker – sure they
didn’t mean the rider?), the ability to speak at
least one other language, poise and education.

The scheme was free and visitors were able to
ask the pilots to show them the way to hotels,
banks, car parks, places of worship and maybe
the odd pub or two. By 1971 the scheme had
spread with Tourist Pilots being available in Oslo,
Stockholm, Malmö, Gothenburg, Helsingborg,
Stratford-upon- Avon, Edinburgh and York.
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JUST ANOTHER
GIMMICK?

TheTouristPilots
In the mid-1960s oil company Caltex (later to become Texaco) came up with the novel idea
of supplying Tourist Pilots on Vespas in a number of European cities.Why it came up with
this isn’t fully known, other than it was started as a publicity stunt.
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HAZY DAYS
It was previously thought that the only scooters
used were red Vespa Supers, but this doesn’t
appear to be the case.

A bit of digging around and trawling various
sources found early photographs of Tourist
Pilots wearing pale blue Caltex overalls with
white helmets that have a central pale blue
stripe. The Vespas used at this time look to be
pale blue Vespa 150s.

As with most things the machines changed,
and as the company became Texaco, things
such as the rider’s overalls changed as well,
from light blue to dark blue. Our research has
found that the Vespas used varied from the
150s to 90s and the Primavera.

In Britain the Vespa 150 Super was used
throughout the time of the UK scheme, finished
in red with a racing oval mounted to the
horncast with the Texaco logo being central and
Tourist Pilot also painted on it. Helmets used by
the pilots remained the same, being white with

a central pale blue stripe and with Texaco and
Tourist Pilot logos on them.

The last advert I could find for the scheme in
Britain was in 1971, and none being found after
that, so it’s not clear how long it lasted? All of the
images from Britain also show only one of the
Vespa 150 Supers with the registration number
UDD 62H – wonder if it’s still out there? I did a
check via the DVLA online vehicle checker and
the registration doesn’t come up – so maybe it
was scrapped, or maybe it’s sat at the back of
someone’s garage. If you own it – get in contact
with us.

IN SEARCH OF VESPA
I did try and find if there was any of the Stratford-
upon-Avon Tourist Pilots still around, but with no
luck. If any are, maybe they could get in touch
through the magazine. I do know that the scheme
continued on the continent, but eventually the
Vespa scooters were replaced by mopeds.

Gill Beecham (Leicester Vespa Club)
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Many project scooters come
with the original seat still
fitted, although more often
than not the cover is either
missing or damaged beyond
repair. Jon Betts advises on
how to bring it back to life.

Refurbishyourseat

1

2 3

PROBLEM
SOLVER

New covers and even replacement

spring kits are readily available, so you

can easily refurbish your own seat

with no need for specialist tools or trimming

experience. The whole process can be carried

out in a few hours, allowing extra time for the

paint to dry.

This particular seat came with a Series 2
Li 150 project that’s currently being restored.
It was devoid of any covering; with a few
missing and broken springs, it was crying out
for some TLC.

A quick search online turned up a spring
replacement kit and a new seat cover in black,
giving us everything we needed to complete
the restoration.

If you really want to go to town on your
seat, then the metal base can be powder-
coated, but we opted to spray ours using
some direct-to-metal black satin paint after
first cleaning it down with a wire brush
and a grinder.

A selection of basic tools including
screwdrivers, 10mm spanner, mole grips
and pliers are all that’s required, so this is
an ideal job for both beginners and
experienced scooterists.

IMPROVING
RIDING COMFORT

Our Series 2 project came with a bare Giuliari seat frame complete with broken and missing springs and in
need of some TLC. If you have a digital camera, take some pictures of the bare frame to remind you how it all
goes back together!

Replacement covers and springs are readily available
from most scooter spares outlets or popular online
auction sites. Expect to pay £30 upwards for the seat
cover and around £15 for the replacement springs

As well as a missing spring from the top of the seat,
we also had a broken spring in the seat’s centre, but
luckily all the parts that cannot be obtained new
were still in place
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4 5

6 7

8 9

First job – remove the three springs still intact and the remains of the broken
spring. A squirt of WD40 helps with removal, then a 10mm spanner and flat-bladed
screwdriver are used

Using pliers or similar, the top springs that run the length of the seat can now be
removed. They’re held in place by a hook at either end and are under considerable
tension, so take care when removing

Our seat also had the plastic button from the end of the release mechanism still
fitted, so this is removed ready for the next stage. Keep this safe as it will be
refitted later

Before reassembling the seat, we’ll be painting the frame so it will need to be
cleaned down. Ideally this should be sandblasted and then powder coated; failing
that, a good scrub with a wire brush and some black paint will do the job

We used a semi-matt black paint to finish the frame in, and after leaving to dry
thoroughly it’s now ready to build back up again. If you have the original catch
plate this could also be cleaned and painted

The centre springs are refitted first – we decided to reuse the fixings as they were
still in great condition and will retain some originality. If you’re replacing, then try
and look for some M6 countersunk set screws with a slotted head
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10 11

12 13

14 15

The tapered springs support the rear of the seat frame and these can be fitted
next; again, we reused all the original fixings, but replaced the springs with new
reproduced items. Hopefully these will last another 50-odd years!

The top centre section can then be attached to the centre springs. We found the
easiest way to get the small nuts on is to use some long-nose pliers or grips;
these allow you to hold the nuts in place and can then be fully tightened with a
suitable spanner

The old springs were all replaced with new items (although we did re-use the
retaining hooks). Alternate fitting springs to the front and back and use either a
hook or (as in this case) a pair of long-nose grips to stretch the spring and fit the
hooks in place

We had a couple of missing hooks so needed to replace these. An old wire coat
hanger was found to be the closest in diameter to the original hooks, so these
were cut to length using an original one as a template and then bent using pliers

Keep attaching the springs, moving from one side to the other, until they are all in
place. The last few are under considerable tension and can take some effort to get
them fitted correctly

With all the springs installed, the next job is to fit the seat cover. Start by pushing
the rear of the seat frame firmly into the back of the seat cover; these can be
quite tight depending on the cover being used
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16 17

18

Once the rear is fully seated you’ll need to push the front of the seat cover over
the nose of the seat frame. This is an awkward job and you need to take care not
to damage the cover

Once the cover is in place, turn it over and stretch the sides down as far as
possible; then bend the tabs over the side frame of the seat base. Alternate from
side-to-side and front-to-back until all of them have been secured into position

The new cover also comes with a new strap, but the holes for the fixing screws
need to be made in the seat material. We used a metal scribe for this, but any
round, sharp tool will do the job. Once done, screw into position

20 21
Once completed is seat was ready for fitting back on our Series 2 project.
Stainless M8 fixings are used with some new nylon washers placed between the
seat and the hoop to stop any damage to the paint finish

That’s it, job done, and the old rusty seat now looks new again – ideal for any
restored scooter and much cheaper than buying a complete new seat. The
principle is the same for most standard style seats, regardless of make/model

19
Replacement buffers are also readily available from most scooter spares shops or
online, these stop the seat frame from damaging the main hoop, so don’t leave
them off. They simply push into place in the seat base



AYRSHIRE
KILMARNOCK SCOOTER CLUB
Genuinely friendly club with regular
runs and rallies attended. Info:
scottmontgomery717@btinternet.co

AVON
BRISTOL LAMBRETTA CLUB
Meet first Sunday of each month at Nova
Scotia pub, Bristol BS1 6XJ from 11-4pm.
Email admin@bristollambretta.com or call
Denbigh Mudge on 01275 371549 or
Peter Billy on 0117 904 9876.

ESSEX
CHELMSFORD SC
Meet first/third Thursday of the month at
The Bird in Hand pub, NewWrittle Street,
Chelmsford, from 8.30pm onwards.
Phone 07940 440773 or email
ChelmsfordSC@aol.com for further info.

FLINTSHIRE
THE NORTHERN ACES SC
Based in Deeside on the North Wales
border, we welcome all classic scooterists.
Meet every Wednesday at the Castle Inn
(Hendeys), Brook Road, Shotton, Flintshire
CH5 1HL. Contact Rich 01244 823112 or
Coaty 07872 953780.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
GLOUCESTER & CHELTENHAM SC
Meet Wednesdays at the Aviator pub on
Staverton Airport at 7pm for a weekly
rideout. All welcome.Weekend rideouts to
national rallies and local events. Info:
Andy (07546 485534), Simon (07803
035549), or see Gloucester & Cheltenham
SC Facebook page for details.

HAMPSHIRE
GRENADIERS SC
Always welcomes new members in the
Farnborough/Camberley areas.
Contact Andy on 01252 679546
(www.grenadiers-sc@virginmedia.com)
IN THE BLOOD SC
Based in Bordon, Hants, the club holds
regular meets and events – all are welcome.
Info: Biscuit on 07841 037579.

ISLE OF MAN
ISLE OF MAN SC
Meet at The Cat with No Tail, Douglas, and
attend local events and rideouts twice a
month. Contact John Kelly on 07624 465345
for info, or visit www.iomscooterclub.com

KENT
WHITFIELD WANDERERS
‘Underground, all around’. Based in
Whitfield, near Dover. All scooterists
welcome whatever you ride. Visit
www.thewandererssc.co.uk or email:
jshall71@sky.com for more info.

LANCS/CUMBRIA
MORECAMBE BAY SC
Meet once a week in the Ranch House on
Morecambe promenade west for a drink
and a chat; it’s a very friendly atmosphere,
so why not come along and see for yourself.
Meetings are Thursday nights at 7pm.Autos
also welcome. Info:
steve_hare@outlook.com

LINCOLNSHIRE
GENERATIONS SC (Horncastle)
All welcome. Visit our facebook group at
www.facebook.com/groups/1542685005
972015/ for full details of our rideouts and
events.

LONDON
BAR ITALIA SC, LONDON
Meet Sundays from 6pm at Bar Italia
(last Sunday of month during the winter).
Contact Nicky Bubbles 07912 868630
or join our Facebook group ‘Bar Italia
Scooter Club’.
EAST LONDON & DISTRICT SC
For more info contact Nutty Paul via email
(sirpaulconway@gmail.com), or phone
07904 349813 / 07561 569444.
FORESTERS SC,
EAST LONDON/ESSEX
New members welcome. Meets
Wednesdays from 6.30pm onwards at
The Horse and Well pub, 566/568 High
Road,Woodford Green, Essex IG8 OP5.
Info: Martin 07957 663681 /
www.mik016.wix.com/foresterssc
NEW ORIGINALS SC
Classic Nth London. Meet April-Sept on the
first Thursday of the month (weather
permitting) from 7pm at The Starting Gate
pub, Station Road, Alexandra Palace,
Wood Green N22 7SS.
New members always welcome.
Contact Brad on 07847 273230 or
Martin on 07866 716399.
Visit: www.myspace.com/neworiginalssc
ROYAL BRITISH LEGION SC
Based in Enfield EN1, London. For more
info contact Nutty Paul via email
(sirpaulconway@gmail.com), or phone
07904 349813 / 07561 569444.

MERSEYSIDE
MERSEYSIDE LAMBRETTA CLUB
We meet Mondays 7.30-9pm at
P J Oakley’s, 132 Longmoor Lane L9 0EJ
for light refreshments and cool beers.
All welcome. Club T-shirts and scooter flags
(as original) available soon.
Info: 0151 521 6221 / 07846 728821 /
innocentisx200@btinternet.com

MIDLANDS
EMSA
(East Midlands Scooter Alliance)
Looking after the interests of all scooter
clubs and individuals in the East Midlands
and surrounding area. Email
eastmidlandscooteralliance@hotmail.com
or search Facebook for ‘East Midlands
Scooter Alliance (EMSA)’

NORWICH
NORWICH SC
Meet on the first Monday of the month from
7pm at The Fat Cat & Canary pub, 101
Thorpe Road, Norwich NR1 1TR. All solo
riders and other clubs are welcome to this
friendly get-together; we always look
forward to seeing new scooters and
meeting their owners. Info:
http://www.norwichsc.webs.com

NORTH WALES BORDERS
NORTHERN ACES SC
Deeside (North Wales border), we welcome
all classic-geared scooters. Meet
Wednesdays at Tata Steel Sports & Social
Club, Rowleys Drive, Shotton, Flintshire CH5
1PU. Contact: Rich (01244 823112)
or Coaty (07872 953780).

NOTTS
WORKSOP MOD APPRECIATION SOCIETY
Meet on Wednesday nights at The
Sherwood Ranger, High Road, Carlton in
Lindrick. Anyone is welcome to join us
for a drink and a chat. For more info
contact Al or Dave on 07545 124386 /
07935 433454.
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SCOOTER CLUBS & MEETING PLACES
VINTAGE MOTOR
SCOOTER CLUB

The VMSC was formed in 1985 to cater for the needs
of scooter enthusiasts who are interested in the

preservation and restoration of all makes and models of
Motor Scooters.

The club organises and runs a number of member camping weekends in
various locations in the UK throughout the year.

Club members receive six club magazines throughout the year, and
unrivalled access to expertise, knowledge and information on most Motor

Scooters ever produced.
The VMSC is authorised by the DVLA to provide a dating service for all
makes of motor scooter and this service costs £20, which includes a years

subscription to the club - normal membership is £10 per year.
And remember - you don’t have to own, or ride a Vintage Scooter to join us

- all are welcome!
For membership details contact Ian Harrop on 01942 743428,
or at 11 Ivanhoe Ave, Lowton-st-Lukes, WarringtonWA3 2HX

or visit the club website at www.vmsc.co.uk



OXON
RED KITES SC (Thame)
Meet every Wednesday at The Falcon in
Thame – everyone welcome. Contact via
www.redkites-sc.co.uk / Sam Gee (07799
637629) / Serena (07920 056358).

SCOTLAND
A92 VESPA CLUB
Based in Tayside.We have an organised
rideout which starts from Dundee on the
last Sunday of every month. Everyone is
welcome to come along.
For details contact club secretary Paul Hird,
on 07850 135618 or visit our website at
www.a92vespaclub.proboards.com
KILMARNOCK SC
For rides, general scooter chat and get-
together, regular meetings and support
for fellow scooterists, contact Colin
Austin at kilmarnocksc@gmail.com /
07967 152725 / Facebook: Kilmarnock
Scooter Club

STAFFORDSHIRE
NORTH STAFFS JESTERS SC, LEEK
Meet every Thursday for local rideouts at
The Cock, Derby St, Leek, from 7.15pm
onwards. Info: Steph, 07817 429616 /
stefcallear@tiscali.co.uk /
www.Jesterssc.co.uk/Facebook

SUSSEX
THE LAST GREAT ACT OF DEFIANCE SC
Mod-related scooter club with roots in the
Mod Revival era. Based in Crawley,West
Sussex, and the surrounding areas.
Lambretta and Vespa classic scooters with
do’s and events organised regularly.All
welcome. Find ‘Defiance Scooter Club’ on
Facebook and Twitter or visit
www.defiancescooterclub.co.uk

WALES
SWANSEA SCOOTER SOCIETY
We primarily stage Mod, Ska and Northern
Soul events in the Swansea and South
West Wales region – so that people have a
friendly place to go and socialise with like-
minded individuals. Meets and rideouts
usually take place on Saturdays and/or
Sundays (weather permitting). Visit
www.swanseascootersociety.co.uk

WARWICKSHIRE
ALL OR NOTHING SC
Meet on the first Tuesday of the month at
The Craftsman Arms, Beake Avenue,
Coventry. Also the third Tuesday of the
month at The Griffin, Coventry Road,
Bedworth (B4113). Visit www.aonsc.co.uk
for information.

WEST MIDLANDS
PRE-73
Why not check out our website:
www.westmidlands vintagescooter and
motorcyclemeet.
webeden.co.uk for dates of pre-73 events.

WORCESTERSHIRE
LUCKY SEVERN SC
Meetings generally take place on the last
Sunday of every month at The Lenchford
Hotel, which is in Shrawley,Worcestershire.
The club boasts both male and female
members aged from 22 to 60 who ride a
mixture of classic and modern scooters.
Weekly club rideouts are arranged and new
members are always welcome.
Visit: http://severnscootersclub.ning.com
or call Steve on 07787 126623 for
information.

NATIONAL CLUBS
LUNA OWNERS CLUB
Do you own a Lui, Vega or Cometa? If you
do, email Pete Davies at peted66@aol.com
and send your machine details.
NEW UNTOUCHABLES
21st century modernism and Sixties Mod
culture. Visit www.newuntouchables.com
for more information.
VESPA CLUB OF BRITAIN
We invite all Vespa, Piaggio and Gilera
owners to join us; also to become a
member of the World Vespa Club
through the Vespa Club of Britain.
Info: www.vespaclubofbritain.co.uk
(World Vespa Club website:
www.vespaworldclub.com).
VETERAN VESPA CLUB
For classic Vespa enthusiasts.
Website: www.veteranvespaclub.com
Email: membership@veteranvespaclub.com

NATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
BSSO
The British Scooter Sports Association
runs events throughout the UK for all types
of scooters – albeit automatic or classic,
solo or sidecar. There are events for both
off-road Scootacross events and high-
speed racing events at many of the UK’s
best known race circuits. Visit:
www.scooterracing.org.uk for more
information.
HEINKEL CLUB
Heinkel Club – Tourist scooter help, advice
wanted or given. Rallies, parts, magazines,
etc. wanted.Website: www.heinkel-trojan-
club.co.uk (01482 806405).
LML OWNERS CLUB, GB
Can be found at: www.lmlocgb.co.uk
Membership is a simple matter of
registering at the forums via the link on
the front page.
THE VFM
An organisation consisting of active scooter
riding enthusiasts that are dedicated to
keeping scootering alive in the world of
today. Email: vfmscoot2@aol.com or visit
the website at: www.vfmscoot.co.uk for
further information.

OVERSEAS CLUBS:
AUSTRALIA
COASTAL SCOOTER CLUB (CSCSRWA)
Based in Rockingham,Western Australia
(south of Perth). A club for all scooters –
old and modern, from 50cc upwards.
Formed to cater for all scooterists south
of the Swan River suburbs. Meet once a
month and sometimes Sunday mornings
at the Boat Ramp Cafe Safety Bay WA.
All scooterists welcome. Club open to
young and old male/female scooterists.
Info: sistraker@hotmail.com or mobile:
0449 770845.
LAMBRETTA CLUB OF AUSTRALIA
Australia’s official and internationally
recognised Lambretta Club, with members
from every state and territory. Benefits
include club vendor scheme, quarterly
newsletter, internet forum and Lambretta
advice.Visit www.lambrettaclubaustralia.com
or contact club secretary Steve Bardsley
on 0409 848428 or via email at:
okeh1@bigpond.com
MELBOURNE CRUSADERS SCOOTER CLUB
Melbourne’s largest and most active
scooter club. Regular fortnightly meetings
at Pugg Mahones Irish pub in Carlton and a
rideout on the third Sunday of every month.
Visit www.melbournecrusaders.org or
contact Steve on 0409 848428 or via
email: okeh1@bigpond.com
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Based in the Mediterranean on the island of Mallorca, Ruters Mallorca
SC has many different scooters and riders from all over Spain and
beyond, with a membership that welcomes anyone who has an interest
in scooters with open arms. On offer from club members are things
such as mechanical or technical help, or you can even just come along
for the rideouts – which are stunningly beautiful, as you can imagine in
a location like this.
The club is open to everyone. Visit www.ruterdemallorca.com for
information, or why not just call on 0034616169945
(English speaking).

RutersMallorcaSC

Advertise your club meeting here free of charge! (Entries

guaranteed for two issues only – after that, please send

an update). Email mauspencer@classicscooterist.com

Advertise your club meeting here free of charge!

(Entries guaranteed for two issues only – after that, please

send an update). Email mauspencer@classicscooterist.com

CLUB PROFILE
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FOR SALE

DOUGLAS
VESPA

150 Super,

1966, fu
lly resto

red around
2008,

always g
araged,

V5Cpresent
(reg

as 125cc),
MoT/tax till Mar 15,

good general
conditio

n but has
a

couple
of small dents

and

scratche
s; engin

e is goo
dwith no

leaks, ch
romewheel

s (inc sp
are),

£3195.
Tel. 07598

336153
.

Stevena
ge.

REMEMBER YOUR TABLET
S:

A digital
version

of Classic

Scooter
ist can be purchas

ed for

iPad, Android
, and computer

viewingŠ
simply visit

http://bi
t.ly/

CSStab
let

LAMBRETTA
150 LI complete

rebuild,
vgc, gre

en, drym
iles only,

low mileage, g
c, £3800

ono. Tel
.

Chris on
07868 719537.

Beds.

LAMBRETTA
LI 150 SLIM

STYLE S3 fully restored
, almost

all origin
al bodyw

ork, new
cables,

tyres, tu
bes, bra

ke shoes, s
hock

absorbe
rs, badg

es, spar
e wheel,

front crash
bars and rear

backres
t, 12v ignition

fitted, 2
50

miles sinc
e engine p

rofessio
nally

restored
, t&t till

July 15, VMSC

dating c
ert, no p

late auth
orisation

cert, £2
800. Tel

. 07814
022539

.

Oldham
.

LAMBRETTA
LI 150 SPECIA

L

1968 British reg as 125cc,
186

Mugello full top
end kit, 30m

m

Dellorto
carb and JL3 exhaust

,

blue/gre
en chrome-a-flip

paint

(one or two minor marks that

have been touched
up, stone

chips, etc), ridden
not hidden,

tidy, reli
able rally going scooter,

£3000. T
el. 0778

0 860509.
Leics.

LAMBRETTA
LI SERVET

TA

1968, h
istorical

vehicle,
reg UK

Jul 2004
, white/b

lack, all
paper-

work av
ailable. £

2200. Te
l. 02392

551273.
Hants.

LAMBRETTA
SERIES

1 DVLA

records
from1981 plu

s oldMoTs,

professi
onally re

built in 2
001with

new 125cc engine and gearbox
,

most orig
parts (en

gine, ge
arbox

inc), pa
intwork

good, b
ut some

small scra
tches and blemishes

present
, elec ign, re-manufac-

tured flyscree
n, indic

ators, ra
ck

and mirrors, co
llection/

cash only

please,
£4950.

Tel. 02392

467884.
Hayling

Island.

LAMBRETTA
SX150 I have this

old original,
1965, M

odel LI
150

Series 3
, very nic

e clean s
cooter!!

I also have another
grey on half

built I ha
ve all the

parts m
ust go!!

£4500. T
el. 0782

1 807522.
Fife.

LAMBRETTA
SX150 1968, ru

ns

well, bu
t not M

oT, den
t in side

panel bu
t easy fixed, £4

800. Tel
.

07545 291108.
B'ham.

LAMBRETTA
SX200 F

reg, blue
/

white Moddy style, no MoT,

needs rear hub, los
ing storage

space, £
6000. Te

l. 07805
879518.

So'ton.

LAMBRETTA
LI 150 S3 1965,

nice clean scooter
! I also

have

another
grey one

half-buil
t, all the

partsmust go!!
£4500. T

el. 0782
1

807522.
Fife.

LML/VESPA
STAR 2T 125ccc

with Pinasco
177 kit, 201

2 (61),

white, e
xc cond, le

ss than 3k on

clock, r
evolver

pipe and a few

chrome bits, great runner,
all

paperwo
rk/book

s and spare ke
y.

Tel. 078
80 349253.

SERVET
TA JET 200 with 225

Rapido,
regretfu

l sale through

lack of use,
NK exhaust

, 34mm

carb, q
uick and reliable,

lovely

white and red scoot, £
3200. Te

l.

07976 598770.

VESPA
GTS 250IE Black,

56

plate, re
cent MoT and battery,

new tax, 22k
, very reliable,

few

scratche
s and dents

plus

bubbling
behind front mudguard

,

£1250. 0
7805 879518.

S'oton.

SPANIS
H LIS LAMBRETTA

150

Special
frame with std Jet 200

engine,
6v, green,

chrome

dressed
as SX200,

nice looking

but has
been off the road for a

few years, re
gularly s

tarted, c
ould

do with a n
ew stand, a

small seat

repair and generall
y checkin

g

over, £1
800. Tel

. 07749
548419.

Dorset.

SYM silver, 2
008, 12

5ccm t&t,

£880 on
o; Sym12mths tax/M

oT,

silver, 20
08, 30k

miles, £88
0 ono.

Tel. 019
42 237797.

Lancs.

VESPA
210 DISC 2003, t&t,

Pearlesc
ent whi

te, 210
Malossi

kit fitted
with casing machined

to

match, JL expansi
on exhaust

,

rear rac
k and spare wheel fi

tted,

trim/nuts/bo
lts in stainless

, tube-

less wheels
and tyres, loads

spent o
n this scoot, r

eceipts
to

prove, £
2395. Te

l. 07725
875196.

Staffs.

VESPA
GTS 250IE 2008, s

ilver,

MoT and tax till March 2015,

9,500 miles, vgc
, regular

Piaggio

service,
only ridden Spring and

Summer. 0150
7 527264.

Lincs.

VESPA
GTS 300 white, o

wned

from new, 20
12 model, 70

00km,

Sorn, no
MoT till next A

pril, goo
d

cond, £3000
ono. Tel. 01476

727800.
Lincs.

VESPA
GTS 300IE Super, 2

010

reg, MoT April 15
, tax March 15,

only 6,980 km, include
s top box

and front rack, one previous

owner,
serviced

as per manual,

£2500. 0
7830 75

6165. Ab
erdeen.

VESPA
LTD EDIT GT 60

Annivers
ary Edit,

only 999
made,

Vespa 1947 prototyp
e grey, ex

c

conditio
n with 20,000

km clock,

back box in matching
colour,

£6000. 0
7939 008531.

London
.

VESPA
LTD EDITION GT 60

Anniver
sary-Ed

ition, only 999

made, Vespa 1947 Proto-ty
pe

grey, ex
c cond, w

ith 20,000
km

clock,
back box in matching

colour, £
6000. Te

l. 07939
008531.

London
.

VESPA
PX 125 good conditio

n,

new tyres, co
lour red

, flyscre
en,

new front en
d, with MoT, £1800

ovno Tel. 078
50 4149

06. Cam
bs.

VESPA PX 125 with a DR180 kit

fitted, reg as 125, bought
last

year as p
roject, fu

ll engine
rebuild

inc new oil seals
and bearing

s,

some new cables (
have the

rest if

required
), Simonini ex

haust, n
ew

carb, pis
ton and clutch, r

eady to

go, £170
0. 07947

138555.
Wolvs.

VESPA PX 125 2012, ex
c cond,

5k miles, 8 mths’ tax
, chrom

e

extras,
£2000.

01474
709440

.

Kent.
VESPA

PX 125 disc, bl
ack 05

reg, 8600km
, vgc, includes

mirrors and back rack MoT until

Jul 15 and taxed until Au
g 15,

£1500
genuine

reason
for sale

Tel. 077
66 756339.

Somerset.

VESPA
PX125

2012,
engine

convers
ion to 165cc,

exc cond,

low mileage, m
any extr

as, phot
o

on request
, £2000.

Tel. 01474

709440.
Kent.

VESPA PX 125 1990, A
rmandos

125 eng
ine, Cos

a clutch
, T5 forth

gear, PM
pipe, fre

sh navy paint

job about
6 mths ago, SIP

tubeless
rims with decent b

oots,

SIP speedo
, wheel

hugger

mudguard
, floor do

es have
a few

small crack
s where

I put run
ners

on, could do with new clutch

plates (w
ill fit if I g

et askin
g price),

tidy scooter
for money, £

1600.

Tel. 07460
954145

. Bognor

Regis.

VESPA
PX200 2002, 2

owners,

taxed Jun 15,
MoTAug 1

5, totally

standar
d (except

mirrors),
full

MoT history,
serviced

regularly
,

paintwo
rk good except

a few

stone
chips,

collectio
n only,

£2300. 0
1495 57

2126. H
eacham

,

near Kin
gs Lynn

.

VESPA
PX200

Disc, 20
03, 12

months tax/MoT, all o
ld paper-

work, S
IP shocks

and tubeless

rims with new Conti ty
res, PM

pipe, re
ar carrie

r with backres
t,

Vespa smoked flyscree
n, all std

,

recent b
rakes f&r, spa

re wheel,

Sundan
ce grips, new cylinder

head, g
enuine

reason
for sale,

£2399.
Tel. 01978

350959
. N

Wales.

VESPA PX200
Discm silver, ta

x

and MoT, T5 5th, Sito-plu
s

exhaust
, newbattery,

S3 tyres
x3,

rear flat
carrier, e

xcellent
runner,

starts first and
every time, slope

back seat plu
s original

seat inc
,

bodywo
rk not immac, new

mudguard
with sale, would

conside
r a GP200

swap and

negotiat
e a deal either way,

£1850 ono. Te
l. 07568

365760
.

Glos.
VESPA PX200 2002, 11

months

MoT, one
years ta

x, Data t
agged,

green, v
gc for age,

front an
d rear

carriers,
side and front crash

bars, ad
ditional

side stand fitted,

£1300 ovno. Te
l. 01473

423628.

Essex.

VESPA PX200 Disc, 20
03, silve

r,

13,000k
m, tax, MoT till May

2015, good conditio
n, £1800

ono Tel. 014
76 572800.

Lincs.

VESPA
PX200 one owner,

low

miles, very clean, £2500.
Tel.

07811 824930.
North Yorks.

VESPA SPRINT
150 Veloce,

full

tax and tested,
1976 model, fu

ll

rebuild and paintwo
rk, £250

0. Tel.

07504 442099.
Merseysid

e.

VESPA
T5 P reg, 152 Polini

(logged
as 125), Rosso

Sioux

pearl pa
int, new

tyres, LM
L disc

front en
d, Sito plus exh

aust, ne
w

front shock,
clip-on

front rack,

needs a clutch cable and a new

seat, if I
don't an

swer the
phone

I'll ring b
ack as n

ot allowe
d to use

mobile at work
, £850 no offers.

Tel. 077
09 9073274

. Boston
.

VESPA
T5 completely

original

scooter,
never raced or rallied,

standard
with standard

exhaust
,

new clutch a
nd two tyre

s recent
ly

fitted, ne
ver drop

ped or crash
ed,

£1500. E
mail: andr

ewgilmour414

@gmail.com
for phot

os. Dub
lin.

VESPA
T5 CLASSI

C Malossi

172, en
gine totally rebuilt, f

rame

has 6 SI
P sunken

rear ligh
ts, new

SIP sports seat, reg
125cc, i

deal

project,
already

stripped
ready fo

r

respray,
sale due to ill healt

h,

£1000 ono. Tel
. 01377

240707.
E

Yorks.

CALLIN
G ALL SCOOTERISTS

!

Don1t
forget

that Scooter
ist

Scene
was the first scooter

magazine
to be availa

ble digit
ally

online
worldwi

de. Get instant

access,
even if you live abroad.

Visit ww
w.classi

cscoote
rist.com

for infor
mation.

PARTSFORSALE

FAB INNOCE
NTI SER

IES 2 light

switch in original
paper p

ackage,

£20. Tel.
07749 548419.

Dorset.

MUKUNI
CARB 38mm brand

new, £9
0 plus p&p. Te

l. 07868

050620.
E Yorks.

VBB/SP
ORTIQU

E r/h side

panels
for VBB/Sp

ortique,
£50

each. R
eady Steady

Go DVD's

1,2, £3.
Northern

Soul DV
D, RSG

Motown Special
DVD, £5

each,

Ketterin
g 50th Lambretta DVD,

£5.. Tel.
07784 373469.

Suffolk.

VESPA
PARTS:

90SS legshield

trim, genuin
e Piaggi

o part, off
ers,

buyer co
llects wi

ll not po
st, 90SS

S, Sprin
t rear fr

ame badge.
Tel.

07804 014996
after 6pm

w’days,

anytime weekd
ays. Rot

herham.

CSS FACEBO
OK PAGE: T

o link

to our Fac
ebook p

age, go
online

and visit www.fa
cebook

.com/

Scooter
istScene

GROUP
3 VESPA

130cc,
race

motor (Sm
allframe engine,

tuned

by Tony O' Brien
via Kegra, f

ull

Lumenition i
gnition s

ystem fitted,

aluminium lightene
d flywhee

l, all

new thick taper crank with T5

rod, tuned cases
and barrel,

profiled
and skimmed cylinder

head,
Polini

racing
clutch,

cylinder
packer p

late, c/w
30mm

Dellorto
PHBH

carb,
short

manifold,
rubbers

/fittings
and

Mikeck do
wn and forward

racing

expansi
on chamber, all new

bearing
s and seals through

out,

too many new
parts to

list, many

man hours
and lots of c

ash spe
nt

on this motor, eng
ine is plug and

play, ea
sy, quic

k way to get into

racing a
Vespa S

mall frame, £800

ovno Te
l. Gordo

n, 07930
165883.

Airdrie.

MALOSSI
166 cylin

der and
head

only (no piston
or rings). 300

miles only, £50. Tel. 01623

721337.
Mansfield

.

VESPA
PARTS

Sito exhaust
for

PX 125, brand new, £40. Tel.

01623 721337.
Mansfield

, Notts.

WANTED

CHEAP
VESPA

OR

LAMBRETTA
any cc or

conditio
n. Looki

ng for a
project o

r

a complete 'on the road'

machine,
may even take parts.

Can collect
anywhe

re in UK as

have van. Cash waiting.
Tel.

07794 684015.
Kilmarnock.

CONTACTS
WANTED.

I live in

Malta and I'm a Lambretta

mechanic
who would like to hear

from anybod
y with a Lambretta

even clubs
too. My phone

numbers are 356 216890
35

(home) or 356
9989370

8 (mobile).

Alter-na
tively, y

ou can write to

me: Tony
Spiteri,

12 Alpen Rose,

Dun Gest Muscat St, Zurrier,

Malta.

LAMBRETTA
for restorat

ion,

preferab
ly Series

3 registere
d

before 1974. Te
l. 07711

307248.

LEGSHI
ELD BEADIN

G red &

white candy
stripe

legshiel
d

beading
, also red/blac

k diamant

style floor mat for LI Jimmy

replica.
Tel. 078

94 758509.
.

LOOKING FOR Lambretta LI

150, Se
ries three, o

wned in the

60s, in
Tipton,

West Midlands,

DY4 0NP area, wo
uld love to see

it again
. Tel. 07

904 475582
. W

Mids.
ORIGIN

AL GREEN
LOG BOOK

or tax discs for Lam
bretta FN09

54B first registere
d in Essex

1964. A
ny info please

call. Tel
.

Paul 075
27 671337.

Essex.

RALEIG
H ROMA 78cc motor

scooter
complete any conditio

n,

will pay
up to £100. T

el. 0139
2

251687.
Devon.

SIDECA
R WANTED

with

bracketr
y for Lam

bretta S
2. Email

or text. T
el. 0781

7 15024
3. Email:

GinoPon
tillo@talktalk.

net

TIPTON SCOOTER Lambretta

LI150,
I owned

in the 60s,

address
: 9 Edwa

rd Road, T
ipton,

DY4 ONP Series 3
, love to see it

again.
Tel. 07904

475582
. W

Mids.
VESPA 100 THS 781W, trying to

track down the first Vespa
I

owned.
It was a

Vespa 1
00 (poss

reg as 50cc) p
ainted gold and

fitted with a Lambretta
front

mudguard
, it was l

ast on th
e road

in 1991 going by DVLA records
,

and was sold to someone in

central
Scotlan

d. Any
info call.

Tel. Mark (Kilmarnock)
07794

684015.

VESPA
90SS crank cases or

engine
wanted

anything
con-

sidered.
Tel. 0797

3 19772
5. Glos.

VESPA
P2 wanted,

must be in

good conditio
n. Email: Blue

arm

yuk@googlem
ail.com

VESPA
RALLY

200 wanted,

useable
road-go

ing conditio
n

preferre
d. Tel. 01507

529256

(office
hours).

Email: LNoble-

Thompson@Mortons.c
o.uk

WANTED
AN 80s Fac

o anti dive

kit for a Vespa
PX, must be

complete.
Tel. Shaun

07920

875614.
Norwich

.

WANTED
ANY OLD. Te

l. 07913

052850.
East Yor

kshire.

WANTED
LAMBRETTA

must

have V5, anything
conside

red.

Tel. 078
02 187917.

Leics.

WANTED
T5 Mk 1 flywhee

l, has

anyone
got a spare or one

knockin
g around

in the shed,

can't us
e my scooter

without
it.

Email: gary_hip
kiss@hotmail.

co.uk N
otts.

WANTED
VESPA

50cc scooter

any other ty
pe conside

red, MoT,

taxed, 5
0cc model no

t to big,

hurry for Jazz
50cc scooter,

or

sell for £
195. Tel

. 01415
787266.

Glasgow
.

MISCELLA
NEOUS

CHELSE
A BOOTS by Clarks,

mod style slightly
tapered

and

with round/s
quared

toe, all

leather
with part of sole

composite &
leather l

ayered heel,

in dark tan, wo
rn rarely and in

superb
as new conditio

n,

supplied
in box, pic

s by e-mail,

£25 + £4 p&p UK. Tel. 01942

608266.

CLOTHING
10 Lambretta and

Ben Sherman T-shirt,
XL, £20

.

Three denim jackets,
Levi & Ben

Sherman Lee XL, £10
each. Te

l.

07928 81828. C
heshire.

DANSET
TE CONQUEST 1965

record
player red/crea

m needs

attentio
n, new cartridg

e, very

collecta
ble, £30

plus p&p Tel.

07904 077454.
Cornwa

ll.

FISHTAI
L PARKA

repro classic

m 1951 by Nolecul
e very

authenic
new size L, unused,

£45. Th
e Who George

Tremlett

paperba
ck, 1975

, £6. Tel
. 07904

077454.
Cornwa

ll.

FOUND ONE Lambretta side

panel
on way back

from

Cleetho
rpes. Te

l. Patric
k 07732

716747.
E Yorks.

LAMBRETTA
WING

TIP

BROGUES men's size 9, gloss

shine oxblood
, all leath

er with

slightly s
quared off toe, t

hese are

no longer availabl
e, very

rarely

used and in superb
like new

conditio
n, boxed

with wooden

shoe tre
es/stretc

hers, rar
ely used

and in like new conditio
n,

supplied
in box,pics

by e-mail,

£30 + £4 p&p UK mainland.
Tel.

01942 608266
any time. Lancs

.

LOAKES LOAFERS
mens size

8 ⁄ , fringed
and tasseled

, Hi-

Shine Oxblood
, 100%

British

leather,
hand made to order, ve

ry

rarely used, lik
e new, co

mplete

with original
box, leaflet

and

polishin
g cloth and wood shoe

trees/str
etchers,

£40 plus
£4 p&p

UK mainland.
Tel. 019

42 608266

any time. Lancs
.

MAGAZIN
ES various

Scooter
ing

mags dated Jan 98 to present

date, ha
vemost issue

s all in g
ood

conditio
n, £75 the lot Tel. 0

7723

790969.
Strathcl

yde.

NITRO
OPEN FACE HELMET

with flip
up visor an

d peak, co
lour

silver, si
ze XL, as new conditio

n,

£25. Te
l. 01226

297643
; 07979

632243.
S Yorks.

UNION JACK covered
saddle,

fits Vespa LX125ie
, £35 must be

seen to be belie
ved. Giv

i top box

with universa
l fitting

plate, u
sed

but in good conditio
n, 35L,

can

accommodate full face
helmet,

£35, ca
n post at

cost. Te
l. Paul

02086 734501.
London

.

DOUG
LAS V

S4

Profess
ional re

spray, n
ew engine

rebuild,
MoT, tax

exempt, front

rack, m
irrors, L

ucas headlig
ht,

AA badge,
£5300 ovno. T

el.

07976 585838
. Halesow

en

LAMB
RETTA

150 L
I

Silver S
pecial, n

ewly restored
,

recent M
oT, and

all pape
rwork

to register
, £3500

. Tel. 01
964

550004
. Yorksh

ire

LAMB
RETTA

66 LI

Italian with SX200 engine,
great

bike geared
high for endu

rance

long runs, £3
100. Te

l. 07540

500861
. Lincs

LAMB
RETTA

GP 22
5 TS1

125cc,
recent e

ngine rebuild,

front dis
k brake, M

ikuni 35
mm

carb, JL
pipe, t&

t until M
ar 15,

£3800
cash on collectio

n. Tel.

Mark 07771 636226
. Beds

LAMB
RETTA

GP 22
5 TS1

1966, S
ilver Sp

ecial Pa
cemaker,

complete rebuild
6 yrs ago,

Contine
ntal Whitewall

s, chrom
e

exhaust
, MoT Apr 15,

£3250.

Tel. 016
17 246320

. Man.

LAMB
RETTA

LI

1966 with SX 200 engine,
f/disc,

12v, p/c
panels

and frame, chain

and other w
ork done, £

3100

open to sensible
offers. T

el.

07540 500861
. Newar

k

LAMB
RETTA

LI 150

Special
, fully restored

2004,

LCGB dating cert, 12
v elec ign,

MoT Feb 15, only
1,050 miles

covered
since rest, £3

500. Te
l.

07813 573711
. Bristol

.

LAMB
RETTA

LI 150
S3

1962, fu
lly restored

high std,

Lambretta dating cert, les
s than

10 miles since restorat
ion so still

running
-in, MoT, £28

50. Tel.

07732 681449
. Chesh

ire

LAMB
RETTA

LI150

Special
, 1964,

vgc, fitt
ed with a

1967 SX engine,
3440 miles,

£3000.
Tel. 012

68 470682
.

Essex

LAMB
RETTA

SX 200

1966, c
omplete factory

rest 6

years ago, sta
ndard carb,

standar
d top end, too

many

factory
parts to list, t&t,

£7750.

Tel. 077
12 153650

. Edinbur
gh.

MAICO
LETTA

1958, 2
50cc, im

maculate

conditio
n, know

n history,
total

rebuild,
1995, S

ummer use only,

£3250.
Tel. 013

22 275022
. Kent

SPANI
SH LA

MBRE
TTA

LI 150,
full nut

and bolt res
tora-

tion, ge
nuine reason

for sale
,

fully restored
, not reg

istered.

£4250.
Tel. 012

70 610872
.

Cheshir
e.

TAFFS
PEED-

TUNED
PX125

(166), o
wned for past

12 years,

reluctan
t sale as I’ve been living

oversea
s so it gets a very rare

ride when I’m in the UK, £14
00.

Tel. 017
92 523037

. Cheps
tow.

VESPA

Limited Edition
GT60, v

gc,

20,000k
m on the clock, 2

50cc,

£6000
Tel. 079

39 008531
.

London

VESPA
125

Primavera, c
ustom pink and pink

glitter, v
gc, won

two custom

shows in 2006, £
2200 Tel.

07946 546105
. Surrey

VESPA
125

Super, l
ow mileage, 2

500 miles,

great co
ndition,

£2899.
Tel.

07956 571975
. Londo

n

VESPA
150

Sportiq
ue Suprem

e (VBB15
0),

Italian, n
ot UK built, 19

62, new

5-port L
ML150 engine

and UK

paint jo
b, rides

/looks great,

£2500.
07805 234465

. Coven
try

VESPA
150 O

RIGIN
ALE

LML manufact
ured, 20

02,

garaged
several

years, n
o t&t,

good cond but nee
ds a bit of

love, £4
75. Tel.

07775 518587
.

S E London
.

VESPA
DOUG

LAS

VS4, pr
ofession

al respr
ay, bran

d

new engine,
rebuild

12 months’

MoT, tax
exempt, £530

0. Tel.

07976 585838
.

VESPA
GTS 2

50IE

2008, s
ilver, MoT and tax till

March 2015, 9
,500 miles, vgc

,

regular
Piaggio

service,
only

ridden Spring and Summer,. Tel.

01507 527264
. Lincs

VESPA
GTSSU

PERS
PORT

125cc,
immac, gara

ged, dry
use

only, 62
plate, W

hitewall
s, alarm

fitted, d
ata tag reg, flys

creen inc,

rare in this colour,
£2700.

Tel.

07730 281478
. Glasgo

w.

VESPA
LML12

5

Piagio badged
, only 1600 miles

from new, t&
t, loads

of extra
s,

new battery,
just had

major

service,
£1300.

Tel. 016
34

660180
.

VESPA
PX 150

Limited Edition,
462km

since

first reg
istered,

full rece
ipt/

history
inc, £26

95. Tel.
07870

326966
. Lancs

VESPA
PX125

2003, ru
ns beautifu

lly, had
full

overhau
l on engine,

body work

is nice but not
A1, £1495.

Tel.

07729 188210
. Stourbr

idge

VESPA
PX125

30th Anniver
sary Special

Edition,
vgc, sto

red indoors
,

recently
fully serviced

, MoT, low

mileage, £
2400. T

el. 0782
5

540886
. Newcas

tle upon Tyne

VESPA
PX125

2007, n
ear new

conditio
n, only

3712 on the clock, 1
1 months

t&t, read
y to ride away, £

1750.

Tel. 075
47 952838

. Hull

VESPA
SPRIN

T

150cc,
runs nice, cle

an and tidy

runner,
some nice accesso

ries;

incs extras for nego
tiable price,

all pape
rwork, M

oT, £18
50. Tel.

07977 497471
. Portsm

outh.

VESPA
T5 12

5

125cc scooter
, all orig

inal par
ts,

great ru
nner, ne

w spray job this

year, t&
t, 6000

miles,. Te
l. 07825

130522
. Tamworth

VESPA
T5 CL

ASSIC

12 mths’ t&t,
full resp

ray 2 years

ago, ne
ver ridd

en in the wet

since, t
ubeless

alloy rims and

fastbac
k seat, st

arts first tim
e,

£2400.
01159 294370

. Notts

VESPA
VBA

1959, c
onverte

d to 10” whe
els,

low mileage P200 engine
but still

reg as 123 so learner
legal, t&

t

exempt, £250
0. Tel. 0

7958

613609
. Luton.

86
WWW.
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LAMBRET
TA

1962 Li150 Jimmy Quad replica,

dry stored,
nut & bolt rest

o by

Retrosp
ective Scooter

s in 2008,

mint, MoT, 125c
c, £5500

. Tel.

07557 919667.
Herts

LAMBRET
TA 125

Special,
1966, ow

ned since

2008, b
are metal resp

ray, 186
cc

Mugello (reg 125 cc), £36
95.

Tel. 075
35 212082.

Carshal
ton

LAMBRET
TA 125

1964, or
iginal ch

rome ring

frame, dampers, ac
cessorie

s,

£2500. T
el. 0781

4 261680.

Bedford

LAMBRET
TA GP 125

1981, 18
5 ki, 25m

carb, 12
v,

spare wheel a
nd rack, MoT/tax,

£2500 ono. Tel
. 07942

73413

after 4p
m.

LAMBRET
TA LD150

Mk 2 1956, re
stored,

new body

fittings where necessa
ry with s/s

fixings,
new control

cables &

tyres & piston rings, £2
950. Tel

.

01924 828841.
W Yorks.

LAMBRET
TA LI 125

Special,
1967, fu

lly restored
with

many new parts, 1
75cc engine,

12v elecs, O
wners Club

paperwo
rk, £399

5. Tel. 0
7941

937333.
Dorking

LAMBRET
TA LI150

1961, in
teresting

history,
restor-

ed, one
owner fo

r 47 years,

hardly used since rest, app
rox 9

miles each year for
MoT, love

ly,

£3500. 0
1255 675947.

Essex

LAMBRET
TA LI150 S2

175 top end, ligh
tened balance

d

flywhee
l, f&r ca

rriers with spare

wheel, r
/crash bar, leg

shield

mirror, Su
ndance

grips, t&
t,

£3750. 0
7968 972517.

Sudbury

LAMBRET
TA LI150 S2

Special,
AF RB20 race engine,

1965 orig Spanish
frame, 34mm

Dellorto
, t&t, reb

uilt 2012
,

brilliant
cond, o

ver £550
0 spent,

£3750. T
el. 0781

7 914302.
Yorks

LAMBRET
TA LI150 S2

S3, Asto
n Martin colours,

orig

frame/engine
no, full n

ut & bolt

rest, 175
cc, £395

0. Tel. +
31 6

2951423
8; +31 71 5897871

.

Netherla
nds

LAMBRET
TA LI150 S2

1961, lo
vely, exc

saddle,
chrome

trims/fittings
, rebuilt

engine,
new

carb, ele
c ign, MoT, relia

ble,

owned 7 yrs, £35
00. Tel.

07802

326951.
Portsmouth.

LAMBRET
TA SX150

Special,
1968, re

stored to high

std, 12V
conv, ru

nning in engine,

t&t Apr
15, goo

d, clean
sound

machine,
£3800. T

el. 0162
3

465719;
07768 308687.

Notts

LAMBRET
TA SX200

One owner, f
ull rest,

orig rebuilt

engine,
Rosso red, all p

olished

alloy, as
new, must be seen,

(12v), en
gine nos/fram

e all

correct,
£8500. 0

1702 522073.

LML 150

4-stroke
, 2010, g

reen with red

Ancillott
i seat, s

/s centre mat,

s/s grips and bumper bar,

Pinasco
exhaust

, Sorned
, MoT,

£1100 ono. Tel
. 07710

509324.

LML STAR

2013, 20
0cc, 900

km on clock,

just had
first serv

ice, beig
e with

black/gr
ey Union Jack decals

and seat cov
er, £190

0 or make

an offer. 07
538 885884.

W Yorks

PX 200

2001, E
nigma green, v

ery nice

orig cond, n
o rust, som

e wear

and tear scr
atches,

11 mths’

MoT, v reliable
and fast, £20

00.

Tel. 078
12 393771.

Leics.

SPANISH
GS SPRIN

T

Mk 1, 1964,
Malossi 2

10 PX

engine,
friction free cables,

f/susp upgrade
, s/s one-pie

ce

rims, will M
oT for sale,

£2100.

Tel. 077
25 033371.

Telford.

SPANISH
LI150 S3

1966, re
stored using orig parts,

new piston, e
lec ign, sus

p, tyres,

tubes, e
lec ign, etc,

LCGB cert,

Nova and V5C, t&
t, £3400

. Tel.

07734 350938.
Wymondham

.

SS180 HU
RRICANE

replica,
orig Hurrican

e features
,

200cc, M
alhe piston, V

espa-

tronic 12v elec ign, SIP
exhaust

,

P200 gearing,
t&t, £65

00. Tel.

07813 803750.
Burton-

on-Tren
t.

SX/GP HYBRID

SX150 frame, GP20
0 Italian

engine,
LCGB for both

, only

SX/GP reg 1968? tax, MoT, 3-in-

1 offers over £50
00. Email:

ianaviet
@outlook.

com

VESPA 100

Fully restored
, Terry Ward

engine,
125 barrel/p

iston and

Giannel
li exhau

st, only
50 miles

and running
perfectl

y, £3999
.

Tel. 077
68 711781.

VESPA GTS 250I
E

2008, si
lver, MoT and tax till

March 2015, 9,
500 miles, vgc

,

regular P
iaggio service,

only

ridden Spring and Summer. Tel.

01507 527264.
Lincs

VESPA LX 125

great co
ndition,

very low

mileage, s
/h, new

rear tyre
s, on

Sorn but has
12 mths MoT, few

minor scra
tches on mirrors,

£1995. T
el. 0770

9 317458.

VESPA P225 DIS
C

‘Pretty Green’,
mint cond

, trophy

winner,
225 Polini co

nv, runs

perfectl
y, too many new parts to

list, spe
nt £££s

on it, £2600
. Tel.

07738 760057.
Devon

VESPA PK50

Green, M
oT, rece

nt spray
job,

new tyres and throttle
cable,

taxed, M
oT, love

ly cond,

garaged
, £1250.

Tel. 077
88

242085.
Chiches

ter.

VESPA PX125

Ron Daley Le Mans Special

Edition,
two handleb

ar mirrors,

flyscree
n, alloy

rims with spare,

electric
start. Te

l. 07854
352000.

VESPA PX125

vgc, par
t respra

y, no rust, full

chrome body kit, new
t&t, 850

0

miles new stand, k
ey or kick

start, ha
rdly used, £1

550 Tel.

07813 008119.

VESPA PX125

2012, ve
ry good conditio

n, no

dents or dings
, starts every time,

always dry stored never us
ed,

£1795 ono Tel. 077
29 960825.

Bucks

VESPA T5

Mk 1, four o
wners since new,

MoT required
, horn casing

needs replacin
g and seat tor

n,

no rides without
money, £1

100.

Tel. 079
00 844664.

Colches
ter.

VESPA T5 CLASS
IC

125cc, 1
997, 30,

350 miles,

stainles
s steel rim

s includin
g

spare, r
are chrome back rest

rack, £1
150. Tel

. 07938
888192.
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READER’S
FREE ADS

On occasions Mortons Media Group, publisher of Classic Scooterist, shares selected information with its sister companies
within the Mortons Group of companies and with other reputable companies, who may contact you about products and services
that may be of interest to you. If you DO NOT wish to have the details given here passed on, please tick this box ❏

READERS’ FREEADS

READERS’ FREEADS

1. The advert copy provided by the customer
must be legal, decent, honest and truthful and
comply with the code of the Advertising
Standards Authority (www.asa.org.uk).
Classic Scooterist may amend the advertisement
to ensure compliance with
these requirements.
2. Classic Scooterist is not able to verify the

truthfulness of any statements made by a
customer in the advert copy. Accordingly, the
customer will be responsible for any losses,
expenses or other costs incurred by Classic
Scooterist which are caused by an untrue
statement made deliberately.
3. In order to meet its production and other
editorial requirements, Classic Scooterist

reserves the right to re-classify, edit the copy or
alter the size or colouring of any advert.
4. Photo adverts are only available in the
Readers’ Free ads section. We are happy to
accept reader adverts for parts and spares, but
these may appear without photographs.
5. Whilst every effort is made to include your free
advert correctly, due to the large volume of

adverts we receive, we are unable to take
telephone calls should an error occur. You are
welcome to resubmit your corrected advert for
inclusion in the next available issue.
6. We can only accept one photograph
per coupon.
7. Please enclose a stamped address envelope if
you would like your photograph to be returned.

Terms and conditions for private advertisers

Upload your free advert today:
www.classicscooterist.com

All private adverts are FREE!
Upload your advert at www.classicscooterist.co.uk
Post the coupon below or fax to 01507 529399
We cannot accept Reader Adverts over the phone

There is no other medium so effective as
Classic Scooterist Free ads – so why
not take advantage of them right now?
Simply complete the form below and
send it as soon as possible to: Classic
Scooterist Free Ads, PO Box 99,
Horncastle, Lincolnshire LN9 6LZ

It is our policy at Classic Scooterist not
to accept private adverts from traders.
If, whilst looking for a scooter in CS, you
experience a trader advertising as a
private seller, please call us on 01507
529529 and we will take appropriate
action.

Advertisements can be accepted on this
form, photocopy, email or internet.

If you are a trader, give our
advertising department a
call on 01507 524004 for our
latest display ad rates.

Name: ........................................................................................................................

Address: .................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

Area/County: ...................................................................................................

Telephone: ..........................................................................................................

Email: .....................................................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................................

Date: ........................................................................................................................
MONTH CODE

Choose a section
■■ For sale ■■ Diary dates

■■Wanted ■■ Other

■■ Clubs ■■ Picture enclosed

Make Model Price

I confirm that I am not a dealer

*Not published

BROC
KHOU

SE CO
RGI

1948, 9
0cc, Mk II, non-k

ick-star
t

model, co
mplete but not

run for

over 6 years, b
een in storage

,

£975. T
el. 0797

3 178208
. Stoke

on Trent.

GILER
A FXR18

0

1998, o
ne owner,

totally original

conditio
n, garag

ed from new,

3297 genuine
miles, £12

50. Tel.

01908 370555
. Bucks

.

LAMB
RETTA

Series 2, 1960
, reg 1960, fi

tted

with new GP200
engine,

uprated

crank & bearing
s, new clutch,

stator, t
&t, 150c

c. Tel. 0
7982

142418
.

LAMB
RETTA

150

Special
, 1963,

good cond,

renovat
ed, nee

ds TLC (needs

new exhaust
, rear le

ns, and
reg -

no paperw
ork), £2

650. Te
l.

01922 458228
. Walsall

LAMB
RETTA

GP 200

Bare frame/nut/b
olt resto

ration.

Has Innocen
ti Certif

acto D-

origine
and MoT, orig

inal par
ts

retained
and availabl

e, £675
0.

Tel. 078
18 031015

. Oxford
shire.

LAMB
RETTA

GP 225

Rapido,
reliable,

dyno to 17.4hp,

Italian, c
orrect e

ngine no, small

minor scr
ape, ap

prox £5k spent,

£3550.
Tel. 078

89 181285
.

Lymington.

LAMB
RETTA

GP200

225cc TS1, 19
81, only

1600

miles engine
run in at 1k miles,

mint, pain
t by KB paintsh

ops, air

brush not stic
kers, £6

500. Te
l.

07786 794292
. Essex

.

LAMB
RETTA

LI

Golden
Special

, 1964,
restored

2010 with new parts, L
CGB

dating certifica
te, rebo

red to

175cc,
profess

ionally sprayed
,

£3500.
Tel. Bev

erley 867675
4.

LAMB
RETTA

LI 125
S3

1962, fu
lly restored

. LCGB
cert

and NOVA,
complete bare metal

stripdow
n and respray

. Rebuil
t

keeping
as original

as possible
,

£2995.
01274 615608

. Yorks.

LAMB
RETTA

LI TS1
225

Outstan
ding, ju

st rebui
lt, Serie

s

1, 20hp
on dyno, u

ltimate cool

tourer w
ith all bells

and whistles

but 195
0s looks in Old English

white. T
el. 0754

4 579371
. Essex

.

LAMB
RETTA

LI 125

Special
, 1967,

Italian with 175

top end, in
good conditio

n,

currentl
y on Sorn and started

regularl
y, £2995

ono. Te
l. 07849

478031
. Cambs

LAMB
RETTA

LI 150
S

1964, w
hite and yellow,

swap

Lambretta with auto engine
cash

either w
ay. Tel.

01162 765766
.

Leics.

LAMB
RETTA

MODE
L F

1954, o
nce in Mike Karslak

e’s

collectio
n, V5 and Sorned

, MoT

exempt, resto
red 2 years ago,

has won several
trophies

, £4495

ono. Te
l. 07710

795831
. S Yorks

LAMB
RETTA

SX 150

1966, ta
x exempt, MoT Apr

2015, 5
16 miles since restora-

tion, £2
000. Te

l. 07989
204938

.

Bristol

LAMB
RETTA

SX 200

One owner,
full rest

o, origin
al

rebuilt e
ngine, m

ust be seen,

12v, eng
ine no and frame

correct,
£8500.

Tel. 017
02

522073
.

LAMB
RETTA

SX150

1968, It
alian, fu

ll nut &
bolt res

t

taking over a year, co
mplet-ed

in

2011, n
o expens

e spared,
all

parts/bo
dy panels

high quality

Italian, £
4250. 0

7989 949285
.

LAMB
RETTA

TV175

1960, 1
85, 25m

m phbl, 42
mm

Clubman, 12v,
loads of spare

s,

£4800.
Tel. 014

76 408546
.

Lincs.

LI 150
S3

Spanish
model, 19

66, rest
ored

using many original
parts, L

CGB

dating cert, NO
VA and V5C in

my name, c/w t&t, £34
00. Tel.

07734 350938
. Wymondham

.

MOTO
GUZZI

GALLE
TTO

1956, 1
92cc, O

HV, £££
’s spent

restorin
g, prof p

ainted,
new s/s

rims, spok
es, tyre

s, show
cond,

£3950.
Tel. 011

4 228032
3 for

more details.
S Yorks.

PIAGG
IO MP3

2009, 4
00cc, re

quires full bike

licence,
great fu

n to ride, t&t
Oct

14, rece
nt tyres

, 10k, in
termit-

tent ele
ctrical p

roblem, £1699
.

Tel. 077
43 403991

. Glos.

PX 200

2001, g
reen, ni

ce original

conditio
n, no rust but

some

wear an
d tear, 11

mths’ MoT,

reliable
and fast, £2

000. Te
l.

07812 393771
. Leics

SPANI
SH LI 150

with 185 kit. Anc
illotti ex

haust,

25mm Dell’orto
, needs

running
-

in, all s/
s fixings,

tax exempt, reg

and V5, £39
50 ono. Te

l. 07544

230294
after 6.3

0pm. Plymouth.

VESPA
150

Sprint,
1967, It

alian, co
mpletely

restored
, reg as 125cc,

vintage

reg, full
documentation

, recond

with only done 300 miles since,

£3500.
07866 556610

. Ascot.

VESPA
P225

Disc ‘Pretty Green’
custom

built

around
a P200 Disc, m

int, 225

Polini c
onversi

on, too
many new

parts to list, tho
usands

spent,

£2700.
07738 760057

. Devon

VESPA
PX 125

Ron Daley Le Mans Special

Edition,
white, h

andleba
r

mirrors, fl
yscreen

, alloy rims

(with spare),
electric

start,

£2500.
Tel. 078

54 352000
.

VESPA
PX200

DISC

May 2001, g
ood cond, 1

2 mths

MoT, 13,1
55 miles, gar

aged, s
/h

with SWS, engin
e rebuild

200

miles ago, v reliable,
£1995.

Tel.

07773 086174
. Somerset

VESPA
T5

Classic
, origina

l cond,
MoT July,

currentl
y Sorned

(garage
d since

MoT), new
exhaust

, hand-m
ade

leather
seat, £1

650. Te
l. 07800

798523
. Wigan

VESPA
T5

classic,
125cc,

1997, 3
0,350

miles, sta
inless steel rim

s

includin
g spare, r

are chrome

back rest rac
k, £115

0. Tel.

07938 888192
.

VESPA
VBB 150

1965, ta
x exempt, 487k

ms since

restorat
ion, MoT Apr 201

5,

£2000.
Tel. 079

89 204938
.

Bristol.

YAMA
HA XMAX

400

Super p
erformance comfy two

up ride, 75
mpg with extras,

3000 miles dealer s
ervice done,

excellen
t condit

ion, £4445.
Tel.

07500 163078
. Yorks
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Road tax can no longer be transferred with a vehicle when you sell it. When you sell a vehicle you must
notify the DLVA returning any unused road tax, and you’ll automatically receive a refund (if it is owed to
you) for any full months remaining. You now have to apply for new road tax when you purchase a
vehicle yourself.
For more information, visit: www.gov.uk/government/news/vehicle-tax-changes
Whilst we have made every effort to remove any mention as to how long a vehicle is taxed, please
ignore any references that may have slipped through.

RROOAADDTTAAXX IISSNNOOWWNNOONN--TTRRAANNSSFFEERRAABBLLEE

VESPA 125
Rev and Go, converted with Zip
125 disc brake, dropped bars,
reg 02, Zip logbook but could go
on private cover no, £2500. Tel.
07811 675601. Heanor.

86 WWW.classicscooterist.coM

Upload your free advert today:
www.classicscooterist.comREADER’S FREE ADS

VESPA 150
Super, 1976, Indian import,
starts/drives, needs tlc, Vespas
available inc 1962 Vespa 125
with sidecar. Delivery possible.
£2495. Tel. 07710 433910.

Upload your free advert today:
www.classicscooterist
.com

COMBO LI 150 S2
and Watsonian Bambini, 1960,
MoT, GP200 engine, Li 125 S2
gearbox, Hagon rear shock, elec
ign, £7750 ono Tel. 07939
561689. B’ham.

LAMBRETTA 150
Special, 1963, good cond,
renovated, elec ign, MoT, needs
registering, c/w matching blue
dual seat, offers around £2950.
Tel. 01922 458228. Walsall

LAMBRETTA GP150
Reg, MoT till Aug 15, good
reliable solid scooter no rust
panels all in good order, 12v
electrics, £2200. Tel. Karl 07765
185984. Wrexham.

LAMBRETTA GP150
TS1 230cc, Harry Barlow engine,
17T f/sprocket, high load clutch
spring, S3 gearbox, s/s 17 ltr
tank, R1 shock, MoT, £6000
Tel. 07711 172607. Leics.

LAMBRETTA LI 125 S2
1960, exc runner and immac,
top end 175cc, genuine mileage
800, MoT, fitted wheel carrier
backrack, s/s exhaust, £3500.
Tel. 07527 008858. Wigan.

LAMBRETTA LI125
Series 2, 1960, reg 2010, fully
restored by previous owner,
excellent runner & immaculate
condition, 800 miles, £3500. Tel.
07527 008858.

LAMBRETTA LI125
S1, totally restored to perfection
around 2003 by Lambretta Club
GB, Italian import, all orig, v
straight bodywork, £6000. Tel.
07581 587890. Staffs.

LAMBRETTASPECIAL 125
(Italian), 1966, orig apart from a
professional respray right down
to wheel rims, new seat, r/std
shock, Whitewall tyres, £4500.
Tel. 07748 497060. Newbury.

LAMBRETTA SX150
(175cc), vgc, SX200 panels and
badges, match engine/frame
nos, MoT, s/h, v reliable, starts
first/second kick, rides superbly,
£3950. 07786 506041. Woking.

LAMBRETTA SX200
Early model, white switches, orig
parts, white/bronze, garaged,
hardly used for 10 yrs, restored,
reliable, MoT, £10,500. Tel.
07817 314663. London.

VESPA T5
MoT till July 2015, new Fastback
seat, alloy rims and tubeless
tyres a classic, fast & reliable,
£2100 Tel. 07759 173071 .
Notts

LAMBRETTA TV175
Italian Series 3, 1962, white/
BRG, genuine std, runs well, full
service (£600), new tyres and
exhaust, MoT, rare, £3950. Tel.
07768 236307. Guildford.

MOBYLETTE
150cc, 1959, V5C, original reg,
transferable, needs restoring,
engine in bits, £495. Tel. 01538
753086. Staffs.

PIAGGIO 125
Fly in iPhone 5C pink, 63 reg,
not run it yet, £1200 ono. Tel.
03032 37549. Kent.

SUZUKI BURGMAN
200, 2010, only 900 miles, one
previous owner, just had full
service and MoT like new
condition, £1750 ono. Tel. 07932
389329. Staffs.

VESPA 150 VBC
1966, superb, rides well, starts
first time, MoT on sale, purchas-
ed from a scooter rest company,
V5, other docs present, £3650.
Tel. 07836 782646. Wolvs.

VESPA GS 160
P200 engine, rebuilt and reg 4
yrs ago, 503 miles only, recent
service, sold with 12 mths’ MoT,
Sorned, £4500 ono. Tel. 07977
809266 after 4pm. Wigan.

VESPA GS 160
1963, engine upgraded to 180cc
PX, Whitewall, only 154 miles,
refurbished to the highest std,
full MoT, £5950. Tel. 01367
240000. Oxon.

VESPA GTS 300IE
2012, bargain, white, hardly
used, ill health forces reluctant
sale, £2800. Tel. 07774 262702.
Orpington.

VESPA PX125
210 Cut-down/Chop, starts/
runs fine, MoT now expired,
dynoed Sept 14, produced
21bhp, £2750. Tel. 07990
903840. Southend-on-Sea.

VESPA RALLY 180
1970, authentication by VCGB,
frame and engine checked,
good order, no tyre kickers. Tel.
07462 890155. Notts

VESPA SMALL FRAME
135cc Malossi kitted engine,
built and ported by Harry Barlow
of Pro-porting, 125cc, dyno
tuned, 12v elec ign, MoT, £2750
Tel. 07966 560258. Hinckley.

VESPA VBB 2T
166 Malossi, 17bhp, 28mm
Dellorto carb, SIP speedo/rev
counter/temp gauge, f&b BGM
shocks (adj), £2800. Tel. 07948
381997. Essex.

READERS’ FREE ADS
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FOR SALE
LAMBRETTA 150 S1 (non-
Framebreather) original unrest-
ored condition, tax & MoT
exempt, no rot and straight,
186cc kit fitted with TV spec
porting, brand-new SX crank,
mag flange seals/ bearings
plus a 20mm carb, still being
run inwith no problems, £3000.
Tel. 07779 541626. Milford
Haven.
LAMBRETTALD150 excellent
condition, dry stored by original
owner from 1964; found in
2013 by the engineer who
carried out the restoration,
during the rebuild restored
everything which could be
done including a full engine
rebuild and visual inspection of
the gearbox, as the machine is
1955, it is tax andMoT exempt,
have a letter from the British
Lambretta Archive confirming it
is an original Italian-built
machine, engine and frame
numbers match the original
listing and it wasmanufactured
in 1955, £3650. Tel. 07952
536584. Bristol.
LAMBRETTA LI150 fully
restored in gold fleck blue and
off-white, front/rear racks,MoT,
lovely scooter; serious buyers
only, no stupid offers from
dealers, £2250. Tel. 07019
854531. Newbury.
LML 200 4 stroke, 2014, 600
miles butmay increase as still in
use, first service done (receipts
for oil, filters etc), matt black
with factory applied camouflage
graphics (could be removed),
fluorescent green wheels and
trim, includes: replacement
cable inners, spare spark plug
and toolkit, original owners
manual, workshop manual and
DVD, MoT not required until
Sept 2017, £2350. Tel. 01258
459908. Dorset.
NSUPRIMAD 1957, been dry
stored from 1968, all complete
and original, never had it
running, UK bike, just needs a
key and battery (electric start),
£1000. Tel. 07742 986817.
Warwickshire.
SPANISH JET 200 matching
numbers, all Italian panels,
Honda 205 kit Stage 6, full race
exhaust, new chain, slipper
chain guide, 30 mil Dellorto,
12v electrics, all Casa part,
custom paint (yellow ocra
metalico), painted stripes, 80s
cutback seat (professionally
recovered), loads chrome, fast
and reliable scooter, MoT April
2016, please text as I work
shifts and will get back to you,
£3500 Tel/text: 07481 085489.
Sheffield.
VESPA 150cc, 1964, fully
restored, ex IndianArmy (Indian
documents here), fully restored
with 3-port original engine
having all new parts with 3-
speed transmission and 8"
wheels, registered as PX150,
UK reg docs, MoT not required
due to age, ready to ride away,
can deliver if required, £2995.
Tel. 01661 831801.
VESPA GT60 rare, only
thousand ever made, 700
miles, reg 2013 from new,
immaculate, £5300. Tel. 07522
938296. Derbyshire.

TWO SCOOTER PROJECTS
at a giveaway price, as I’ve
given up on restoration, owned
both for around five years, 1:
1982 P200 with 125 LML
rebuilt engine; was being
restored as a GS look-alike,
white and 95% complete;
needs seat and some rubbers,
engine has a weak spark so
may need attention, paint on
headset & panels is excellent,
but body could be better. 2:
1967 Sprint with 150 Super
engine (partially stripped),
powder blasted and body
needs some work, nothing
major, panels are perfect, loads
of spareswith the sale, wheels,
racks etc, no V5 with either
scooter, these projects oweme
£2500 but will take £1200
ovno. Tel. 07764 368401.
Birmingham.
REMEMBER YOUR TAB-
LETS: A digital version of
Classic Scooterist can be
purchased for iPad, Android,
and computer viewings simply
visit http://bit.ly/CSStablet
VESPA (DOUGLAS) VBB
1962, LM L150 Stella 5-port
enginewith 177 Parmakit conv,
performance exhaust, 10"
wheels, MoT, slight splutter,
riding fast and high revs, slight
adj, £2000. Tel. 07973 109669.
Hilton, Derbys.
VESPA GTS SUPER ie 125cc,
can be used on a CBT
certificate, need to sell because
I’m going for my full bike test
and getting a bigger bike, MoT
Feb 2016, stainless steel
exhaust looks great and
sounds great, slight scratch
marks on side, bargain at
£2000. Tel. 07540 096330.
Doncaster.
VESPA GTS300 Super, 2012,
full MoT, one owner from new,
11k kilometres, recent service,
two auxiliary outlets, new drive
belt, rear tyre, brake pads and
air filter, aluminium exhaust
gasket upgrade, bike has been
completely stripped and
Anchorwaxed, any inspection
welcome, £2995. Tel. 07765
786138. Darlington.
VESPA PX 125 2007, 180
Polini kit, recently resprayed
and stone guarded underneath,
100% rust free, newcables and
tyres, slight blemishes in
paintwork but all-in-all a good
clean reliable bike, MoT till
June, current mileage around
5200, but still in use, £1700.
Tel. 07538 677986.
VESPA PX125 T reg, project
scooter, complete, runs,
everything works, £350. Tel.
07745 162760. North Lincs.
VESPA PX125 white, 200
miles, 2014 reg, hardly used,
almost perfect condition (used
in the rain butwith no scratches
or marks), all paperwork,
£2400. Tel. 07896 100514.
Notts.
VESPA PX125 As new, been
kept in garage, personal
reasons for selling, £2550. Tel.
07739 666964. Derby.
VESPA RALLY 1977, nice
original scooter engine built by
Diablo for touring, very smooth
and reliable, 800 miles since
rebuild, newproject need funds.
Tel. 07887 751395. Heathrow.

VESPA DOUGLAS 1960, rat
look, one off, MoT with about
eight months on it, just has a
service, runs lovely, starts up
second kick, classic Vespa
sound, rat look all original inc
seat etc, completely unique,
haven't seen one like this
around for years, getting very
rare, could be restored or just
ride as is, Speedo andmileage
doesn't work, but sure the
engine has had a rebuild at
some point in the last five or so
years, real head turner, will be
great for the summer, willing to
take offers no idea of the value
because haven't seen one like
this ever, it really should be in a
shop window or in an art
gallery, £2650. Tel. 07745
783110. Winchester.
VESPAGTS 250cc, 2008 8900
miles, red, two owners from
new, full service history, well
looked after, good condition,
genuine reason for sale, lovely
bike, £2100 (we also have a
2012 Lambretta LN for sale, so
worth the journey!). Tel. 01395
264493. Devon.
VESPA GTS300 Nov 2009,
12k miles, MoT, Vespa topbox
& fly screen, Skorpion exhaust,
one owner, £2300. Tel. Nick
07503 211305. Bournemouth.
VESPA T5Mk 1, 1989, 200cc,
gun metal grey, sidepanel is
scratched and dented and
needs a rear tyre, starts and
runs great, £1500 . Tel. 07768
119877. Dundee.
VESPA PX125 white 2014 reg,
not far from showroom
condition, bought fromnew last
Oct for £3100, sell £2500. Tel.
07896 100514. Notts.
VESPA PX125 1982 it has a
DR180 kit fitted Simonini
exhaust and aDellorto SI 24/24
carb good runner used as
commuter its red and has
chrome bars on front
mudguard, £1200. Tel. 07585
973284.
VESPA PX125 fully restored,
completely restored in working
condition, will be sold with
MoT, short period of
production for this model,
comes with spare speedo
meter and seat, £1999. Tel.
07918 152336.
VESPA P200E Italian import,
restored and tuned by Sean
Brady of Scootererotica,
Scorpion exhaust, Sebac
shocks etc, painted in Porsche
orange, been in storage last
three years, starts and runs
fine, no MoT but will fly
through, has been ridden so
few marks here and there, but
still a lovely scooter, can email
photos on request, £1900. Tel.
7840276004.
VESPA PX200 red with
personalised number plate
(P200 PXE) beautiful original
scooter with low mileage, kept
garaged in perfect condition,
comes with tubeless stainless
rims, black sports seat and
custom exhaust, lots of
accessories, mirrors, bars and
protectors etc, £2300. Tel.
Sam 07833 477165. Swindon.
VESPA DOUGLAS V90 1972,
small frame, contact for
details, £1500. Tel. 07757
700641.

VESPA PX200EFL barn find
been stood for a while, 7000
miles on the clock, S reg, runs
superb photos available orig
blue std colour, some rust but
nothing that couldn't be put
right if not sold soon will be
stripped and sold separately,
£925. Tel. 07984 387419.
Macclesfield.
VESPA T5Classic, black/grey,
reliable scooter used daily
proper work horse, requires a
little tlc, £1000. Tel. 01501
228399.
VESPA T5 Classic, reliable,
looks great, custom metal
flake paint and parts, Malossi
powered, safety it has tube-
less wheels, new SIP speedo,
MoT, £1850. Tel. 07809
333632.
VESPA VBB 1961, imported
and rebuilt by retrospective
scooters London 2009, 1961
Vespa VBB, Olde English
white, MoT and serviced Mar
15, used as commuter bike
through Spring and Summer,
reliable PX 125 engine, 12v
elecs, 12" Whitewall wheels,
loads of s/steel, looks great
sounds great, a real head
turner, selling due to moving
overseas, £3000. Tel. 07908
058198. Welwyn Garden City.
VESPA VBB 1961, white, MoT
and serviced Mar 15, used as
a commuter bike, reliable PX
125 engine, 12v electrics, 12"
Whitewall wheels, loads of
s/steel, 2009 rebuild, reliable
scooter, almost perfect condi-
tion, just a little rust appearing
along the sills, £3000. Tel.
07908 058198. Welwyn
Garden City.
VILLIERS DAYTON Albatross
T250, 1957, last taxed in 1968,
stripped and lay in cupboards
for over 40 years, called-in
Classic Bike Repairs (Glasgow)
who brought her back to her
former glory (progress docu-
mented on YouTube, under
'JohnMcGeachin, Classic Bike
Repairs', after completion, the
Daily Record featured her in the
newspaper (which c/w her).
These bikes were only made
for four years and are very rare
- this one is probably the best
example to date, £4995 orno.
Tel. 07428 362202. Scotland.

PARTS FOR SALE
LAMBRETTA GP FRAME
Italian GP200 frame with both
panels, British scooter with log
book, G reg, unstarted project,
no rust or dents, hole in left-
hand side panel for carb,
£1500. Tel. 07779 256972. W
Mids.
LAMBRETTA PARTS: TV200
engine with orig gearbox, circa
1963, £950. Tel. 07716
101810. Ely.
TS1 225 AF Rayspeed std kit,
never been run or put on a
scooter, £350. Tel. 07956
926260. W Mids.
VESPA PX EFL FRAME c/w
loom fitted, sidepanels, disc
brake, forks - but nomaster cyl
or brake caliper, v good frame,
light surface rust, nice straight
legshield, floor and mudguard,
good condition, can also
supply a V5 at extra cost, £400.
Tel. 07746 114017. Lancs.

wAnTEd
CONTACTSWANTED. I live in
Malta and I’m a Lambretta
mechanic who would like to
hear from anybody with a
Lambretta _ even clubs too. My
phone numbers are 356
21689035 (home) or 356
99893708 (mobile), alternatively,
youcanwrite tome:TonySpiteri,
12 Alpen Rose, Dun Gest
Muscat St, Zurrier, Malta.
DECENT VESPA WANTED
cashwaiting; looking for a good
scooter thatwon't letmedown.
Tel. 07539 646678.
LAMBRETTA GP with auto
engine, anything considered,
cash or swap. Tel. 0116
2765766; 07887 618250. Leics.

MiScELLAnEOuS
LADIES EXERO JACKET
motorcycle or scooter jacket,
bluewith grey panels, reflective
piping, shoulder and elbow
inserts, removable lining incl,
light use, vgc, £15. Tel. 07947
377462. Brighton.
LAMBRETTA DUFFLE COAT
cost £150 new, large size,
genuine/good quality and
make, bargain at £40, no offers,
pick-up from Sittingbourne,
Kent, no timewasters, £40. Tel.
07929 875127.
M51 ORIGINAL FISHTAIL
PARKA with original lining,
Iconic in status on the Mod
scene and you’ll rarely find one
these days in such good
condition. Email. crowman
6971@yahoo.com
PRIVATE NUMBER PLATE.
L16 MOD, plates on retention,
so no transfer fees; you can put
this plate on any vehicle, so it's
ready to go, £600. Tel. Alex
07961 743182.
TARGAJACKETblack/grey, as
new, neverworn,with lining and
armour, £30; Lazer semi full-
face helmet, with flip-up visor,
grey, medium size, £20; buyer
to collect, cash only please. Tel.
01278 433125. Somerset.
WEB DOMAIN FOR SALE
LambrettaSX200.co.uk no
longer have a scooter, so the
domain name now for sale, no
website or scooter inc, just the
domain name, currently reg
through 123-reg, price inc all
transfer fees costs. Tel. 07425
153194.
VESPAT5DISCPiaggio Vespa
T5 classic, 1985, blue/silver,
MoT, extras polished levers,
Shimmoexhaust, chromegrips,
race seat, recent paint job, lots
of money spent inc engine
rebuild at Beedspeed £750,
plus paint work £800, viewing
welcome very clean scooter
quick £2200. Tel. 07932
846161. Notts.
SCOOTER CLUBS FROM
THE 50s, 60s, 70s, 80s & 90s.
Do you have any pictures or
information about your club
from this era? If so, then
Scooterist Scene would like to
hear from you. Contact Mau at
mauspencer@classicscooterist
.com or ring 01507 529408.
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Medway Scooters Ltd
Phone/Fax 01634 719320

• Lambretta • Vespa • Sales • Imports • Resprays
• Restorations • Panel Repairs • Full mechanical workshops

STUCK WITH YOUR LAMBRETTA REBUILD GIVE US A CALL - WE’LL SEE WHAT WE CAN DO

Accident damage and all insurance repairs undertaken.

Specialist Repairers & Restorers

CHURCH PATH, OFF NORTH ST., STROOD, KENT ME2 4SG

www.medwayscooters.co.uk
alanloo@hotmail.co.uk

Classic &

(Est. 1962)

Motor Scooter
and Motorcycle
MoTTesting



After all this time, I want to confess to the fact
that the first powered two-wheeler I ever rode
was, in fact, a motorcycle!

There. I’ve admitted it, and I hope a great
weight of shame has been lifted from my
shoulders. Naturally, it’s an embarrassing
confession from a man who spent most of his
teenage and adult years astride scooters;
sneering at motorcycles.

It all came about when I was about 14 and a
slightly older school friend knocked at the door.
He insisted that I admire his new Trials Cub.
This meant absolutely nothing to me, but it
turned out to be a Triumph Tiger Cub adapted
for off-road use, with knobbly tyres, a high-lift
exhaust and a rather mean-looking chrome
strengthening crossbar across the handlebars.

Naturally, I didn’t show any enthusiasm and
muttered something about there being no need
for anyone to have wheels with rims any bigger
than 20in. He disagreed and we spent a bit of

time scoring points off each other. I could
hardly do otherwise – my bedroom walls were
decorated with posters of Lambretta’s newly
launched GT200 and suchlike, plus a few
newspaper cuttings about some
unpleasantness that had been going on down
on the south coast over the bank holiday.

Then came the crunch moment: “You can
have a go on it if you like,” he said to me
carelessly. I wasn’t quick enough to think up
any reasonable excuse, so I said something like
“Oh alright, if you insist,” and climbed astride
as he kick-started it into life.

“It’s one up and three down,” I think was
what he said, pointing at some sort of foot
pedal. I didn’t have a clue what he was talking
about. “Hold the clutch in and I’ll let it out with
you slowly,” he said, putting my left hand on a
lever and the other one on a sort of handgrip
that made the engine noisier when you turned it
towards you. I was way out of my depth.

The bike leapt forward on cue and I clung on
for dear life. Fortunately I lived in a cul-de-sac; I
charged round it at what seemed to be a
terrifying speed, all in first gear and on the
pavement. Eventually the nightmare ended
when I stalled it, more by luck than design. The
owner caught me up and said some unkind
words about trying to deliberately wreck his
engine. It was not a happy ending. He rode off,
saying some hurtful things about how he wasn’t
going to waste any more time with stupid kids.

It wasn’t until the morning of my 16th
birthday that I started up my new Vespa 150,
climbed aboard for the first time and discovered
that the clutch, throttle, gear change and the
brakes all did different things but needed to
work together to stand any chance of moving
from A to B in one piece.

All was well until that afternoon when I tried
braking sharply going downhill on gravel, on a
bend and too fast. I learned just how hard the
road can be and how much damage it can
cause to an otherwise pristine bike and an
inexperienced rider. I still have a couple of
scars. The cuts soon mended, but the
bruises to my ego lasted for a very long
time afterwards.

Dick Smith
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SCOOTER TALES

TIMETOCONFESS
It’s taken five decades to come clean and it’s not a decision
taken lightly. But the years dull your sensitivities, so it’s time
that I faced facts and owned up.






